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A COLLEGE CONCERT CAN BE
ALMOST ANYTHING THESE DAYS
by
Bob Glassenberg

As the years pass, the campus becomes more and more an important marketplace for the music and entertainment industry. Students have become aware of their role in creating or strengthening the trends created in the industry.

There is no doubt that a majority of the live entertainment in the U.S. is on campuses, for that is where the audience is captured and waiting. They come to see a spectacle or lose themselves in the ever winding music or dance. They come to be informed by an authority. They come to question their existence and their peers, as well as their leaders. And they come for the pleasure of an evening’s festivities. And there are more reasons than these. In fact, there are as many reasons as their are individual students.

Today’s students are at the forefront in challenging society in order to improve it. They have a deep sense of morality, as well as idealism. As narrowminded as they may seem, it is only because they know they must challenge the rules in order to change them.

Their openmindedness, however much a duality it may seem, is reflected in their musical tastes. Where else but on a campus could one see in the course of two months, people attending a jazz concert, a pop concert, the ballet, and a philharmonic presentation? And the same faces will appear at all of these events. Perhaps these faces will have quizzical looks about them, but it is only because they are seeking the answers and the understanding which it takes to grow and change.

Growth and change are two of the major concepts of a student. For many, it is the first time away from home. A chance to see for one’s self what it is that makes people work and play the way they do. Seemingly narrowminded youth quickly turn into openminded human beings, ready to accept any concept as long as it is substantiated by the truth.

Entertainment on campus cuts across a broad scope of activities. The majority of schools play contemporary music, to the detriment of the top middle of the road artists who are usually too high priced for the school’s budgets. Or the students’ taste. But there are exceptions like the continually busy Lettermen who are regular college attractions.

In the main, concert programs of schools across the country are based on the economics of each school in their ability to hire top successful names. And the top names are generally young people, who are eager to communicate before their peers, for they know that the songs they sing will be understood and appreciated.

The campus circuit offers the warmest, most agreeable audiences, artists who make the rounds all agree. The settings are infor-
Pop Music Groups Find The Exposure Vital

Rock, blues, folk music, strains of expressions which relate to young people, are what college audiences listen to.

mal and free-wheeling and the young rock bands who play more and more of the dates enjoy this milieu. They can feel at home, for in many instances, the same students who attend a college concert also attend the shows by these same acts in the pop music clubs which are successful enough to be in business and book these artists.

Sadly there aren't that many pop music clubs active around the country—the activity centers in the big cities—and even there, the number is diminishing. So the college concert takes on greater significance for the artist struggling for national acclaim, or the act which is riding a hot streak.

There used to be regional taste. Now these seem to be waning, as the power and impact of pop music is heard all over the nation.

But the college marketplace is not exclusively tied to rock music, although that is what the majority of students want. There are active jazz programs at select schools. Certainly Stan Kenton is among the most active bandleaders playing—and instructing—before young ears.

Julian (Cannonball) Adderley and his band play more college concerts than any other form of live presentation. In fact, Cannon says that the school circuit keeps him “alive.”

Classical music remains a small part of the cultural diet, with small chamber groups the mainstay of the attractions. Touring Broadway shows are a new form of attraction.

There are some off-beat surprises brewing. American Talent Inc. of New York is now building concert packages of circus acts with rock groups. The first package is out on the circuit now. The agency handles such rock bands as Three Dog Night, Rod Stewart and Faces, among others.

There is also a move afoot for some schools to develop circuses using their own specially skilled undergrads.

The new year sees students in a more peaceful setting. Bombings of administration buildings, the attempt to halt military recruiting groups from speaking on campus, seem to have passed into history, as student bodies realize that reality about their world is more important than philosophizing about how bad things are.

This tempering of the psyche is resulting in a more calmer concert goer, a listener who goes to enjoy the art in which he is involved. That art may be the counter culture dialog of Cheech and Chong or the standup one liners of Bob Hope.

Or the explosiveness of a top rock band. There are no cultural barriers on the college circuit. It does help if a school has a lot of money.
Broadway Touring Companies Are A New Fancy For Many Schools

by Mike Gross

Touring companies of Broadway productions are spreading across the campus circuit. Student groups and faculty organizations have become so aware of the box office potential of a national touring company that they are beginning to ask the booking agencies more questions and are paying closer attention to the evaluation of the touring production for their specific needs.

College and university interest in touring companies of Broadway productions has grown to such an extent that Ken Olsen, manager of theater and dance for Columbia Artists Management, pointed out that eight touring shows will make it successfully now as compared with only four shows or so that have been "making it" during the past four or five years.

"It has gotten so that our booking process is scheduled and geared to colleges," says Olsen. "because a successful national tour must have college situations on its itinerary to fill out the 20 to 30 weeks a company may be on the road." Olsen also notes that college and university sponsorship of a touring Broadway company now represents as much as 40 percent of a booking office's routing list.

With student groups and faculty organizations getting more deeply involved in the sponsorship of shows on the road, presentations of production availabilities are being made on two levels. The student groups are reached through representation at the meetings of the National Entertainment Conference, and the faculty-oriented sponsorship is reached at meetings of the Assn. of College and University Managers. New presentations are made every season.

Columbia Artists Management, which virtually dominates the booking of touring shows, works in coordination with production and management offices like Theatre Now, and Gordon Crow Productions. Tom Mallow's American Theatre Productions and Bob Gaus' On Stage Tours also send touring companies on the road and through the campus circuit.


"Theatre," Olsen noted, "is competing with rock music entertainment for booking time but the student groups and faculty organizations are learning what shows can deliver and they are buying them."
Cheech & Chong
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REGISTER AND VOTE
Despite the ever spiraling cost of hiring front-line entertainers, and the fact that most colleges are operating on austerity budgets, top name acts in the rock and folk fields are still in great demand.

These acts, according to leading booking agencies in the business, out distance, in popularity, all other entertainers. As a result, most booking agents seldom try to sell any act outside this format. As Glenn Nelson of the Associated Booking Corp., points out: "There was a time when we could sit in our offices and wait for calls on entertainers from most campuses. However, this is no longer the case; we must now go out and sell an act; and the market is such that there is no point in trying to place an entertainer that is not a favorite with students."

Jay Jacobs of the William Morris Agency says that students usually decide on the live entertainment they want on campus, by the artists who are on top of the popularity polls. "For instance, we've got an overwhelming demand for Don McLean since his 'American Pie' album was released."

Although top name rock and folk acts are first choice among most college students, there always exists opportunities for quality unknowns in these areas; and Jacobs points out that such relative unknowns as Carol Hall, and Goose Creek Symphony are regularly working the campus scene.

Jacobs also said that although easy-listening and other middle of the road acts are not as much in demand as folk and rock artists, the bigger names like Dione Warwick, Wayne Newton, the Vogues, the Lettermen and others still get college dates. "The problem with placing the big names in this category is that they have virtually priced themselves out of the market, and only a limited number of college campuses can afford them," he points out.

These artists, on the other hand, lured by the high salaried entertainment niteries of Las Vegas, New York and Los Angeles, are not overly concerned by the sparsity of campus gigs. As a result they show little or no inclination to lower their fees in an effort to attract this market.

Non-pop acts that span the spectrum of such entertainment areas as foreign ballet companies, flamenco dancers and musicians, and other novelty entertainers find difficulty in capturing the interest of college students.

Because of the difficulty in "selling" them, not many booking agencies servicing the campuses, would handle them. Among the few who do is William Morris. Notes Jacobs, "We are gradually getting into this area, and at this point it would be difficult to say what the response would be like."

Although non-pop and novelty acts find it difficult to get campus dates, yet, in growing demand is the orator who has a message for the young minds.

Nelson notes that senators, lawyers and other speakers with a meaningful dialog on today's key issues will find a ready slot on campus.

Also enjoying a degree of popularity with college students is the rock 'n' roll revival package with its colorful and talented entertainers with whom the students can relate.
VAN MORRISON

Bookings: Heller-Fischel/9121 Sunset Blvd./Suite 203/
Los Angeles, Ca. 90069/(213) 278-4787.

Management: Caledonia Productions/Fairfax, Ca.

Record Company: Warner Bros. Records Inc.
4000 Warner Blvd./Burbank, Ca. 91505.
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Reality is the Spice of Life
For Today’s Comics

by
Eliot Tiegel

Truth is the most important ingredient in building a funny joke. Today’s comics acknowledge that to be at the core of their material for college audiences.

Hence Bob Hope shoots “for the headlines,” Pat Paulsen does “lectures” on politics and sex education and Cheech and Chong rely on the drug culture for their material.

And it all works exceedingly well in this time of talk about bigots, politics, sex and drugs. In fact, comics playing the collegiate circuit develop routines which are symptomatic of the times in which we live. Patter about banal things and idol chatter don’t register with undergrads.

“Comedy is really a commentary on the news of the day,” Bob Hope says. “I get some of my biggest laughs using this kind of material. The students today are interested in everything. They like to hear the headlines; you’re never wrong when you go for the headlines.”

Bob Hope, one of show business’ most successful entertainers, friend of presidents, and a man constantly active, is a regular entertainer on the campus circuit.

Last year he did 14 performances in the South and Midwest. This year his schedule will encompass a similar situation with some possible forays into the Pacific Northwest.

College crowds are “so fast,” he says, sitting in his sprawling den in North Hollywood, Calif., marked with awards and trophies. “There’s nothing you can do as far as thinking material that they don’t get. It’s a great challenge and it keeps your timing hot.”

Timing to Hope is his stylistic energizer. He rattles off material with lightning speed so that the audience has to catch its breath and scoop up the funnies.

“I find telling jokes fast is enjoyed by the audience because it becomes a mental contest for them. Even though they may miss a few, it wakes them up and they enjoy that.”

“The whole secret of comedy is the taste line,” as Hope calls the internal editor which each comic must possess and put into play with his listeners. “You have to walk that line carefully, especially with political and ethnic jokes.”

Hope finds that despite the aura of sharper college students, there is a climate in America which hinders the eager espousal of ethnic jokes. Or strong messages.

“It’s a touchy thing today with people this business of ethnic jokes,” Hope admits. “People are more upright and more conservative.” When he does get into an ethnic routine, he does it, he explains “as satire.”

“I tell people you can’t tell Polish jokes today and then I tell them two or three jokes that you can’t tell. Like the Polish race driver at Indianapolis who made five pit stops: two for gas and three for directions.

“I tell people you can’t tell Polish jokes today and then I tell them two or three jokes that you can’t tell. Like the Polish race driver at Indianapolis who made five pit stops: two for gas and three for directions.

“I tell about the little Jewish fella sitting next to a guy on the plane who said, ‘Golda Mier is a wonderful woman’ and the guy said, ‘The hell with Golda Mier.’ Then he said ‘Moisha Dyan is a wonderful man’ and the guy said, ‘The hell with Moisha Dyan.’ The little Jewish fella said, ‘What kind of a fellow are you to be talking like that?’ And the guy said, ‘I’m Irish,’ and the Jewish fella said, ‘The hell with Ella Fitzgerald.’”

Bob Hope’s college concerts are usually associated with a major event: a home-coming or major athletic event or a commencement. He has a $25,000 fee for one performance, explains Mark Anthony, his business manager. That money goes back into the school in one form or another. Hope gave Southern Methodist $1 million to build a fine arts theater (which bears his name.) Indiana University has received over $100,000 for scholarships from Hope.

Overall, Hope does around 40-50 concerts and benefits a year. He appears on the second half of the college date, standing alone in a huge facility and spinning his own distinctive brand of hope through humor.

“With the world problems of the last couple of years, it’s so important for

(Continued on page 16)
people to relax and relieve the tension and I can’t think of a better way than to laugh a few times a day.”

He finds that talking about personal experiences which are tinged with some sort of problem go over well with audiences.

He stays away from messages. Why? “You can cause a division of thinking in your audience and I never want to do that. I try to stay on a broad plain.”

Before he plays a college date, Hope’s office has sent advance men around to pick up local chatter. This is blended into his regular material so that there is a bit of customizing to the act.

Wherever he is, he needs an audience which times its laughs to his banter. “You can do much smarter jokes today.” Hope admits, “because the audience is so much sharper today” and because they’ve been exposed to so many comedic styles on television.

“It’s been my experience that you can hardly tell a joke to an audience today that they won’t grab.”

“Humor” to Hope means an exaggeration of the truth.” Or put another way, it’s burlesquing the truth.”

If he tells a joke which doesn’t get an uproarious response, he will on occasion “laugh at the joke to help it.” But he believes that “if you tip off where the laughs are, it’s not as funny.”

David Steinberg, Flip Wilson, Don Rickles, Shelly Greene and Jack Benny are among the funnymen he laughs along with. With the exception of Steinberg, collegians don’t normally find the others working the intercollegiate scene.

Pat Paulsen spends most of his time entertaining students, something to the astronomical tune of around 105 dates within a 16 month period.

Paulsen’s approach is to lecture students on drugs, politics, astrology and sex education. “You can’t get too heavy with your subjects,” he says one afternoon while relaxing after a road trip.

But he does notice that certain schools are more hip or in tune to his kind of humor than others.

“I have a film on drugs,” he says. “Well it’s not really a film on drugs; it turns out to be a film on hypocrisy. Some campuses take it rather seriously whereas others just crack up.” A film on drug abuse shows the zig zag man paper for hand rolling marijuana joints. “Some schools hoot and holler when they see it. Some others are silent.”

About his lectures on sex education, Paulsen tells the audience he’s talking about it “because I don’t want it to be something they run into when they get out of school.” He uses Ken and Barby dolls as visual aids. “I undress them in front of the kids,” Pat explains. How does that work? “It works fantastic!”

Paulsen has the dolls in a box while he’s talking about sex education, and he realizes that something’s going on in the box. The kids then realize he’s more interested in what’s going on in the box than he is in speaking to them.

“I might be saying the male carries the pollen and the female has beautiful pedals and once the female receives the pollen she begins producing a little baby flower, and I look at Ken and I say, ‘Ken do you want to stop spreading pollen around.’”

Paulsen’s drug film is the story of a young college student “confronted by some insidious dope fiends who turn him onto dope. His girl friend rounds up some ex-friends, his priest, football coach, and mother and father and drags them out of a bar and they come back to school to save him. They give him a drink and a cigarette so he’s back to the standard American ways.

“We do have a slip up during the lecture. When I go to show the film on drugs, up comes a porno film which supposedly shows a girl undressing. Of course I don’t realize this because I’m talking to the audience from a lecturn with my back to the screen. When I discover the slip up, I run to the projector and turn the film off and then the right film comes on.”

Paulsen stays away from topical material, explaining that a “lecture has to be lasting.”

He has a question and answer period in which he eats lunch and reads the school newspaper. One area he has drawn the line on for lecturing is religion. “It’s a personalized thing, and besides I’m a sun worshiper.”

After the show he gets into as serious a mood with the students as they want and answers their questions about any topic. Do people expect his every answer to be funny? “I hope I have a good answer for their questions,” is the way he answers this question. “If I’m asked whether I’ve ever had an affair with a chicken, I’ll ignore that question.”

When he’s talking about running for president, he mentions he’d abolish income tax by substituting a tax on sex.

“Some people will be willing to pay until it hurts,” goes the routine. “Nobody will ask for a refund. And the guy in the 90 percent bracket—he won’t complain about having a bad year, not unless his income drops off.”

Paulsen takes his lunch break after explaining he’s been on the road and is very hungry. Naturally he doesn’t enjoy the campus food. “I always eat after the sex lecture because it makes me hungry.”

Paulsen’s show runs 75 minutes. He generally performs in a gymnasium, which has not prompted him to develop an analysis of intercollegiate athletics—pro or con. His show is called “Pat Paulsen Looks At The 70’s.”

Paulsen added astrology to his subject matter because it’s a popular field with young people. “I tie it into the fact that it’s a foreign philosophy,” he notes. “Therefore it’s not American, so obviously it’s un-American, and like drugs, it’s bad for the younger generation.”

The younger generation or the

(Continued on page 48)
What is VTN?

Television for people who never watch Television

The programs and the Showcase System that build campus audiences

- Lenny Bruce
- Bill Buckley
- Jane Fonda
- Buckminster Fuller
- Richard Nixon
- Dick Gregory
- Groove Tube
- Angela Davis
- Charlie Chaplin
- Daniel Ellsberg
- Ace Trucking Company
...and many more!

Fifty hours of dynamite programming and more every week

VIDEO TAPE NETWORK

For complete VTN Brochure
PLEASE CONTACT

NATIONAL TALENT SERVICE, INC.
115 East 62nd Street New York, N. Y. 10021
(212) 759-6735 (212) 832-3911
Oh, hold me I need everybody
Keep me in your nice, light sun
Until I'm center of your circle
Keep me hanging on.
Two key words generally pop up when a group of campus broadcasters gather to discuss the state of their industry: alternative and experimentation. Today's campus broadcaster is more aware than ever before of the responsibility he has to his audience. The responsibility of "community service," as well as the responsibility for making his audience aware of new music and innovations in the industry and the world.

Not too long ago, perhaps just five years, a new brand of radio sprung up in the commercial field. "Free Form," as it was soon to be called, gave the air personality at the FM station the chance to create his own musical atmosphere without being encumbered by the normal type of play list. Albums began to receive more attention at these stations and FM began to flourish. At the same time, campus radio was receiving more and more recognition in the record industry. The campus station had its ear to the AM Top 40 station and to the campus audience at the same time. King Top 40 had worked its way into the campus scene.

Today, most FM stations have adopted a "progressive" format as defined much after the Top 40 format but utilizing album cuts from a list of LP's. The format has come into being at most FM stations and whether called under-ground or progressive, the majority of the FM commercial stations in the U.S. adhere to a format which limits the play of new records and allows little deviation from a concept which management calls "sound" or "identity" of the station.

Many campus stations have begun to explore the "free form" format. Many more have already adopted this format. Thus, the word "alternative radio" has seeped into the conversation of the campus broadcaster.

Alternative radio is what it implies. Save for a few commercial FM stations spread sparsley across the nation, campus radio is rapidly becoming the power of the alternative field. At a recent conference held in Chicago at Loyola University, by WLUC and WLUC-FM, the question was not that of record service, but how the campus broadcaster could best serve his community. What types of music should be played and how can all of the relevant issues be determined.

What came from the meeting was the glimmer of light that the campus broadcaster could become the strongest force in free form or "alternative," radio, as most campus broadcasters prefer to call it.

The fact is that many stations on campuses across the country, particularly FM outlets, do not have to answer to a narrow minded management or advertiser. Those stations which carry commercials arefairing quite well with their opened mixes, opened music and opened minds. A case in point would be WBRU-FM, affiliated with Brown University in Providence, R.I. In 1971, the sales manager, Vito Perillo, and one of the more aggressive air personalities, Moe Shore, approached the Schlitz Brewing Co., with the idea of selling beer over their radio outlet with 20,000 stereo watts of power. Perillo and Shore persuaded Schlitz to let WBRU-FM make their own Schlitz beer commercials. And the experiment was a success. For the first time in the beer firm's history, they had allowed a station to create their own environment in which to sell a product which has mass appeal to what might still be called "middle America." This was not just another commercial station, it was a station affiliated with a university.

Then there is KZSU-FM, Stanford University, Stanford, Calif. Due to the efforts of Ridge Evers, another man geared towards sales, KZSU-FM got sponsors not just for 15 minute segments, but for whole hours. The station is non-commercial and totally community supported. The name of the subscriber was announced at the head and the back of each hour and the remaining time was practically non-stop music, which practically wiped out all commercial competition.

The two examples above could be multiplied at least 100 times and one could still not compute the energy, vitality and creativity of many campus stations and broadcasters spread throughout the country. Yes, there are still Top 40 campus stations and these stations compete quite well with the existing Top 40 commercial outlets in their areas. They compete because they too, provide some type of alternative service, a service which reaches far beyond that of playing blues, jazz, and/or non-stop music. They compete as all campus stations compete, community service geared towards their audience.

The need extends to rallies, relevant lectures, practically anything that the student, the person with his ear to the world and heart to the masses, should and must be informed upon. It is not uncommon to hear remote broadcasts from a Student Senate Floor, or a remote from the scene of a protest rally.

It is not uncommon to hear interviews with newsmakers and commentators on not only campus politics, but world politics as well. And if they can, many campus stations will arrange to broadcast live concerts of famous artists appearing on or near the campus. In fact, name a service which a medium might supply its public, and campus radio is doing it.

Radio, the medium of creative imaginations, will, in the near future become more free because of these campus broadcasters who feel the need to express what some might consider a radical view. The campus broadcaster is rapidly becoming the person who has learned what it is to be free and the person who will take this freedom to the commercial airwaves, if allowed.

But at the moment, that is a big if. For once a campus broadcaster, who has been taught to think freely and to develop his own concepts of social consciousness, without thinking of an advertiser, without really being encumbered by anything but a pedestrian structure, once this student of perception and awareness has been unleashed on the world, he is told to come "into line," think about "company policies," and settle down. Thus the campus broadcaster becomes the commercial broadcaster and is asked to forget about any community service which is real to him. Now, community service is that which is good PR for the station, not necessarily what is good for the community. He must re-learn what the very term means. He must file away his sense of imagination in favor of the image of the commercial station for which he begins to work. A format and advertising dollar becomes more important than a mind. Reading copy in a good voice becomes more relevant to the listener than two sided reporting and constant re-evaluation of the self as pertains to the station and community.

In commercial radio, community service is no longer supplying an air personality for the local sock hop. Nor is it often on the scene reporting of a late breaking story—that is for the news department to handle. But on a campus, not every campus but many more than imagined, the word is alternative, fairness and experimentation not only with the music, but with anything valuable to the audience. An opened mind is almost pre-requisite. An imagination is a must. The Alan Freed's, Allen Shaw's, Nicholas Johnson's, and even the Robert E. Lee's of tomorrow, are going to school and perhaps ever broadcasting to their community, today. What impact they will have on commercial radio will depend upon their numbers and their collective strength.

But an ideal and morality is hard to wash over if there is a community standing behind it. And the campus broadcasters are beginning to stand together and exchange information. It will be a slow transformation, but it will happen, probably without too many people being aware of it.
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The Ethnic Market: Small, Lean But Very Soulful

If you're black, playing before students at a black college is a beautiful experience.

The only hitch is, there aren't that many black schools in the country which can afford to hire top name acts. Music is still business and the costs for transportation plus salaries, are the two major factors which hold back the intimate contact between black acts and the brothers and sisters who attend black schools.

There are some black acts which cut their costs in order to bring their art before black students who are obviously the most understanding and appreciative of their material.

The majority of black colleges, state supported or privately owned, don't get involved in booking the superstars. If there is any entertainment, it's of a local nature.

In fact, the only kind of name black college circuit is of a very restricted, elite group nature. John Levy, the veteran personal manager who handles black artists, cites Howard University outside Washington, D.C., Florida A&M in Tallahassee, Hampton Institute in Hampton, Va., Tuskegee Institute in Alabama and Central State in Wilberforce, Ohio, as comprising this "circuit" which can book top attractions at their asking prices.

In some parts of the South, strong rhythm and blues bands play the college dates, Levy says, and sometimes a name act will work for $750 to $1,000 just to accommodate the local school.

Black acts feel a responsibility to play before black students, but the dollars and cents aspect of moving around the country cuts into their ability to fulfill all that their hearts may ache to do.

Cannonball Adderley and his jazz group, earn, for example, between $4,000 and $5,000 a night. Transportation alone for the band, plus the shipping of their equipment and the

(Continued on page 47)

Jazz goes right along with tender vocals on black campuses. Some of the participants include trumpeter Donald Byrd, Roberta Flack and Nancy Wilson.
ARIZONA — Arizona State University / University of Arizona

CALIFORNIA — California State University (Hayward) / California State Polytechnic College / Foothill College / Humboldt State College / University of California at Berkeley / University of California at Davis / University of California at San Diego / University of California, Los Angeles / University of San Francisco

COLORADO — Colorado State University

CONNECTICUT — Trinity College / University of Connecticut / Wesleyan University

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA — George Washington University / Georgetown University / Howard University

FLORIDA — Bethune-Cookman College (Daytona Beach) / Broward Community College / Dade County Junior College (Miami) / Florida Junior College / Florida State University / St. Petersburg Junior College / University of Miami (Coral Gables) / University of West Florida

GEORGIA — Emory University

IDAHO — Boise State College

ILLINOIS — Loyola University / MacMurray College / University of Chicago / University of Illinois / Indiana University / Purdue University / Iowa / Grinnell College

MAINE — Bowdoin College / University of Maine / University of New Hampshire

MASSACHUSETTS — Babson Institute / Bridgewater State College / Northeastern University / Salem State College / Smith College / Tufts University / University of Massachusetts / Worcester Polytechnic Institute / Worcester State College

MICHIGAN — Oakland University / University of Detroit / University of Michigan / Michigan State College / Minnesota College of St. Thomas

MISSOURI — Mary Baldwin College

NEVADA — University of Nevada

NEW HAMPSHIRE — Plymouth College / Franklin Pierce College

NEW JERSEY — Monmouth College / Rutgers University / Unon College

NEW MEXICO — East New Mexico State College / New Mexico State University

NEW YORK — Alfred University / Cornell University / Hobart College / Hunter College / New York Community College / Rochester Institute of Technology / St. Bonaventure University / St. John Fisher College / SUNY at Buffalo / SUNY at New Paltz / SUNY at Stony Brook / State University at Binghamton / University at Buffalo / University of Rochester / Vassar College

OHIO — Baldwin-Wallace College / Denison University / Kent State University / Muskingum College / University of Dayton

OREGON — University of Oregon

PENNSYLVANIA — Carnegie-Mellon University / Dickinson College / King College

RHODE ISLAND — Brown University

SOUTH CAROLINA — University of South Carolina / Clemson University

VERMONT — University of Vermont

WASHINGTON — Pacific Lutheran University / Whitman College

WISCONSIN — Beloit College / University of Wisconsin / University of Wisconsin at Marinette / (Manitowoc County Campus) / Wisconsin State College / University of Wisconsin at Whitewater / Wisconsin State College at Superior

FAMILY OF STARS

SIDNEY A. SEIDENBERG, INC.

Management / Direction

1414 Avenue of the Americas

New York, New York 10019

Telephone (212) 421-2021

Cable: SASTA-ENTS NEWYORK

ABC/DUNHILL RECORDS
The No. 1 Campus

AMERICA • BELLAND & SOMMERVILLE
JACKSON BROWNE • THE BUGS BUNNY SHOW
GLEN CAMPBELL • GODFREY CAMBRIDGE • CHICAGO
THE COWSILLS
SANDY DENNY
THE FOUR FRESHMEN
EVERLY BROTHERS
FAMILY • MORT SAHL
DICK GREGORY
SEALS AND CROFTS
CARLY SIMON
IAN & SYLVIA
HENRY MANCINI
LEO KOTTKE
KENNY LOGGINS WITH JIM MESSINA • HAGOOD HARD
ELTON JOHN • MASON PROFFIT • JOHNNY MATHIS
MICKEY NEWBURY • NEW YORK ROCK ENS
DELANEY, BONNIE & FRIENDS • DAV
COLIN BLUNSTONE • WILDERNES
Talent Agency

- BATDORF & RODNEY
- BREAD
- FLASH CADILLAC & THE CONTINENTAL KIDS
- GO
- ROY CLARK
- COUNTRY JOE MACDONALD
- BILL WITHERS
- ERIC CLAPTON
- CROW
- DONOVAN
- MADURA
- THE FOUR TOPS
- JUDEE SILL
- PINK FLOYD
- JOHN HAMMOND
- QUINCY JONES
- ISAAC HAYES
- THE IRISH ROVERS
- THAD JONES / MEL LEWIS
- KRIS KRISTOFFERSON
- THE MONTAGE
- THE EDWIN HAWKINS SINGERS
- NEW CHRISTY MINSTRELS
- JONI MITCHELL
- SEMBLE
- PAT PAULSEN
- BILLY PRESTON
- DAVID STEINBERG
- MARY TRAVERS
- GS ROAD
- THE YOUNGBLOODS

INTERNATIONAL FAMOUS AGENCY
LOS ANGELES	NEW YORK	LONDON	PARIS	ROME
A DIVISION OF MARVIN JOSEPHSON ASSOCIATES INC.
His sound is his signature.
Johnny Mathis

"People came sneaking up the aisles, rock concert style, for a closer look. And the audience couldn't bear to let him leave the stage."
— *Billboard* / January 1, 1971

"Finally, there was Johnny Mathis, who took the stage amid loud screams and squeals of joy."
— *Record World* / January 1, 1971

"It's amazing how this master of 'kissy-face music' (as one teenager called it) can bridge the musical generation gap."
— *Cashbox* / January 1, 1972
Personal Management:
DAY ARTISTS' MANAGEMENT CO.
1258 N. Highland Ave.
Suite #307
Hollywood, California 90038
(213) 461-9322

Available on:
Warner Brothers Records
and Ampex-Distributed Tapes
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FLASH

cadillac
& the continental kids

grease is good for ya!
The nation's sex symbol has already satisfied 101 college campuses this year. Politics, ecology, the new morality and sex education are all a part of "Pat Paulsen Looks At The 70's."
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>City, State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>February 9th</td>
<td>Salt Lake City, Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 10th</td>
<td>Oklahoma City, Oklahoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 11th</td>
<td>Laramie, Wyoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 12th</td>
<td>Macomb, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 18th</td>
<td>Louisville, Kentucky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 19th</td>
<td>Ann Arbor, Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 20th</td>
<td>Rockford, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 22nd</td>
<td>St. Paul, Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 3rd</td>
<td>Salem, Mass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 4th</td>
<td>Montreal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 5th</td>
<td>Utica, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 8th</td>
<td>Buffalo, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 10th</td>
<td>Binghamton, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 11th</td>
<td>Queens, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 12th</td>
<td>Gaithersburg, Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 15th</td>
<td>Richmond, Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 16th</td>
<td>New York City, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 17th</td>
<td>Albany, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 18th</td>
<td>Westchester, Penn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 19th</td>
<td>Stonybrook, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 24th</td>
<td>Pittsburgh, Penn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 25th</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Penn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 26th</td>
<td>New London, Conn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 31st</td>
<td>Union, New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1st</td>
<td>Portchester, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 7th</td>
<td>Rochester, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 8th</td>
<td>Hanover, New Hampshire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 12th</td>
<td>Tulsa, Oklahoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 13th</td>
<td>Denton, Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 14th</td>
<td>Austin, Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 15th</td>
<td>Dallas, Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 16th</td>
<td>Houston, Texas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**D & B TOUR**

Personal Management: JOHN BRAMLETT
12467 SPROUL ST.
NORWALK, CALIF.
(213) 868-0352

International Famous Agency

COLUMBIA
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PINK FLOYD

Steve O'Rourke
Buckingham Artists Management Ltd.
Jukeboxes Are Gaining Attention From Programmers To Students Looking For New Sounds

by Earl Paige

Jukebox operators are becoming more conscious of the campus location, particularly those operating firms with young programmers who identify with students. But some operators are afraid of vandalism, especially where close supervision in student unions is lacking. Most often, though, vandalism is directed at pinball and vending machines, which are nevertheless operated by the jukebox company. Some operators are working closely with student groups, which cooperate because campus activities can be partially funded from jukebox receipts. Basically, the chief difference in programming the box on or near campus is the high demand for LP cut material, which sends the jukebox programmer in search of singles that often do not exist or for the few but growing number of mini 7-in. jukebox albums.

The campus location is often the first to request certain records or reflect certain trends. In Madison, Wis., for example, jukebox programmer Mrs. Pat Schwartz of Modern Specialty Co., said she has been "driven crazy" recently for requests for "Love Is Strange" from the Wings' album, not yet released. So do many of the other students. They are coming to grips with this reality." She adds that some students think her job as jukebox programmer is so great she should not be paid for it.

Students do sometimes vent anger at the jukebox business establishment. Michael Leonard, Leonard Amusement & Vending, Adrian, Mich., said students at Hillsdale College near there picketed the jukebox when the play price was kicked up from three for a quarter to two for a quarter. "It was all in good fun, though," he says. His firm has jukeboxes around the Adrian College campus too, and has found that income from campus jukebox locations has picked up at least 15 percent in the last year. Students have also accepted the new higher price, he said. Leonard Amusement has jukeboxes in both the college student union and in dorms.

However, other operators have had problems with jukeboxes in student unions. Mrs. Leoma Ballard, Belle, W. Va., said her jukeboxes at W. Va. State College, Institute, W. Va. were "constantly being broken into because there was very little supervision.” Belle Amusement Co. now has a jukebox in the dorm at the school. Vandalism is so bad at schools around Defiance, O. that Roger Van Brackel of A. Van Brackel & Sons, Inc. carries a complete body repair kit with him. He said that large toggle bolts holding equipment to cement walls have been pulled loose. Nevertheless, business in bowling alleys and other locations near the Defiance College campus particularly are very good locations for his firm he said.

Why do students vandalize jukeboxes? At the MOA seminar in South Bend, security expert Bob Curtis told of students at another Ohio university using blow torches to get inside machines. He believes students cannot cope with the frustrations they experience and that frustration is a big cause of theft and vandalism. He also said jukeboxes represent the "depersonalization" of modern life.

A new situation: students are pushing jukebox selections anew to help develop a market for coin operated music programming.

(Continued on page 48)
Production & Personal Management
WILLIAM E. McEUEN
Aspen Recording Society, Colorado
Aspen Artists Incorporated
Colorado Music Publishing
Directed By:
William E. McEuen
Music Production/Photography/Art Direction/Personal Management
Representing
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Steve Martin
Maury Manseau
Sunshine Company
213-656-1617
THE NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND

Personal Management and Promotion:

- William E. McEuen
  Aspen Recording Society
  Aspen, Colorado

Booking:

- AE Athena Enterprises Inc.
  3430 E. 12th Ave.
  Denver, Colorado 80206
  Tele: (303) 399-8681
Look into a Legend

The EARL SCRUGGS Revue

Featuring the Incomparable Talents of

EARL SCRUGGS

Gary Scruggs • Randy Scruggs • Steve Scruggs • Jody Maphis
Vassar Clements • Bob Wilson • Buck (Josh) Graves

Personal Management:
• Louise Scruggs

201 Donna Drive
Madison, Tennessee
37115

Tele: (615) 865-2254

Booking:
• ATHENA ENTERPRISES INC.

3430 E. 12th Ave.
Denver, Colorado
80206

Tele: (303) 399-8681
Continued from page 24

rental of station wagons to move everybody around, can run around $1,200. "These costs hurt a lot of the acts that would like to play the black schools," Levy says.

Nancy Wilson, one of Levy's acts, does a number of black dates a year. She usually gets expenses for either a "concert" with piano backing or as a lecturer. If she wanted to do a full concert date, it would require a full band—something which even a white school would have second thoughts about paying for.

The black circuit is a limited market, in Levy's opinion. Subsidization of some sort would seem to be the answer. In some instances where the states control the school's purses, politics play a role as to who the school can bring on campus. Being too much of a radical figure can keep an act off campus.

Levy feels the schools should band together in some form of an organization which could help with block booking and improve the entertainment picture for the majority of the schools which don't have the cash to afford the top names.

Levy receives calls from students asking for one of his acts one month before they want to do a concert. The acts are all booked up, but this situation points up the lack of knowledge on the part of many of the kids in calling and thinking they can automatically land an entertainer.

Levy says there are federal funds which can be obtained by the black schools for cultural activities, but the students just don't know how to get these monies.

At the top black schools, major named can be acquired. Students cooperate with the faculty in booking performers—or in some instances are exclusively responsible for bringing talent on campus.

At Howard, the students book acts. "We find that we always have a full house for our concerts," says faculty member Vincent Johns. Recent attractions have included Isaac Hayes, Pharoah Sanders, Shirley Scott, the Funkadelics, the Chi-Lites, Max Roach and Donald Byrd, who teaches at the school.

For Shirley Scott and two groups, tickets cost 50 cents. In recent years the top price at Howard has been $3.50.

The undergrads at Tuskegee also select their own shows. According to Linda Murphy of the student government office, nationally popular acts are what's wanted. During the fall 1971 semester these performers appeared: Curtis Mayfield, the Main Ingredient, the Funkadelics, the Commodores (the Jackson Five backup band), Les McMann, Mongo Santamaria and Kool and the Gang.

At Central State, the concert/lecture committee, which is run by the faculty and the student government, coordinate bookings. "We've been fortunate in getting good cooperation from talent agencies," says music professor Dr. Nicholas Garren. The school does not charge admission for the concert/lecture series; there is a charge for student government functions, however.

Concert/lecture bookings have included the Jazz Voyagers from West Point and the Indiana Jazz Ensemble with Dave Baker. Student government has engaged Leon Bibb, the New York jazz Sextet and the Roy Ayers Ubiquity.

Talent bookings at Florida A&M are handled by the student activities committee. A student and faculty director coordinate efforts. Charlie Manning, director of the school's union, reports the school books a broad spectrum of names. James Brown recently appeared there and Cannonball is slated for this month.

At Hampton Institute, acts rolling through Richmond and Norfolk rock the school. Norfolk has a big soul theater and so acts coming to play that facility also make the school scene. Roberta Flack and Les McCann, for example, have played there on a weekend afternoon for a cut rate price. For the school, booking acts is more or less a chancey thing, admits one student official.
Today's Comics

"counter culture" is the prime audience for George Carlin, who enjoys being free and open and talking about things he likes rather than impersonating characters and working before "everybody's father" in nightclubs.

In fact, Carlin stresses college gigs. He has grown his hair and beard long for the past two years and fits in perfectly with the counter culture on which he speaks.

College kids let him be himself, he says congenially in Los Angeles. "I talk about current things," he says, simply punching holes in establishment standards. His topics include language taboos, seven words which are taboo on TV, the middle class drug hypocrisy, birth control, war, hair and whatever he sees and can be made meaningful.

He also discusses gentle and nice topics. But the biggest response to any one routine, he admits, is for the seven words monologue. "It lays the audience one routine, he says, for the seven words which are taboo on TV, the middle class drug hypocrisy, birth control, war, hair and whatever he sees and can be made meaningful.

Nevertheless, Carlin's routine about language taboos and those nasty seven words which are never said on TV can only be heard in a concert. He says he's never heard any feedback from any of the schools about these routines but they are powerful in the way they show up the idiosyncrasies of language. "It's OK to prick your finger," he says, "but it's not OK to..."

Carlin uses his memory to recreate the sounds of growing up in New York City. He does voices which recall Italian, Puerto Rican and Black neighbors. The voices now "back me up rather than dominating my show," he says. He still does his zippy dippy TV weather man, his flamboyant disk jockey and TV newscaster. "News can be constantly updated," he notes.

Carlin likes to shoot down establishment idols. In fact he does it very well.

1972 has been a good year for the development of new, youth-oriented comedy acts and the campus has naturally figured large in their development.

Cheech & Chong are a funky counter-culture comedy team, highly-trained and professional. Chicano Richard Marin (Cheech) first teamed with Eurasian Tommy Chong when he left his native East Los Angeles to avoid being drafted.

Chong was running a string of Chicano nightclubs for his family in Vancouver. He had put together a topless comedy revue which Cheech joined as a performer. The revue was highly successful, but the troupe broke up. Cheech and Chong decided to team up and concentrate on truthfully hip comedy.

Due to a timely skiing accident, Cheech no longer had to worry about his draft status. The team moved their base to Los Angeles and for two years scuffled around, picking up whatever bookings they could. They found gigs at major clubs like P.J.'s and began to develop a following. But they were actually discovered during one of the Troubadour's famed Monday night hoots by producer Lou Adler.

Their raunchy Cheech & Chong album first exploded them into young America's consciousness. The album has sold over 200,000 copies. The act has become wildly popular on the college and hip nitery circuit with fan clubs springing up all over the country. Their optimistic dope humor seems to be leading the way to a whole new school of comedy.

Lily Tomlin had the great impact of TV's "Laugh-In" to launch her career as a national star. But she has done better than any "Laugh-In" cast member in carving out a solo image in records and live appearances. Lily confesses to being a bit surprised.

Jukeboxes

society, another factor triggering violence.

But at the same seminar, Victor Scola, S.G.C. Corp., Trenton, N.J., said, "You have to take the time to go out to the colleges and talk with the students. You have to find out what kind of records they want and have to establish a relationship." Scola's firm, for example, works with the student committees to establish a relationship. Scola says, for example, works with the student committees to establish a relationship. He says, "News can be constantly updated." He notes.

Nevertheless, Carlin's routine about language taboos and those nasty seven words which are never said on TV can only be heard in a concert. He says he's never heard any feedback from any of the schools about these routines but they are powerful in the way they show up the idiosyncrasies of language. "It's OK to prick your finger," he says, "but it's not OK to..."

Carlin uses his memory to recreate the sounds of growing up in New York City. He does voices which recall Italian, Puerto Rican and Black neighbors. The voices now "back me up rather than dominating my show," he says. He still does his zippy dippy TV weather man, his flamboyant disk jockey and TV newscaster. "News can be constantly updated," he notes.

Carlin likes to shoot down establishment idols. In fact he does it very well.

1972 has been a good year for the development of new, youth-oriented comedy acts and the campus has naturally figured large in their development.

Cheech & Chong are a funky counter-culture comedy team, highly-trained and professional. Chicano Richard Marin (Cheech) first teamed with Eurasian Tommy Chong when he left his native East Los Angeles to avoid being drafted.

Chong was running a string of Chicano nightclubs for his family in Vancouver. He had put together a topless comedy revue which Cheech joined as a performer. The revue was highly successful, but the troupe broke up. Cheech and Chong decided to team up and concentrate on truthfully hip comedy.

Due to a timely skiing accident, Cheech no longer had to worry about his draft status. The team moved their base to Los Angeles and for two years scuffled around, picking up whatever bookings they could. They found gigs at major clubs like P.J.'s and began to develop a following. But they were actually discovered during one of the Troubadour's famed Monday night hoots by producer Lou Adler.

Their raunchy Cheech & Chong album first exploded them into young America's consciousness. The album has sold over 200,000 copies. The act has become wildly popular on the college and hip nitery circuit with fan clubs springing up all over the country. Their optimistic dope humor seems to be leading the way to a whole new school of comedy.

Lily Tomlin had the great impact of TV's "Laugh-In" to launch her career as a national star. But she has done better than any "Laugh-In" cast member in carving out a solo image in records and live appearances. Lily confesses to being a bit surprised.

(Continued on page 66)
The wedding of folk to jazz-rock leads neither to bigamy nor polygamy, but rather to a xenogamy in which the cross-fertilization is delicately balanced and the elements are always compatible.

—LEONARD FEATHER / Los Angeles Times

"...a brilliant and hauntingly beautiful performance...perfection in trained sound."

—JEFF THOMAS / The Hollywood Reporter

"Supported by vibes, drums, bass, and guitar, Weisberg sets sail swirling air melodies that has the entire audience reaching in the sky."

—RON BERLER / Chicago Tribune

As a flutist extraordinaire, he handles his instruments with the fingers of a surgeon and produces a sound that seems to linger in the air long after it's been played.

—JUDY HUGG / San Diego Union
TOM SELDON

Marks the Contribution of Folk Music. While Acknowledging the Necessity of Rock. Together They Form an Exciting Pattern.

Recently released hits "My Honey" and "It's So Easy".
SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
Sold out in 45 minutes — 200 people turned away — "Could we do it again tomorrow night."

SANTA ANA COLLEGE
First time all year, students turned away—booked again same year.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
"The room looked like a 3-ring circus, 1,600 people... on rafters, tables, in chairs... I had doubted hypnotists before—but NOW I DO Believe!"
—Triton Times

BAKERSFIELD, TULARE and IMPERIAL VALLEY COUNTY FAIRS
5,000 people nightly.
—S.R.O.

Management:
WEST COAST PRODUCTIONS
P.O. Box 10075
San Diego, Calif. 92110
Apple Mary Makes Ample Music.
A Wailing Guitar - Bass - Drums Trio
with Self-Contained
Sound System and Stage Lighting.

A foot-stomping quintet composed
of Bassist Alan Mundy,
Keyboard Player Dallas Booth,
Drummer John Burks,
Guitarist (rhythm, pedal steel and more)
Mike Lucas
and
Lead Guitarist Rick Mundy.

Fundamental Rock

STONE MOSES

Music fit for a Mountain Top

INTERNATIONALLY SYNDICATED AGENCIES

P.O. BOX 78
Yorktown, Indiana
(317) 649-3351

P.O. BOX 15562
San Diego, California
(714) 286-1794

P.O. BOX 304
Carmi, Illinois
(618) 382-8012

P.O. BOX 1106
Findlay, Ohio
(419) 424-9871
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MANHATTAN TRANSFER makes music to smile by

"Their's is afternoon and sun music," said Fred Trietsch in a glowing newspaper review. "...Try to catch Manhattan Transfer. If you want a good lift out of a doldrum or just a night of happy music, they're just the ticket."

A good-time wide-spectrum quartet of rich vocal harmonies blended with expert musicianship, Manhattan Transfer makes fine music.

BATTEAUX are two, plus

Batteaux are two brothers, plus whatever back-up their state of mind suggests, support which ranges through drums, congas, bass, keyboards, guitar, flute, mandolin, steel guitar and more, depending.

David Batteau is a singer, songwriter, guitarist and cellist, among other things.

Robin Batteau is a singer, songwriter, guitarist and violinist who has been featured on two Columbia albums (Appaloosa and Compton & Batteau) and has composed and performed music for two short films (Film in A-Minor and Arcade).

TOGETHER THEY ARE MORE THAN TWO.
TOGETHER THEY ARE BATTEAUX.
Southern sectionalism, to a great degree, ends at the entrance to the campus. The reasons are, as they say, many and varied. Primarily this is true, however, because many of the great private schools of the South actively recruit, and give preference to, students from other areas of the country.

Thus a talent buyer for a Southern college or university seldom thinks in terms of "Southern taste." If, indeed, there is such a thing. Nevertheless, the booking habits are worth exploring if only from the standpoint of the artist and agent.

Study the major colleges of the South and one finds the same performers, the same trends, the same consistency one finds on a general basis in other areas of the country. But, because of the activities of bookers, they have gone one step beyond.

Don Light is a case in point. A one-time strictly-gospel agent, he has expanded his talent base and has concentrated heavily on schools-ranging from the University of Houston to the University of Richmond, and down into schools in central Florida. In the church-related colleges of this wide area, he has been successful in placing some of his gospel acts, notably the Oak Ridge Boys. Admittedly, Light has simply not tried to book them in "Northern" schools.

"There are too many conflicts," Light explains. "When we showcase our artists, we usually go before talent buyers at southern schools and to southern regional meetings. There is just too much going on, and the expense is too prohibitive, to try to take them anywhere. Logistically we have concentrated on this section."

This is not always the case, however, with some of the other acts. Light has taken his various talent properties to the National Entertainment Conference, and such artists as John D. Loudermilk and Gobe are enjoying the fruits of that experience.

Light's last trip was to the University of Houston in September, where a regional showcase was held for both the permanent personnel buyers and student committees from schools in Texas, Arkansas and Louisiana. The buyers, as is standard procedure, then turned in their evaluation slips, and the bookings began.

Light feels the secret of the success he has enjoyed is a matter of establishing a personal relationship with the permanent personnel at the schools. He has done this at such places of learning as Vanderbilt, Emory and Mercer. As a result, Emery in Atlanta has just booked its first Bluegrass Festival, featuring Lester Flatt.

In the schools where Light operates, there is a strong trend toward the mini-concerts, getting away from the heavy-expense talent. Because of this trend, there have been bookings in many parts of the nation (and particularly the South) for Kris Kristofferson, Mickey Newberry, Gordon Lightfoot and Tom Paxton. These are all writer-singers, who generally perform by themselves.

Most of the trips to the regional gatherings, by the way, are financed by the record labels, who are anxious to break into the college market.

One of the labels, RCA, is going well beyond that with one of its artists. For the first time, it has put together an entire album of Waylon Jennings, strictly for promotional purposes, to try to seek college bookings.

"Waylon belongs on the campuses," said RCA's artist-relation chief in Nashville, Wally Landen. "Therefore we have put together this album which will be sent to every college buyer in America. Waylon is also going to all three college booking conferences, and will perform at all of them. He already has been booked at Texas A&M State."

Jennings also flew to the West Coast in early February and appeared at a seminar for country music and the colleges sponsored by RCA. He took part in a panel with Grelun Landen of RCA, and Elroy Kahanek.

Dean Jim Sandlin of Vanderbilt University (where more than 50% of the enrollment is non-Southern) said there was little or no sectionalism in selecting talent.

"We pretty well go with what the students want, keeping it in the lower-price level," he said. His budget for concerts is about $1,250, putting him in the mini-concert level.

"If there is any trend here it is an absence of hard rock, and there is a lot of interest in the steel pedal guitar. We seem to be bringing in more and more groups who use the steel. We seldom look at the top 10 entertainers because their prices are out of our budget. I think you'll find this true of most colleges and universities with limited enrollment."

Sandlin said Vanderbilt is working at "creating a good relationship with the music community of Nashville", and consequently has brought in "authentic" artists from this area. He lists such people as Earl Scruggs as an authentic artist who has gone over well.

"The slick ones just don't make it with the young people." He said he might bring in further gospel groups, but they, too, must be authentic.

Sandlin feels many of the pop groups, especially those he brings in, have adopted the habits of country-gospel in their form and style. "This is bound to have some extra appeal," he said.

Earl Scruggs may be one of the most popular men on campus today. His Revue is geared toward concerts, and Earl's new image is far beyond Bluegrass, although that is an integral part of his act.
These are just some of The Top Name Attractions we have presented in campus concerts

One phone call to ROB HELLER ENTERPRISES will give you the availabilities, prices, etc. of any attraction you are interested in bringing to your campus, in addition will give you the professional service you are looking for.

Working cooperatively on a non-exclusive basis with all the major agencies, we represent you, the buyer, in packaging the entertainment of your choice within your budget.

We are proud of the many schools which we have successfully served and who now look to us with confidence in fulfilling their entertainment needs. Call ROB HELLER ENTERPRISES for assistance in delivering a complete entertainment package to your campus.

ROB HELLER ENTERPRISES
9869 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, California 90212 (213) 553-7112 serving your every entertainment need
ROB HELLER ENTERPRISES
PRESENTS
The JOHNNY OTIS SHOW

Self-contained dynamite review of Rock & Roll at its original best!

FEATURING:
★ SHUGGIE OTIS
★ "BIG" JOE TURNER
★ MARGIE EVANS
★ EDDIE "CLEANHEAD" VINSON
★ JOHNNY OTIS AND HIS ROCKIN' BAND
★ THE MIGHTY FLEA
★ THE OTISETTES

"The Johnny Otis Show is a delightful evening of showmanship and musicianship and a universal experience in communication."

Nat Freedland, Billboard

"... (Johnny) Otis, his stomping band his diversified vocal team communicated like no show I had ever seen before ..."

Leonard Feather, L.A. Times

Accepting offers now for an appearance at your campus...

Please write, wire or phone so we may discuss your specific interest.
ROB HELLER ENTERPRISES PRESENTS

The music of CHARLES LLOYD

An evening in concert with the man who bridged the gap between jazz and rock. Recent album “Warm Waters” hailed by L.A. Free Press as “Simply one of the most beautiful pieces of music we’ve ever heard.” “Charles Lloyd is a total joy. Not only does he communicate through his flute and tenor sax but he turns on an audience with his current bag of musical fantasia with supreme musicianship and cozy-chair ease.”

S.F. Chronicle

Available for concerts, lectures, workshops . . .

ROB HELLER ENTERPRISES

9869 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, California 90212  (213) 553-7112

. . . serving your every entertainment need
The campus circuit is the one major growth area for live entertainment in Britain. The campus role is an obvious one—with the demise of commercial clubs, the 800 colleges throughout the country have become virtually the only sure outlet for young developing talent.

Student entertainment is big business. The estimated annual turnover of the British campus circuit is today approaching $2 million, although the colleges are primarily a focus for new talent rather than established artists.

Frank Zappa recently underlined the difficulties for major rock bands playing in Britain. “The economics of it are pretty staggering because what we earn in Britain will be less than half that for a similar tour in the United States,” he commented.

“Certain things remain constant in terms of expenses, so it’s not really a profitable thing at all to come to Europe with a group the size of the Mothers of Invention. British ticket prices are about half what they are in the States, the size of British halls is very small compared to where we play in the States and so the grosses can’t be as large while the other expenses remain constant.”

Very few major artists—either American or British—are therefore attracted to the campus circuit, although many of them owe their initial successes to the colleges. T. Rex for instance, currently

(Continued on page 60)
VARIETY THEATER INTERNATIONAL IS PROUD OF THE RAVE REVIEWS AND AUDIENCE REACTION TO “SONG PAINTER”

MAC DAVIS
DURING 87 COLLEGE CONCERTS IN 1971...

"What a show! The students couldn't get enough of Mac Davis. Standing ovations are not given very often here, but the s.r.o. crowd afforded him two."
—Richard I. Tibbitts, Director, Campus Center, Chadron State College

"Mac Davis was marvelous... dynamic interpretations."
—Frank Liewski, Los Angeles Herald Examinier

"I love Mac Davis. Our audience loved him... not since Harry Belafonte in 1964-65 have I seen a performer so unify an audience and give them such a feeling of affirmation toward everyone and everything."  
—The Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette

"Playing to a capacity-plus audience, Mac Davis created a rapport that hasn't been seen on this campus in some time. Two standing ovations."
—The Houstonian, Sam Houston State U.

"A standing ovation... the whole show was fantastic."
—Gary D. Fink, SGA President, Louisiana College

"It is seldom that a true experience comes to our college, that's... until Mac Davis arrived... overflow audience... probably the best show our campus has ever seen."
—Herb Jones, Executive Coordinator of Activities, Eastern Washington State College

"His performance has yet to be equaled... Mac Davis is a beautiful person."
—Charlie R. Morgan, Asst. Director of Student Activities, Eastfield College

"Mac Davis... made you feel as though he was talking with each person in the audience individually."
—Holly Middleton, Lowman Student Center, Sam Houston State College

"Mac Davis was excellent... amazing to me that one man could be so entertaining to our students in the current music scene of loud, heavy hard-rock."
—Dennis Watkins, Dean of Student Affairs, Texas Wesleyan College

"Mac Davis... almost hypnotic... a 'song painter' he is... well deserved standing ovation."
—The Spectrum, No. Dakota State U.

"The top praise for musicianship... held the overflow crowd almost effortlessly... received a standing ovation."
—Chris Columb, Jr., The Cleveland Plain Dealer

"The keyword of Belmont's Mac Davis concert was rapport. From the time he sat down on his wooden stool til he walked off the stage, the audience was his."
—Belmont College, Nashville

"Mac Davis was great! One of the best we've ever had at Western."
—Ronald D. Beck, Staff Assistant, Western Kentucky University

"A talented song writer blessed with a voice to match... sometimes simple, sometimes dynamic, but always relaxed."
—Faye Boqulst, Lewiston Tribune

"Three standing ovations and two encores..."
—The South Texan

"With a warm, bright personality, a good voice, mucho sex appeal, and some of the best popular song material... as surefire an entertainer as he is a writer."
—Weekly Variety

"It is not often that a performer gets to his audience the way Mac Davis did... the result is a perfect show."  
—Pat Reynolds, The Daily Illini

"The Mac Davis concert... was of the most superb quality. This performance has been acclaimed to be the best at Lewis-Clark in recent years."  
—Dennis Ohrman, Director of Student Activities, Lewis-Clark Normal School

"Mac Davis was a pure delight. His songs are nearly poems in disguise... got a standing ovation. And he deserved it."
—John Vandeborn, The Oregonian

Representation:
OMA

Personal Management:
Katz-Gallin-Leffler Enterprises
9255 Sunset Blvd. • Los Angeles, Ca. 90069
(213) 273-4210

Tour Direction:
Variety Theater International, Inc.
7200 France Ave. South • Minneapolis, Minn. 55435
(612) 925-3440
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the major attraction in British rock music, spent three years building a high reputation with colleges and university audiences.

Campus prices are dependent on the financial resources of each individual college, although the usual maximum prices range from $2,500 to $3,500. The superstars of the British rock circuit however, such as the Pink Floyd and Elton John, charge a price which varies between $4,000 and $5,000.

The majority of artists playing on the campus circuit however, are young bands, still struggling for recognition. The colleges have become invaluable for the fostering of emergent talent, such as Hawkhind, Help Yourself, Brinsley Schwarz, James Barclay Harvest, Good Habit, Flash, and Ashton, Gardner and Dyke.

Student tastes are often ahead of the tastes of the general public. Bands such as Fleetwood Mac for instance, which emerged during the post-psychadelic era of the late '60's, owe much of their initial following to students.

The reasons for the growing popularity of the colleges during that period were simple—the commercial clubs and package tours no longer reflected the changes in rock music. The top 40 names were no longer guaranteed to attract sizable audiences and clubs, uncertain of the new artists in rock music, went into a steep decline.

The colleges however, offered reasonable facilities, an aware audience and a relatively secure source of income. Entertainment in colleges is financed by student union funds and consequently there is no profit motive. Leeds University, for instance, made a profit in 1970 of $80 after an expenditure of $91,000 during the year.

Record companies are becoming increasingly aware of the undergraduate market. “There's absolutely no doubt that the student market is an import one,” says Des Brown, a Kinney official. “The trouble is that it's a hard market to reach through normal channels. Students tend not to listen to the radio or watch TV and also tend to resist established media outlets. The best way is to get to them where they are working and living.”

Kinney last year acquired the services of the 2 M company, which specializes in campus promotion, to handle poster campaigns on such artists as Judy Collins, The Doors, Family, Faces and Tom Paxton throughout the British campus circuit.

Last year EMI also entered the field of campus promotion with the formation of a special department, headed by Terry Walker, with the primary aim of reaching the student market.

Student-orientated marketing nevertheless, is still in the embryonic stages, but early indications suggest that local record retailers are benefiting from the increased interest currently being paid to the campus circuit.

Most shops in university towns have a significant percentage of student customers. Estimates vary from 10 to 30 percent, but the general trend appears to be a rise in student sales.

Rack-jobbing has also made a decisive entry into the market. Record Merchandisers has been supplying colleges and universities for almost two years and already the market represents almost five percent of the company's business activities. There has also been a growth in discount selling through mail-order. One scheme, operated by Academic Services, a student marketing company, offers students a 10-15 percent discount on records with delivery usually made within a week.

With all the commercial overtures presently being made to the campus circuit however, it was perhaps inevitable that students should feel a certain unease.

Student fears came to the surface at a student union meeting late last year when one delegate claimed: “There seems to be two price rings—the night clubs and commercial promoters and the college circuit. And the college circuit is often charged 50 percent more than the commercial promoters for the same act.

“We allow agents to raise the prices of bands and that, in turn, means high prices for tickets. We are subsidizing the entertainment industry and it has got to stop.”

The National Union of Students agreed at the meeting to investigate the feasibility of a national brokerage system to represent student unions in negotiations with entertainment agencies. The brokerage would operate along similar lines to insurance brokers. It would negotiate, on behalf of colleges, the artists' percentage deals and prices with the agencies. All groups costing over $260, it was recommended, should be paid on the basis of a percentage of the overall takings.

Whatever the outcome of the student proposals however, one thing remains certain. Colleges are now an integral part of the entertainments industry in Britain—and students have to come to terms with that fact.

On the continent, this is the situation:

Finland has only one major campus area—Otaniami, which holds some 4,500 students. It is located five miles outside Helsinki and boasts one of the most up-to-date nightclub complexes in the whole of the country.

Booking manager for Dipoli is Osmo Wilska, who says: “We book all kinds of talent because Finnish students have very catholic tastes. We have had strip-tease, top Finnish rock bands like Tasa-valet, Presidentti and Wigwam, pure pop, folk and jazz. If possible, we get for acts already visiting Scandinavia and bring them in from Sweden to keep down our costs.”

Dipoli has a monthly budget of $15,000 but this is increasing all the time.

The only two universities in Holland remotely corresponding to the American campus set-up are Enschede, a technical university built in the early 1960's which stages 10 concerts a year for between 800 and 900 people; and Eindhoven technical college, which runs occasional concerts on a small scale.

There is no campus scene in Sweden comparable with that in the United States, although colleges throughout the country do have dances which often feature appearances by foreign artists and groups.

The colleges have to pay the same fees as required from any commercial promoter.

Most popular acts on the Swedish campus are rock 'n' roll bands and soul artists but the record industry has yet to undertake any special promotional campaigns aimed at selling more records to students.

Of all the student organizations, the Stockholm Studentkar has the biggest entertainment budget and it is therefore the one which books more foreign talent than any other.

In Italy, rock concerts by British and American acts are attended by university and high school students. Although there are no campus organized musical events, the students are formulating their own musical tastes as a sort of reaction to the traditional Italian commercial pop music, and this could eventually lead to the emergence of a campus circuit of great importance.

In Spain, where the universities are government controlled, the music tends to be in jazz, folk, protest and underground veins. The performances are often full of social or political significance and, as a result, are sometimes banned by the police.

Most of the artists perform free, but the foreign acts get paid in proportion to the box office take. Admission is not normally higher than 50 cents, but even so, the audience rarely numbers more than 500. Recently in Madrid the university authorities practically eliminated the possibility of developing a more thriving college market when they forbade the schools from charging admission to concerts.
RARE EARTH
IN CONCERT

Personal Management
RONDEN TALENT MANAGEMENT
1-313-355-5225
Ron Strasner

Booking Agent
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
1350 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N. Y.
1-212-586-5100
PREMIER'S TALENT
BLACK OAK ARKANSAS
BLACK SABBATH
BLUES PROJECT
BRONCO
JOE COCKER
JULIE DRISCOLL
EGGS OVER EASY
EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER
FREE
FREEDOM
J. GEILS BAND
GRAND FUNK RAILROAD
HUMBLE PIE
JETHRO TULL
KING CRIMSON
LED ZEPPELIN
MOUNTAIN
MYLON
PROCOL HARUM
JON POUSETTE-DART
DAVID REA
SIR LORD BALTIMORE
CAT STEVENS
SWEATHOG
T. REX
LIVINGSTON TAYLOR
TEN YEARS AFTER
THE WHO
TIN HOUSE
TIR NA NOG
TRAFFIC
WEST, BRUCE AND LAING
WILD TURKEY
EDGAR WINTER
JOHNNY WINTER
YES
Japanese Colleges Offer a New Concert Showcase

by Shigeru Kawabata

College concerts started to develop in Japan with the appearance of folk singers among students in 1968. The most famous among them were the Folk Crusaders who sang "Kaittekita Yopparai," a big hit with total sales of over two million records.

At the beginning, the student singers made appearances at concerts on their own campus, then at different universities, but in the same area. Finally they started appearing before the public as professionals in 1971. Tokyo and Kyoto, two areas which have many popular student-stars, are places where college concerts are the most popular.

The students of Waseda University, Tokyo, organized a show last November which was titled "Akiyuki Nozaka in Concert." The tickets were sold to the public and it was a great success. Nozaka is one of the most popular novelists among students and he is also a singer.

College concerts became part of show business only last year. Talents who appear the most in these concerts are Nobuyasu Okabayashi, Takuro Yoshida, Maki Asakawa, Tomoya Takaiishi and Rokumonsen.

Folk songs occupy the greatest portion of these concerts. Most of the folk songs in Japan are imported from the U.S. and they are accompanied by political viewpoints most of the time. The above-mentioned artists are not exclusively concerned with politics in these songs, but they are concerned with beauty and joy. With this attitude, they are able to captivate many university, high school, and junior high school students who are now their fans. As audiences increased, college concerts became commercial. When a concert is held within campus, students use the auditorium or gym. If they sell tickets to the public, they use public halls or other rental halls. An entrance fee is usually from 300 to 500 yen.

Half of the payment to performers, half of the rent and half of the technical fees are paid in advance and the rest is paid after the collection of the entrance fees. This is the method used for holding most of the concerts, therefore, it is only necessary to have about 200,000 yen to run a concert.

Most of the concerts are organized by university groups which deal with folk music. At the beginning they organize concerts within their campus, perhaps during a carnival, and later they get into bigger events.

In Kobe, one student ran this ad in a newspaper: "I want to hold a concert featuring Maki Asakawa. Looking for companions." About 30 students replied and they held a concert. After the concert they distributed the profit which came out to be about 10,000 yen per organizer.

Also in Kyoto, one student organized a concert and used the profit to go and to study in the U.S.

Commercial acts do not seem to be wanted on campus. They are too "emotional." Young people could not accept them and they started to look for stars within their own ranks.

This is a new audience and one which will be the base for Japanese music in the future.
THE POPPY FAMILY

HIT SINGLES:
Which Way You Goin' Billy?
That's Where I Went Wrong
Where Evil Grows
Good Friends

FOR BOOKING:
6945 Isleview Rd., West Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. (604) 922-2683
The hottest new lecturer on U.S. colleges this year is Buster Crabbe!

Buster Crabbe?

Yes, the actor who brought Flash Gordon, Buck Rogers and Tarzan to the screen 35 years ago is the busiest new attraction of Boston's American Program Bureau, the seven-year-old giant lecture agency which grossed some $33½ million from campus speakers last year.

"Starting with the autumn of 1971, the move has definitely been away from radicalism and towards more upbeat topics; nostalgia is our newest trend," reports Robert Walker, founder of APB and the nation's largest college lecture booker.

APB is even getting a strong response to dates for Spanky McFarland of "Our Gang" fame.

"I believe that students are tired out of hearing about war atrocities and revolution in the streets," Walker says. "Nostalgia is the biggest new emphasis in our catalog. But overall, the market is still in demand.

One of the basic rules of college lecture booking is that young audiences want to feel they are getting the inside story behind some major news event or cultural event. Bill Graham of the Fillmore Company has emerged as a popular new lecturer, speaking on the roots of rock.

People who have overcome terrific handicaps to attain success are always popular on the college circuit. "The kids won't listen to an inspiration talk unless it is coming from someone who has exemplified this in his own life," Walker said. "We're getting this kind of reaction with Joe Sorrentino, the ex-convict former prime minister of Northern Ireland, Lord O'Neill, is a strong attraction this year.

"Kids want to laugh, and we're doing very well with comics like Pat Paulsen and Soupy Sales," Walker says. "Topics that personally concern the students are always very big. One new one is the invasion of privacy, we're sending out authors on that field and people like ex-FBI agent Bill Turner."

The American Program Bureau has found that interest in the occult and magic is dramatically on the rise. One direction in which APB is covering this interest is to produce a magic show by the young Houdini-like escape artist, Norman Bigelow.

Sports remain a major topic of college concern. Bill Russell, the former basketball star, is now a top lecturer and football provocateur Dave Megyesy is still in demand.

One of the hottest new lecturers on U.S. campuses this year is Buster Crabbe! While he believes in jukebox albums and even spotlights them on jukeboxes, he said: "I find that all too often, patrons are apparently not aware that there is album material on the machines. You will find locations where you know one or two patrons realize the albums are on there but many patrons just must not realize it."

The lack of singles by hot album artists has caused Eichinger to go back into his files and hound one-stops for older singles by Cat Stevens, Rod Stewart and other artists. But the problem is that many old singles do not qualify in the college circuit. "The kids won't listen to an inspiration talk unless it is coming from someone who has exemplified this in his own life," Walker said. "We're getting this kind of reaction with Joe Sorrentino, the ex-convict who reformed and graduated from Harvard Law School."

But despite the constantly changing trends in the college lecture market, APB's superstars remain consistent and embody all the themes of commitment and self-improvement so vital to students. The agency's top three money-makers are Dick Gregory, Ralph Nader and Julian Bond.
ROD McKUEN

in concert

The only guaranteed sell-out attraction on or off campus.

For concert and lecture booking information contact:
J. Foster/8721 Sunset Blvd., Suite C/Hollywood, Ca. 90069/(213) 659-1660

photo by david nutter/design by hy fujita
Tex Ritter, star of 80 Western movies between 1936-'50, is heading for a new roundup: the campus with a lecture/movie show designed to explain how cowboy movies were made in one week.

Ritter, reportedly the first cowboy to tour colleges in the 1930's, will be accompanied by his wife Dorothy Fay on the tour slated for a fall launching. The two will provide behind-the-scenes comments into the whole spectrum of Western movie making and the reasons why they were so popular.

Acuff Rose—Artists Corp. of Nashville, which is representing the package, believes the time is appropriate for a discourse—mix media presentation on old Westerns in light of the growing number of film courses and film societies on campus, and a general feeling for nostalgia and peeks into the past which have emerged in the arts.

The show will be a combination lecture/concert utilizing slides, clips from Tex's films and studio stills.

The concept behind the package is to entertain young people who have probably not seen too many of the movies, while educating them about a period of the American film industry which resulted in Westerns being made in one week and millions of people viewing them in thousands of theaters all around the country.

Tex will describe the process of producing a cowboy flick in one week, how actors used Westerns as vehicles for boosting their careers, how character actors developed and often turned into stars themselves, and why cowboy movies were so popular—and still are.

Ritter debuted in films in 1936 to become the second singing cowboy (behind Gene Autry), and he worked for Monogram, Columbia, Universal and Producers Releasing Corp.

He made films for nine consecutive years and for seven of those years he was ranked among the top 10 best money making performers. His Westerns were the first to be telecast on the British Broadcasting Corp. and they made their appearance on U.S. television in 1953.
There's a lot you ought to know about one of your favorite songwriters. And maybe the first thing's his name.

**BILLY EDD WHEELER**

Did you know that he wrote "Jackson," "Ann," "Blistered," "Coal Tattoo," "The Coming of the Roads" and "High Flying Bird?" "The Reverend Mr. Black?" That he was born in a West Virginia mining settlement that's no longer mapped? That he worked the mines, shoveled manure, painted fences, and learned to sing from a Black preacher? He marched out into a new world and made it without losing sight of the gutted hills and ravaged land he left behind. He's a poet and a playwright—he's written gutsy books and gusty plays. Like, Songs of a Woods Colt and the outdoor drama, Hatfields and McCoys.

Don Light Talent, Inc.
816 19th Ave., So., Nashville, Tenn.
37203 (615) 327-4785

Did you know he wrote and narrated Carl Sandburg's American Songbag at Carnegie Hall?

Well, maybe the most important thing to know about him is that he sings like he writes. After all, he's lived it.
First with the Fifth.

Every time the high-flying 5th Dimension goes on tour, they pack their Shure Unisphere microphones as carefully — and as routinely — as they pack their luggage. They're going to have both before they go anywhere! That's because those Unispheres get the real sound of the Fifth together. Their audiences hear the Fifth at their best — without breath blasts, without closeup "pops," and without wind noises that can affect a performance. The fabulous 5th Dimension knows what the Unispheres can do for their sound — and so do the other great groups getting it on today. You and your group can do the same. Get with the sound of Shure!

Shure Brothers Inc.,
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acoustic makes amplifiers that work and work and work and work and work and work

acoustic
4121 redwood avenue
los angeles, california 90066

please send a 72 catalog

name
address
city state zip
APRIL WINE
BONNIE RAITT
BRIAN AUGER
BROWNSVILLE STATION
BULLET
CHUCK BERRY
CRABBY APPLETON
DETROIT: Featuring MITCH RYDER
DION
JACKSON HEIGHTS
LOUDON WAINWRIGHT III
MC-5
MICHAEL QUATRO JAM BAND
MISSISSIPPI FRED MC DOWELL
P. G. & E. (PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC)
PARLIAMENT AND FUNKADELIC
S. R. C.
TED NUGENT AND THE AMBOY DUKES
TEEGARDEN AND VAN WINKLE

A GROWTH COMPANY!

Agents: Rick Kay Nick Caris Dave Leone
Art Thomas Bruce Lorfel
FUNKADELIC AND PARLIAMENT ARE NOTED FOR THEIR UNIQUE AND BIZARRE PERFORMANCES. MUSICALLY BRILLIANT AND PERSONALLY OUTRAGEOUS THEY COMPREHEND THAT PEOPLE LIKE TO BE ENTERTAINED. WHEN THEY TRAMPLE ON STAGE EVERYTHING IS SUDDENLY TRANSFORMED!

FOR FREE LP'S, A PROMOTION KIT OR BOOKING INFORMATION, CONTACT: BIGLAND PUBLIC RELATIONS, 15 BROOKBANKS DRIVE PENTHOUSE 4, DON MILLS, ONTARIO, CANADA
	• PHONE (416) 449-0984

FUNKADELIC ON WESTBOUND RECORDS—PARLIAMENT ON INVICTUS RECORDS
TED NUGENT
and the
AMBOY DUKES

"Miami's biggest draw since 3 Dog Night".... Leas Campbell, Miami, Promoter

"Ted Nugent is the king of the feed back guitarists".... Barry Richards, Washington, D.C., Radio

Prevue Management, Inc.
(313) 779-0930

DIVERSIFIED MANAGEMENT AGENCY
(313) 773-6800
"Over one million people have given Michael Quatro Jam Band ovations for their incredible performances..."
TORONTO STAR

"Quatro plays in tandem with a fantastic electronic piano, Moog Synthesizer, and concert Grand..."
ST. LOUIS GLOBE DEMOCRAT

"If any group can bridge the classical/rock gap; Jam Band can. With a variety of sounds from Rachmaninoff to rock..."
CHICAGO TRIBUNE
PG&E

(Fomerly Pacific Gas & Electric)

Featuring Charlie Allan

Direction:
Jack L. Beale, Jr.
BLACK FLASH PRODUCTIONS
11030 Aqua Vista
North Hollywood, CA 91602
(213) 763-1493

SUNN MUSICAL EQUIPMENT
Engineer: Bob Yaruss

Public Relations:
Everett Hayes Jr. & Company, Inc.
1114 N. Flores St.
Los Angeles, CA 90069
(213) 654-9635

COLUMBIA
The following information has been supplied by personal managers and booking agents. The basis of the listings is the availability of the acts for college dates. Listed after the artist's name is the type of performer, record label on which product is available, (BA) Booking Agents, and (PM) Personal Manager. For complete information on Booking Agents and Personal Managers refer to the sections following the Artists' listings.

A

ALCKES, DAVID (Vocalist w/Guitar), Elektra, BA: Reznick-Bernstein; PM: X. Atkins.

ACKLIN, BARBARA (Vocalist), Brunswick, BA: Claxton Agency; PM: Carl Davis.

ACOUSTIC (Vocal & Instrumental Duo), BA: United Attractions.

ACTION FACTION (Vocal & Instrumental Group—7), VMI; PM: Vic Be.

ACTRESS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5), Paramount; PM: John Greenfield.

ACUFF, ROY (Vocalist), Hickory, BA: Acuff-Rose.

ACUFF, ROY, JR. (Vocalist), Hickory, BA: Buddy Lee; PM: Broadway Roy.

ADAMS, PEPPER (Saxophonist), Prestige, BA: Modern Jazz Showcase.

ADAMS, RUSTY (KOKO THE CLOWN) (Vocalist), Decca; BA: Buddy Lee; PM: Casey Anderson.

ANDERSON, LIZ (Vocalist), Epic, BA: Buddy Lee; PM: Casey Anderson.

ANDERSON, HERB OSCAR (Vocalist), Laurie, PM: Murri.

ANDERSON, ERIC (Vocalist), Columbia, BA: APA.

ANDERSON, CASEY (Vocalist), BA: AEI.

ANDERSON, EDDIE "ROCHESTER" (Vocalist), Porthole, BA: Julian Portman.

ANDERSON, ERIC (Vocalist), Columbia, BA: APA.

ANDERSON, HERB OSCAR (Vocalist), Laurne, BA: Mimi Barber.

ANDERSON, LIZ (Vocalist), Epic, BA: Buddy Lee; PM: Casey Anderson.

ANDERSON, LYNN (Vocalist), Columbia, BA: APA.

ANDERSON, TED (Vocalist w/Guitar), PM: Good Karma.

ANDERSON, VICKI (Vocalist), Brownstone, BA: Man's World; PM: James Brown—Alan Leeds.

ANDORRA (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4), United Attractions.

ANDREWS, LEE & THE HEARTS (Vocal Group—4), Banner Talent.

ANDREWS, MADAM, & THE HEAVENLY ECHOES (Vocal Group—5), Designer, BA: Park Avenue.

ANDREWS, PATTI (Vocalist), PM: William Leob.

ARCHIE'S SINGERS (Vocal Group—5), Designer, BA: Park Avenue.

AREA CODE 615 (Group), BA: William Morris.

AREM BAY (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6), BA: Haddar Prod's.

ARLEN, STEVE (Vocalist), PM: Peter Markos.

ARMEN, KAY (Vocalist), PM: Bille Biederman.

ARMITAGE, BRUCE & MIMI HART (Group—4), BA: WBM.

ARNAZ, LUCIE (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Katz-Gallin-Leffler.

ARNOLD, GREG (Vocalist), Kaymar, BA: Sound Inc.; PM: Richard Fay.

ARONI, HANNA (Vocalist), Vanguard, BA: Kolmar-Luth; PM: Charles Thomas.

ARRANGEMENT (Group—5), BA: Jack Fisher.

ARR, BILLY, & THE AIR-SONISTS (Vocalist w/Group—4), BA: Key Talent; PM: E. Jimmy Key.

ARROW MEMPHIS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5), BA: Haddar Prod's.

ART ENSEMBLE OF CHICAGO (Instrumental Group—5), Nessa, BA: LBOP.

ASHDOWN, DOUG (Vocalist w/Guitar), PM: Dick Brederick—Tara In.

ASHLEY, LEON, MARGIE SINGLETON & THE JOURNEY-MEN (Vocalists w/Group—5), Ashley, BA: PM: Buddy Lee.

ASHTON, GARDNER & DYE (Vocal & Instrumental Group—7), Capitol, BA: ATI.

ASH, WISHBONE (Group), Decca, BA: Heller-Fischel.

ASHWORTH, ERNIE (Vocalist), Hickory, BA: PM: Buddy Lee.

ASSEMBLY (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5), Westbound, BA: Jerry Flatrow.

ASSOCIATION (Vocal & Instrumental Group—7), Columbia, BA: Reznick-Bernstein; PM: Patrick Colacchio.

ATKINS, CHET (Guitarist), RCA, BA: Sutton Artisans; PM: X. Corso—ARCO Ents.

ATLANTIC CABLE (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5), BA: East Coast.

ATLANTIC SOUND SHOW (Vocal & Instrumental Group—19), BA: Four Fair Prod's, PM: Herb Wollf—Tamco.

ATOMIC ROOSTER (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4), Elektra, BA: ATI.

AUDIENCE (Group), Elektra, BA: ATI.


[Continued on page 81]
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SELF-CONTAINED

BALL, STEVE (Vocalist). Line 5: BA. BPI.

BALDERDASH (Vocal & Instrumental Group -3): BA: A.

BAKERSFIELD BRASS (Vocal & Instrumental Group -3).

BAIRD, DENNIS (Vocalist), Danrite; PM Charles Wright.

BAILEY, BENNY (Trumpet w Instrumental Group -4-5); BAGDADS (Vocal & Instrumental Group -5); BA: Duke

BAD MOON (Vocal & Instrumental Group -5): BA: United


BABCOCK, PAT (Vocalist w/Guitar): PM Ray Brondo.

AZTEC TWO STEP (Vocal & Instrumental Duo). Elektra. BA

AZNAVOUR, CHARLES (Vocalist w/ Instrumental Group), AWAKENING (Instrumental Group -6). Prestige.

AVALON (Group -5), BA: Dick Boone.

BALDOCK (Group -5), Capitol: PM: Tom Sheils-Pine Crest.

BATES, KIRK, & THE LEAVES OF GRASS (Vocal & Instrumental Group -6), Asylum; BA: Millard Agency; PM: Fillmore Mgmt.

BATES, DALE & HOLLY (Vocal & Guitar Duo), Crystal; BA: CMA.

BASSEY, SHIRLEY (Vocalist), United Artists; BA: ABC.

BARTHOLOMEW (Vocal & Instrumental Group -5); BA: Capitol; John Salvato.

BARTHELME'S BAND (Vocal & Instrumental Group -5), Columbia; BA: Col. Levy.

BAY, LAURIE (Vocalist), Dick Boone.

BEAN, BOBBY (Vocalist), Capitol; BA: E. Wulff's Agency.

BEAUFORD, LEE (Vocalist w/Group); BA: CMA.

BELMONTS (Vocal Group -3); BA: John Salvato.

BELLANTE, ANTHONY (Vocalist); BA: United Attractions.

BELL, JOHN (Vocalist), Warner Bros., BA: ATI

BALLARD, HANK (Vocalist), People. BA: Man's World

BALLARD, KAY (Vocalist), BMG; BA: Canfield Prod'n: PM: Paul Gehrke.

BAND (Vocal & Instrumental Group -5); PM: Tom Sheils-Pine Crest.

Bands of Steel (Vocal & Instrumental Group -4), Spicoli, BA/PM: Isaac Bodker.

BAND, LEE (Vocalist), BA: Dick Boone.

BAILEY, BILL (Vocalist), BMG; BA: Key Talent; PM: Ron Coston.

BAND, BAY (Vocalist), BA: Crossroads Mgmt.

BAND, CHARLES (Vocalist), BMG; BA: CMA.

BAND, SAM (Vocalist & Pianist w/Group-30). BAND, CHUCK (Vocalist w /Guitar), Chess: BA- DMA, Universal

BERMAN, BENNY (Vocalist), BA/PM: JWB.

BENNETT, TONY (Vocalist), Columbia; BA: CMA.


BERGER, KARL & CO. (Instrumental Group), Milestone; BA: LIP.

BERLINGO, FRANCISCO (Vocalist), BMG; BA: ABC.

BERTOCCIONI, GENE (Trumpet w/Instrumental Group), EMBASSY: BA: Creative Talent; PM: Paul Gehrke.

BESS, JAMES (Vocalist), BA: JWB.

BETHEL, HARRISON SR. (Vocalist w/Group-3), Musicor, BA/PM: East Coast.

BILLY JOE & SWEET LIFE (Vocal & Instrumental Group -7), BMG; BA: Millard Agency; PM. Nicholas Grillo -Grillo & Rice; BA. Key Talent; PM E. Wulff's Agency.

BIG JESS (Vocalist), Joy; BA: Canfield Prod'n: PM: Paul Gehrke.

BINGO'S ALLEY (Vocal & Instrumental Group -4); BA/PM: S.A. Ellner.

BLUE JUDY (Vocalist & Instrumental Group -9); BA: A. Jaye Entertainment.

BLUE RIVER (Vocalist & Instrumental Group -4); BA: A. Jaye Entertainment.

BLUES MAC (Vocalist & Instrumental Group -7); BA: RD 3 Ventures.

BLUES PROJECT (Group -5); Capitol, BA: Prem. Talent


BLUE DREAM (Vocalist w/Group), BMG; BA: Key Talent; PM: Ron Coston.

BLUES UNION BAND (Group); BA: Budget Prods.

BLUE TALE FLY (Vocal & Instrumental Group -5); BA: North Central.

BLUE TATER (Vocalist & Instrumental Group -9); BA: A. Jaye Entertainment.


BLOOM, BOBBY (Vocalist), MGM; BA: Blytham Talent.

BLONZIE ALL STARS (Vocalist & Instrumental Group, BA: Sound /Art / Houston.

BLUE IVY (Vocalist & Instrumental Group -5); BA: Four Par Prod's. BMG; BA: JIMMY BARNES, BMG; BA: ABC.

BLOOKE, TONY (Vocalist & Instrumentalist), BMG; BA: Key Talent; PM: Ron Coston.

BOBBY MOTTER (Vocalist & Guitarist), BMG; BA: Key Talent; PM: Ron Coston.

BOBBY, BOBBY (Vocalist & Pianist w/Group-30). BAND, JIMMY (Vocalist), BA: CMA.

BOBBY, BOBBY (Vocalist & Pianist w/Group-30). BAND, JIMMY (Vocalist), BA: CMA.

BOBBY, BOBBY (Vocalist & Pianist w/Group-30). BAND, JIMMY (Vocalist), BA: CMA.

BOBBY, BOBBY (Vocalist & Pianist w/Group-30). BAND, JIMMY (Vocalist), BA: CMA.

BOBBY, BOBBY (Vocalist & Pianist w/Group-30). BAND, JIMMY (Vocalist), BA: CMA.

BOBBY, BOBBY (Vocalist & Pianist w/Group-30). BAND, JIMMY (Vocalist), BA: CMA.

BOBBY, BOBBY (Vocalist & Pianist w/Group-30). BAND, JIMMY (Vocalist), BA: CMA.
BRAFF, RUBY (Trumpet w/ Group -3), BA: Max Cavalli.

BRADY, JIM (Vocalist), Sonday; PM- Sunset Artists.

BROCKETT, JAIME (Vocalist w /Guitar). BA: Frothingham

BRIMFIELD (Vocal & Instrumental Duo), Accent; PM: Scott

BREWER, BUD (Vocalist). RCA; BA: Hubert Long.

BREWED (Group -5), Atlantic; BA: Bee -Jay.

BRENDA & THE TABULATIONS (Vocalist w /Vocal & In-

BREAD (Vocal & Instrumental Group -4). Elektra: BA: IFA.

BRAZIL, REX, REVUE (Vocal & Instrumental Group -5); BA: Admiral Talent; PM: Grossman Glotzer.

BRATT, ERIC (Vocalist w/Guitar), MGM: PM- George Hi-

BRAHMS, AL (Vocalist & Instrumentalist), Peacock; BA. 

BRADY, BOB (Vocalist). MGM. Chariot: BA. Washington

BOYNTON, HUGH (Vocalist), Lamer; BA: Carter Ents.. PM

BOWERY BOYS (Vocal & Instrumental Group -6), Hemisphere -Fox: BA. John Rile: PM: Joanne Rile -John

BROWNE, JACKSON (Vocalist & Instrumentalist), Asylum; 

BROWNE, BERTHA BELLE (Vocalist w /Piano); PM, Nat

BROTHERS ZIM (Vocal & Instrumental Group -3); BA/ PM: James A. Bishop.

BROTHERS TWO (Vocal Group -3). RCA; PM: Stuart Podolor.

BROOKS, BRYCE (Vocalist w /Piano). RCA: PM: Jack Mimran.

BROWN, GLEN (Vocalist & Instrumentalist), Bearsville; BA: Millard

BROWN, AMY (Singer). RCA: BA: Max Cavalli.

BROWN, ANGELA (Vocalist). MGM; BA: F M. Perlman.

BROWN, BERNARD (Vocalist). RCA: BA: David Jaffe.

BROWN, PAT (Vocalist). Mercury. BA: Mike Dean.

BROWN, ROBERT (Vocalist). United Artists; PM: Jerry Tarls.

BROWN, RAY (Pianist w /Instrumental Group -2), Atlantic

BROWN, BILL (Vocalist), Sonday; PM: Sunset Artists.

BROWN, BERNIE (Vocalist), Empire: BA: Theatrical Corp. of

BURNING RIVER STRING BAND (Group -3); BA/PM: Anthony Attractions.

BURTON, GARY (Vibes w / Instrumental Group -3), Atlantic

BURRELL, KENNY (Guitarist w / Instrumental Group -2). BA: Jimmy Richards.

BURKE, SOLOMON (Vocalist). MGM; BA: Marty Landau &

BURN, BILL (Vocalist w /Group -6). Starday-King: BA. 

CARDINAL, VIN (Vocalist); BA APA.

CARDENAL, DIANA (Vocalist); BA Banner

CARDINALE, JULIETTE (Vocalist), Rca: BA: Michael锄

CARDINAL, JOHN (Vocalist). RCA: BA: James F. Doolan.

CARDOSO, JOSE (Vocalist & Instrumentalist). RCA; BA: 

CARDOSO, JOSEPH (Vocalist). RCA: BA: James F. Doolan.

CARR, RON (Vocalist). RCA: BA: Tom Farley.

CARR, ALFRED (Vocalist). RCA; BA: Tom Farley.

CARR, JERRY (Vocalist), Asylum: BA: ABKCO.

CARR, JUDE THOMAS (Vocalist). RCA: BA: ABKCO.

CARR, JOHN (Vocalist). MGM; BA: citrus.

CARR, RON (Vocalist). RCA: BA: Tom Farley.

CARR, ALFRED (Vocalist). RCA; BA: Tom Farley.

CARR, JERRY (Vocalist), Asylum: BA: ABKCO.

CARR, JUDE THOMAS (Vocalist). RCA: BA: ABKCO.

CARR, JOHN (Vocalist). MGM; BA: citrus.

CARR, RON (Vocalist). RCA: BA: Tom Farley.

CARR, ALFRED (Vocalist). RCA; BA: Tom Farley.

CARR, JERRY (Vocalist), Asylum: BA: ABKCO.
After 10 Years with Peter Paul & Mary

Peter Yarrow

in Concert

A 40 CONCERT TOUR STARTS APRIL 1.
Now Booking Summer and Fall 1972.
Contact: EAST-WEST TALENT, INC.
9155 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90069
(213) 278-0900

Albert B. Grossman Management Co., P.O. Box #135, Bearsville, N.Y. 12409
From '66 to '77: still a unique expression in popular music.

Sergio Mendes & Brasil '77.
CAT STEVENS

TRAVELING THIS FALL.

BARRY KROST
27 CURZON ST
LONDON, W1, ENGLAND

PREMIER TALENT ASSOCIATES, INC.
FRANK BARSALONA, PRESIDENT
888 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019
Continued from page 86

POPULAR ARTISTS

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -11), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -5), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -7), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -8), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -6), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -10), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -5), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -11), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -5), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -7), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -8), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -9), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -6), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -12), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -5), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -7), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -8), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -9), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -6), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -10), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -5), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -7), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -8), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -9), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -6), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -10), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -5), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -7), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -8), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -9), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -6), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -10), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -5), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -7), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -8), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -9), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -6), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -10), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -5), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -7), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -8), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -9), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -6), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -10), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -5), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -7), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -8), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -9), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -6), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -10), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -5), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -7), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -8), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -9), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -6), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -10), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -5), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -7), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -8), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -9), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -6), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -10), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -5), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -7), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -8), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -9), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -6), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -10), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -5), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -7), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -8), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -9), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -6), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -10), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -5), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -7), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -8), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -9), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -6), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -10), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -5), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -7), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -8), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -9), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -6), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -10), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -5), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -7), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -8), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -9), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.

COLUMBIA (Vocal Group -6), United Artists; PM: Mimi Rogers.
In 1971, one Canadian group got more immediate airplay, received more sensational reviews, stole more shows, and created more excitement than any musical force to come out of that country since the Band, Neil Young, the Guess Who, Gordon Lightfoot and Joni Mitchell.

**Chilliwack**

Chilliwack is Bill Henderson: guitars, piano, vocals; Claire Lawrence: flute, bass, organ, saxophone, vocals; and Ross Turney: drums, organ.

Produced by Chilliwack- Barncard
On A&M Records.

Personal Management: Keith Lawrence Associates
Box 5100
Victoria, B. C., Canada
(604) 592-2461

Introducing Chilliwack to America.
FLEETWOOD MAC (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6), Reprise; BA: ATl.

FLIGHTING (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4), Beverly Hills, PM Con Merton

FLIPPERS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—B), Ventas; BA: Mid-Continent; PM: National Promotions

FLOYD, KING (Vocalist), Chimineville, BA: Universal Attractions

FLOWERS, PHIL, BA: William Morris


FLYING BURRITO BROS. (Vocal & Instrumental Group—2), ASMI; BA: PM: Milton Levy

FLYING CIRCUS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5), Capitol; BA: Good Time; PM: Grant Spence—Celebration House

FOOT IN COLD WATER, A (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5), BA: Ross White; PM: Frank Davies—Love Mgmt.

FORD, NEAL, FOUNDATION (Vocal Group—5), BA: Acts Unlimited; PM: Sam Cannarilla—PM: FORD, PHIL, & MIMI HINES; PM: Katz-Galin-Leffler.

FOSTER, ALAN (Vocalist w/Guitar); Geauga; BA: Winthrop Warner Prevail

FOSTER, FRANK (Saxophonist w/Group—6), Blue Note, BA: Jacquet's Inc.

FOSTER, JERRY (Vocalis); Mercury; BA/PM: One Neters

FOSTER, KENNETH ANGEL (Vocal & Instrumental Trio); BA: Direct

FOUNTAIN, JAMES (Vocalist); Peaches: BA: Supersonic Attractions; PM: Henry Wynn.

FOUNTAIN, PETE (Clarinetist w/Instrumental Group—6); BA: ABC; PM: Group, Mordac & Poppet

FOUR COACHMEN (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); PM: Art Mgmt.

FOUR FOR BROADWAY (Vocal Group—5), BA: Franklin Concerts

FOUR FRESHMEN (Vocal Group); Capitol, BA: IFA

FOUR LADS (Vocal Group); BA: ABC; PM: Lenny Dison

FOUR O'CLOCK (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4), Karass; BA: Xarax Media, PM: Joe McHugh.

14 FEET (Vocal & Instrumental Group—8), Casey, BA: Anthony Attractions.

FOUR TOWPS (Vocal Group); Motown: BA: IFA


4TH SOUTH (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5), BA: Anthony Attractions.

FOX (Vocal & Instrumental Group—3); BA: Sound Inc.

FOX RIVER BAND (Vocal & Instrumental Group); BA: Sound/Art/Houston

FOXZ, IНЕZ (Vocalist); BA: William Morris; PM: Lenny Matus

FRANKIE & SPINDLES (Vocal & Instrumental Group—10), Rocker; BA: Majestic Artists; PM: Donald Johnson.

FRANKLIN, ARETHA (Vocalist); Atlantic; BA: BQC

FRANKLIN, CAROLYN (Vocalist); Capitol; BA: PM: QBC.

FRANKLIN, ARETHA, & PHIL LINK TRIO (Vocal & Instrumental Group); PM: Alkahest Attractions.

FRASER & DEBOLT (Vocal & Instrumental Duo); Columbia; BA: Milton Levy.

FRASERON (Group—4); BA: Media V

FRAZIER, JOE (Vocalist); BA: Oceanic Prod.

FRED (Group—5), Arpeggio, BA: Bruce Runolph; PM: Gary Rosenberg.

FRED, JOHN (Vocal & Instrumental Group—7), BA: Great South; BA: Lynwood Duppy Jr.—Impulse.

FREDRICK, BOBBY “MOVE ON DRIFTER” (Vocalist); Cool; BA: Dr. Cool Prod's; PM: Alfred Poole.

FREE DESIGN (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); Project Three; BA: Max Cavalli, Shaw Concerts; PM: Harold Shaw.

FREEOM (Vocal & Instrumental Group—7); BA: Anthony Attractions

FREEOM (Group—4); Coalition; BA: Premier Talent.

FREEMAN, BOBBY (Vocalist); Double-Shot; BA: Aries Booking; PM: Lu Vason—ABA.

FREE MOVEMENT (Vocal & Instrumental Group—7); BA: Anthony Attractions

FREEPORT (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); BA: GD Attractions.

FREE REIGN (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); SS5 Int'l; BA: PM: Triangle Talent—V

FRENCH TOAST (Vocal Group—23), BA: Aries Booking; PM: Lu Vason—ABA.

FRESH AIR (Group—5); BA: Fusco Prod’s; PM Greg Foscogne—Frasacogna Bros

FRESH TAR BOOGIE BAND (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); BA: A. Jave Entertainment

FRIENDS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); BA: Mike Habett/Phil Amy—Mr. Christian Prod’s; PM: Glenn Fringe—Mr. Christian Prod’s

FRIENDSHIP TRAIN (Vocal Group—4); BA/PM: One Neters

FRIENDS OF DISTINCTION (Vocal Group—4); RCA; BA: CMA; PM: Don McElmore

FRIENDS OF THE FAMILY (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); VMI; PM: Vic Ben

FRIENDS OF THE FAMILY (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); BA: Washington Talent; PM: B/J Enns

FRIJID PINK (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5), Parrot, BA: William Morris; PM: Jerry Piillow; PM: Clyde Stevens—Pink Unlimited.

FRISCO (Group—6), Arpeggio; BA: Bruce Kohrbach; PM: John Imperial.

FRIZZELL, LEFTY (Vocalist); Columbia; BA: Buddy Lee; OMAC Artist; PM: Buddy Lee.


FRONT ROW (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5), BA: Mery Stafford

FROST (Vocal & Instrumental Group—3), Vanguard, BA: Jerry Parrove.

FROST, FRANK (Vocalist & Instrumental Group—3), Midrigh: Sun: Phillips Int'l; BA: Steave Lavere.


FUGITIVES (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5), BA: Audio Talents.

FUGS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5), Warner Bros., BA: Edson-Rothschild

FUKANO, EDDY (Vocalist w/ Guitar); OMAC Artist, PM: Tom T. Sawk.

FULLER, BOBBY (Vocalist), Capitol, BA: PM: One Neters.

FULLER, JESSE (Vocalist), Prestige, BA: Folklore Prod's; PM: Manuel Greenhill—Folklore Prod's.

FULL HOUSE (Vocal & Instrumental Group), BA: Charles F. Deimenz.

FUNKADELIC (Group—7), Westbound; BA: DMA; QBC.

FUNK & PUNCH (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4), Ventas; BA: Mid-Continent; PM: National Promos.

FUNK TION (Group—4), BA: Creative Talent; PM: Dave Piant.

FUNKY DELIGHT (Vocal & Instrumental Group); PM: Step-hane Dappers.

FUTURES (Vocal & Instrumental Group—11), United Artists; PM: James Johnson & Joseph Norman—Amp Enns.

FUZZ (Vocal Group), Calla; BA: QBC.

---

G

GAETA, JOHN, SWINGING ROCK BAND (Instrumental Group—15), BA: Basch & Mason Enns.

GAIL, CHERI (Vocalist), Northland; BA: Operation Music; PM: Nads Co. Jones.

GALE, LINDA (Vocalist), Mega; BA: Joe Taylor.

GALLION, BOBBY (Vocalist); Harky; BA: Wheeling Talent.

GALLO, MIKE (Vocalist); Jolie; BA: Muskrat Prod's.

GALLWAY, PETER (Vocalist w/Guitar); Repose; PM: Calla—Ruffalo.

GAME (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5), Evolution; BA: PM: SG Mgmt.

GARNER, EROLL (Pianist); Octave; PM: Marcha Glaser.

GARRETT, VERNON (Vocalist), Kapp, BA: Aris Booking, PM: Lu Vason—ABA.

GAYE, MARVIN (Vocalist), Tamia; BA: William Moore.

GAYLORD & HOLIDAY (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5), BA: CJC; PM: Vic Ben.

GAYNER, PATTY (Vocalist); PM: Pilgrim Mgmt.

GEDDES, MIKE (Vocalist w/Guitar); PM: Dick Broderick—Tara Int'l.

GEE THANKS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5), BA: Sound Inc.

GEEDING BLAWS BROS (Vocal Duo), Capitol, BA: Hubert Long; PM: Stan Greeson.

GEILS, J., BAND (Group—6), Atlantic; BA: Premier Talent; PM: Drew Anthony.

GEMINI (Vocal & Instrumental Group), Marcury; BA: Sound/Art/Houston; PM: Fred T. Marc—Sound/Art/Houston.

GENESIS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6), BA: Caddie Artists

GENNESSEE GOSPEL TRAVELERS (Vocal Group—8), De-signer; BA: Park Avenue

GENTRY, BOBBIE (Vocalist); Capitol, BA: IFA; PM: Alan Barnard—BNB Assoc's.

GENTRI'S (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4), Sun; BA: Masters City

GEORGE, DIANA, & PHIL LINK TRIO (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4), BA: Lampe Associates.

GERSTEIN, RICHARD (Vocalist w/Piano & Instrumental Group); PM: Pete Shanaberg—Herre-Block-Shanaberg.

GETZ, LIZ (Vocalist w/Guitar); BA: Alkalase Attractions

GETZ, STEAN (Tenor Sax w/Group—4), Verve; BA: Jack Whitemore.

GHENT, TOM (Vocalist); Kapp; BA: Reznick-Beinstein; PM: Ed Peckhardt

GIBRALTER (Group—5), BA: Acts Unlimited; PM: Bob Bailey.

GIBSON, DON (Vocalist); Harky; BA: Buddy Lee; PM: Wesley Rose.

GILBERTO, ASTROD (Vocalists); BA: PM: Nick Cole.

GILLESPIE, DIZZY (Vocalist w/Guitar & Group—4), BA: Max Ca/vi/b, ABC, APB.

GLASS BOTTLE (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5), Avco Embassy; BA: ABC; PM: Ramal-Goodman.

(Continued on page 92)
The Grass Roots
POPULAR ARTISTS

- Continued from page 90

GLASSER, DON, & HIS ORCH. (Vocal & Instrumental Group—9); BA: Beacon Artists

GLASS FAMILY (Vocal & Instrumental Trio), Warner Bros. - BA: American Entertainment, PM: Don Podolac

GLASS HARP (Vocal & Instrumental Group), Decca. PM: Chip Kileinger & Bill Alper—(Icypic Prod. 19)

GLENN, TYREE (from bonzstin w/Group—3); BA: Max Carav

GLOBETROTTERS, Krashner. PM: Stan Greener

GLORY ROHE & HALELUJAH (Vocal & Instrumental Group), Westpark. BA: Sound Art. Houston PM: Fred T. Mecik—Sound Art. PM: Joe McGinnis

GLORY ROAD (Vocal & Instrumental Group—7); BA: Select Artists. PM C J Emms

GLOVER, HELEN (Vocalist), Alacor, PM John M. Ashley—ALA Artists

GIDION & POWER: BA: William Morris

GOODWYN, GERRY (Vocalist), Chesnut. PM: P. Donald White

GOODWIN, ANGUS (Vocalist w/ Guitar), CAMI

GOLD, BRUCE (Vocalist), PM: Steve Most—Catalyst Mgmt.

GOLD JADE (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); BA: United Attractions

GOLD, JIM (Guitarist), BA: Lordly & Danne

GOLDRUSH (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); BA: Anthony Attractions

GOOD RUSH STOMPERS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4-6); BA: Muskor Prod. Inc

GOLDSBORO, BOBBY (Vocalist), United Artists. BA: William Morris. PM: Seymour & Harry Drasin

GOLIATH (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); SSS Int'l: BA/PM: Trinity Talent

GOLIATH (formerly Babymakers) (Vocal & Instrumental Group—10); Curtin: PM Marv Shaun—State & Madi son

GOOD ACRES COUNTRY (Vocal Group—4), Geauga. BA Wimphrop Warren Prevost

GOOD, BECKY (Vocalist), BA: PM: Triange Talent

GOODING CYNDIA (Vocalist), Elektra: BA: Albert Kay

GOODMAN, GERALD (Vocalist & Harp), BA: PM: Richard Torrence & Perrino Mgmt.

GOODMAN, STEVE (Vocalist), Buddah. BA: CMA. PM Paul Arkes

GOOD NEW (Vocal Group—7); BA: Entertainment.

GOOD & PLENTY (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); BA: Sound Attractions

GOOD STUFF (Vocal & Instrumental Group—7); BA: Rodger's Agency.

GOODTIME CHARGIT SINGERS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—7); Brisco Music of Canada Prod. Inc. PM: Daniel K. Dowell & Peter Johnson

GOOSE CREEK SYMPHONY, BA: William Morris

GORDON, ART (Vocalist w/Piano), BA: Operation Music. PM: Neda C. Jones

GORDON, DEXTER (Saxophonist), Prestige. BA: Modern Jazz Showcase

GORGEOUS GEORGE (Vocalist), Cool. BA: Dr Cool Prod'n.

GORGEOUS GEORGE (Vocalist), Peacheen. BA: Supersonic Attractions. PM: Henry Wynn

GORGONI, MARTIN & TAYLOR (Vocal & Instrumental Trio), Buddah. PM: Steve Tyrell.

GOSH, BOBBY, BA: William Morris

GOSPEL CRUSADERS (Vocal Group—6), Designer. BA: Park Avenue

GOSPEL SOULS (Vocal Group—10); Designer. BA: Park Avenue

GOVE (Vocalist), TRX. PM: Don Light

GRACEN (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); BA: GEC, PM Paul Handler

GRADUATES (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); BA: Jori Agency

GRAND FUNK RAILROAD (Vocal & Instrumental Group—3); Capitol, BA: Premier Talent. PM: Terry Knight

GRASS ROOTS (Vocal Group—4), ABC/Dunhill, BA: Heiler-Fischel. PM: Robert Ellis

GRATEFUL DEAD (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); Warner Bros. PM: Bill Gillmore

GRAVEL (Group—5), Columbus, BA: University Attractions. PM: Harry Popovich

GRAY, CHUCK (Vocalist), Danville. PM: Charles Wright

GREASED LIGHTNING (Group—5), Tenter. BA: Bee-Jay

GREAT SWAMP JAZZ BAND (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); BA: Much Music Prod's

GREAT WESTERN (Vocal & Instrumental Trio), APJ, PM: Brian Ross

GREAVERS, R. B. (Vocalist), Atlantic. PM: Jess Rand

GREEN, RICK (Base Guitar, Vocals), PM: Robert Shigwood

GREENCO, BUDDY (Vocalist), MGM. BA: IFA. PM: Shari Ellis

GREEN (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5), Atco. BA: Showboat. PM: David Alley—Jack Calmes

GREEN, AL (Vocalist), Hi: Continental Artists

GREEN, ANTHONY, & BARRY STAGG (Vocal & Instrumental Group—7); BA: Teeth

GREENE, KELLY (Pianist), BA: Hurock Concernts


GREEN, JOHNNIE, SHOW (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); BA: Rodgers Agency

GREEN LEYTE SUNDAY (Vocal & Instrumental Group—8), RCA, BA: A. Jaye Enterprises

GREEN, URBIE (from bonzstin w/Group—3); Project Three. BA: Max Carav

GREENWOOD, BUCK (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5), Decca. BA: APA. PM, Lon Harriman

GREEN, CORTEZ (Vocalist w/Instrumental Group—4); BA: Rodgers Agency. PM: Associated Mgmt

GREG, DORENE & CO. (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4), Republic. BA: Centaur Artists. PM: Alley Group

GREE, ROSEY (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); BA: Associated Mgmt.

GRIFFITHS, DAVE (Vocalist & Instrumental Group—4); Karon. BA: Kerass Media. PM: Joe McGinnis

GRIMSTAD, BIRGITTE (Vocalist), RCA Victor. BA: PM: Albert Kay

GRIN (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); Spindizzy. BA: Heiler-Fischel

GRINGOS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—8); BA: Select Artists. PM: C J Emms

GRITS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); BA: Domestic Sound

GROK (Vocalist & Group—3); Soul Train. BA: Majestic Artists. PM: Phil Collector—Majestic Artists

GROK ROCK (Vocal & Instrumental Duo); BA: Direction. PM: James Byron—Desky Prod's

GROPUS CUCKUS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5), Bell. BA: William Morris. PM: Ken Ellen—S.A. Ellenor

GROSSMAN, STEFAN (Vocalist w/ Guitar), Transatlantic. BA: Folklore Prod's. PM: Manuel Greenhill—Folklore Prod's

GROVER, DAVID (Vocalist, BA: Berkshire Music. PM: Stuart S. Shapiro—Berks Music. BA: Sound Attractions

GUAMAI (Vocal Group—8); BA: PM: Folklore Prod's

GUSS WHO (Group), RCA. BA: Heiler-Fischel

GUILD (Vocal & Instrumental Group—7), Twitten. BA: Bythee Talent. HA:viders Prod's

GULDEN, LAURA (Vocalist w/ Guitar), Accent. BA: PM: Scott Seely

GULICKSON, GRANT (Vocalist), Corduroy. PM: Rob Fes Tre

GULLIVER (Vocalist & Instrumental Group—5); BA: Penn Vinyl. PM: Keystone Talent

GUN HILL ROAD (Vocal & Instrumental Group—3), Mercury. BA: CMA


GUNTER, CORNELL & THE COASTERS (Vocal Group—5); BA: Rodgers Agency

GUTHRIE, ARLO (Vocalist w/ Guitar), Reprise. BA: Sutton Artists. PM: Harold Leverlal Myt

GUY, FRANCIS (Vocalist w/ Guitar), US—Scooter. Canada—Arthur. BA: Donal K. Donald. PM: Terry Flood

GYPSY (Group), Metromedia. BA: Heiler-Fischel

H HAGGARD, MERLE (Vocalist), Capitol. BA: PM: Charles L. "Fuzzy" Owen

HALL, CAROL (Vocalist), BA: William Morris

HALL, DENNY, BA: William Morris

HALL, DON, FAMILY Vocal & Instrumental Group—4), Sevino Int'l: BA: United Attractions

HALL, FRANK (Vocalist w/ Guitar), BA: Projects IV, PM: F. Keith Christenson

HALPIN, BROOKE (Vocalist w/ Guitar), Kassas. BA: Kassas Media. PM: Joe McGinnis

HALL, MARION (Vocalist w/ Guitar), Newhall. BA: American

HALL, RANDALL & THE FUGITIVES (Group—6), BA: Randall Hall

HALL, TOM (Vocalist w/ Vocal Group—6), Mercury. BA: Neal Agency

HAMILTON, GEORGE IV (Vocalist), RCA, BA: Accut-Rose. PM: Jim Halley

HAMILTON, JOE FRANK & REYNOLDS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4), Dunhill. BA: CMA. PM: Bee-Jay

HAMMER (Vocal & Instrumental Group), BA: Sound/Art. Houston. Jerry Wolf

HAMMOND, J F (Vocalist & Instrumentalist), Columbia. BA: IFA

HAMMOND, JOHNNY (Organist w/ Instrumental Group—4), Real. BA: Donald K. Donald. PM: Terry Flood

HAMMOND, KENT (Vocalist & Instrumentalist), BA: Fereprod's


HANCOCK, HERBIE (Pianist w/ Group—6), Warner Bros. BA: Hancock Music. ABC

HAPPINESS IS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4), BA: Canfield Prod. Inc. PM: Paul Capps Jr

HAPPENINGS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); BA: Ban mer Talent

HARDEN, BOBBY (Vocalist), Mega. BA: Hubert Long

HARDIN, TIM (Vocalist), BA: APA. PM: John Heimgartner

HARD, PLEASURE (Vocal & Instrumental Group), BA: Sound. Art. Houston

HARDY, HOGGODD, & THE MONTAGE (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); GRT. BA: IFA

HARLEY, RUFUS (Jazz Bagpiper), Atlantic. BA: Modern Jazz Showcase

(Continued on page 94)
Exclusive Booking:
William Morris Agency
Beverly Hills, Calif.

Exclusive Management:
Jess Rand
9460 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
(213) 275-6000
HENDERSON, FLORENCE (Vocalist): BA. CMA; PM: Katz-A

HELLO PEOPLE (Vocal & Instrumental Group -4): BA: Di-

HEAVY SLAG (Vocal & Instrumental Group -5), Expo: PM:

HEATHER BLACK (Vocal & Instrumental Group); BA/PM:

HEADSTONE CIRCUS (Vocal & Instrumental Group -5), Sh startled.

HAYMARKET RIOT (Vocal & Instrumental Group -5); BA:

HAYES, SHERMAN (Vocalist w/ Guitar); PM: Patrick Rains.

HAYES, ISAAC (Vocalist & Instrumentalist), Enterprise; BA:

HAWKES, ELMER (Vocalist), Poison Ring; PM: Trod Nossel.

HAWG (Vocal & Instrumental Group -5); BA/PM: Charlie

HAWTHORNE (Vocalist), DJ: PM: Janesville

HAYNES, RICHIE (Vocalist). Stormy Forest; BA: William

HAYMARKET RIOT (Vocal & Instrumental Group -5); BA:

HAYES. SHERMAN (Vocalist w/ Guitar): PM: Patrick Rans

HANNAHEIM (Vocalist w/ Guitar): BA: United Attractions.

HAYES, EARL "FATHA" (Pianist w/Group-4); BA: Max

HILL, KEN, TRIPLE THREAT (Vocal & Instrumental Trio),

HIBBLER, AL (Vocalist), Decca; PM, Lee Magid Jacquet's

HICKS, DAN, & HIS HOT LICKS (Vocalist w/Guitar w /Vo-

HIT, AL (Trumpeter w/ Instrumental Group -6); BA: CMA.

HIGHTOWER, BUCK (Vocalist w/ Guitar), General Electric

HIGHTOWER, ROBERT (Vocalist), Capitol; BA: Nationwide

HIGHTOWER, ROBERT (Vocalist), Capitol; BA: Nationwide

HIGHLAND (Vocal & Instrumental Group -7); BA: Co-ordinated

HINES, FIDELIA (Vocalist): BA/PM: Brian Dowling Inc.

HINES, EDDIE (Saxophonist w/ Instrumental Group -4-

HARRIS, RICK, CANDY, & MR. D. (Vocal & Instrumental

HARRIS, RICK (Vocalist w/ Guitar): BA: Penn -World; PM:

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, RICK, CANDY, & MR. D. (Vocal & Instrumental

HARRIS, EDDIE (Saxophonist w/ Instrumental Group -4-

HARRIS, EDDIE (Saxophonist w/ Instrumental Group -4-

HARRIS, EDDIE (Saxophonist w/ Instrumental Group -4-

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.

HARRIS, BILL (Vocalist), CMA; PM: Jeff Wheat-JW Assocs.
JOHN STEWART
ON TOUR—SPRING & FALL, 1972

His New Album on Warner Bros. is "SUNSTORM"
TEN NEW ORIGINALS BY JOHN STEWART
Produced by Michael Stewart

Agency: IFA Los Angeles (213) 273-8811 / New York (212) 956-5800
Management: CORT CASADY 451 No. Canon Drive, Beverly Hills, California 90210 (213) 273-5011

HER FIRST ALBUM FOR REPRISE RECORDS IS...

Jennifer

Songs by Jackson Browne, Donovan, Jim Webb, Procol Harum, The Bee Gees and Jennifer. Produced by JOHN CALE.

ON TOUR—SPRING & FALL, 1972

DIRECTION: CORT CASADY MANAGEMENT
451 No. Canon Drive, Beverly Hills, California 90210 (213) 273-5011
We're the Only Act of Our Kind

POPULAR ARTISTS
• Continued from page 94

ICE HOUSE BLUES BAND (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); BA: Direction; PM Roger Perry

IDES OF MARCH (Group—7); Warner Bros. BA: Beacon Artists; PM Lee Mgmt

IF (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); Capitol; PM Concert House

ILMO SMOKESHOW (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); Roulette; BA: Arranged Beddington Bookings; PM Fred Tiekken.

IMMEDIATE FAMILY, Jr. (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); Pyle-Ure BA: Masters City

IMPRESSIONS (Vocal Group—3); Custom; BA: Universal Attractions; PM Martin Shuart-State & Madison

INCREASED BROADSIDE BRASS BED BAND (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); Poison Ring; BA: Mushett Prod. Inc; PM Todd Nossel

INCREASING STRING BAND (Instrumental Group—4); Elektra; BA: Aarons Mgmt.

INDIOS TABAJARAS (Guitarists); RCA; BA: Kolmar-Luth; PM Marcelo Ventura

INFERNAL (Instrumental Group—13); BA: Kolmar-Luth

INK SPOTS (Vocal Group—4); BA: R&B Booking

INSPIRATIONS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—9); Trify II; BA: Washington Talent; PM & Enq.

INSTANT PUDDIN (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); BA/PM Audio Talents

INTERPRETATIONS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—8); Josie II; BA: Penguin Artist; PM James A Bishop

INTERPRETERS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—9); BA: PennWorld; PM: Devotiones Talent

INTERSTATE 55 (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); BA: Cerity Sounds

INTERSTATE 4 (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); BA: Anthony Attractions

INTERVAL, JIMMY, & THE THIRD ESTATE (Vocalist w/ Group—5); Columbia; BA: Frontier Talent; PM Barry Singer—Frontier Talent

IN THE BEGINNING (Group—4); Tener; BA: Bee-Jay

INTRIGUES (Vocal Group); Salsoul; BA: QBC

INTRUDERS (Vocal Group); Gamble; BA: QBC

IRISH ROVERS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); BA: IFA; PM: Les Wieren—Will Miller

IRON HORSE (Vocal & Instrumental Group—8); Rondo; BA/PM Villa Mgmt

ISLEY BROS. (Vocal Trio); T-Neck; BA: QBC

ITALIAN ASPHALT & PAVEMENT CO. (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); Capitol; PM: Dick Rubin

ISLEY BROTHERS (Vocal Trio). T-Neck: BA; QBC: PM: Isley Bros

IT'S A BEAUTIFUL DAY (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); Columbia; BA: Millard Agency; PM Fillmore Mgmt

IVORY COAST (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); Great Lakes; BA: MEA; PM: All-Star Attractions

J

J & B'S (Instrumental Group—12); People; BA: Man's World; PM James Brown—Alan Leeds

INSTANT PUDDIN' (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); BA: Audio Talents

J & THE BOYS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—3); BA: Can-Di-Noted Prod. Inc; PM Caps Jr.

JACKSON, "BULL MOOSE" (Vocalist & Saxophonist w/ Instrumental Group—4); Soul Town; BA: Soul City Sounds; PM: R&B

JACKSON, CHUCK, SHOW (Vocalist); BA: Rodgers Agency

JACKSON II (Vocal Group); Motown; BA: William Morris; PM: Multi-Media Mgmt

JACKSON, J.J. (Vocalist w/ Piano); Perception; PM Concert House

JACKSON, JENIE (Vocalist); Porthole; BA: Julian Portman

JACKSON, JUMP (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); Fay; PM: R&B Booking

JACKSON, MILLIE (Vocalist); Spring; BA: QBC; PM: Roy Riffkind—Guardian Artists

JACKSON, SHOT & DONNA DARLENE (Vocal Duo); BA: Buddy Lee

JACKSON, STONEWALL (Vocalist); Columbia; BA: Moeller Talent

JACKSON, WANDA (Vocalist); Capitol; BA: Marty Landau & Jim Wagner—AMB; Neal Agency

JACQUET, ILLISS (Saxophonist; w/ Instrumental Group—2); Sundown; BA: QBC

JACQUET, MARVIN (Vocalist); Spring; BA: QBC

JACOB'S KELLY (Group—3); BA: Entertainment Mgmt

JAGGERZ (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); Dove; BA: Six-Ups Productions; PM: Joe Rock

JAMAICAN FOLKSINGERS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—23); BA: Tony C Mgmt

JAMAL, AHMAD (Vocalist w/ Instrumental Group—3); Capitol; BA: Sutton Artists

JAMES GANG (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); ABC Dunhill; BA: William Morris—Bob Belkin—Belden Berson Mgmt

JAMES, HARRY (Trumpet w/ Orch.); BA: Willard Alexander; PM: Frank Monte

JAMES, MALCOLM (Vocalist); PM: Greengrass Enns.

JAMES, MARK (Vocalist); New Design; PM Steve Tyrell

JAMES, MARTY (Vocalist w/ Guitar); BA/PM: Mary Stanford

JAMES, RICK (Vocalist); PM: Pilgrim Mgmt

JAMES, SHERRI (Vocalist); PM: Steve Metz—Catalyst Mgmt

JAMES, SONNY (Vocalist w/Vocal Group—6); Capitol; BA: Neal Agency

JAMES, TOMMY (Group—6); Roulette; BA: ASI; PM: Bob Schwartz

JAMESTOWN FLOOD (Vocal & Instrumental Group—7); BA: Consolidated Talent

JAN FACTORY (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); BA: APA; PM: Kent Defeo

JANS, TOM, see Mimi Farina

JAMES, JESSE (Vocalist); Zay; BA: Aries Booking; PM Rosalind Wilson—Wedge Mgmt

JANERO, RIO (Vocalist); BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Stimson

JANEY & DENNIS (Vocalist & Instrumental Group); Neighbor- hood: BA: William Morris; PM Jean Harcourt Powell

JAY FEEL (Vocalist & Instrumental Group—5); PM Patrick Rams

JAYBONE (Vocalist & Instrumental Group—5); BA: Good Time; PM Alex Andronicos—Good Time

JAYE, JERRY (Vocalist), Mega; BA: Bob Tucker—Enter- tainment Directions

JAY & THE AMERICANS (Group—10); United Artists; BA: National Artists

JEFFERIES, CHRISTINE (Vocalist w/ Group—4); BA: Duke World

JEFFERSON AIRPLANE (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); Grunt; BA: APA; PM Bill Thompson

JEFFERSON, EDDIE (Vocalist); Prestige; BA: Modern Jazz Showcase

JEFFRIES, FRAN (Vocalist); Monument; BA: William Morris; PM: Lee Mgmt

JEKYLL (Vocalist & Instrumental Group—4); BA/PM: Jim Warren

JENNIFER (Vocalist); Reps: BA: CMA; PM: Cork Caddy

JENNINGS, WAYLON (Vocalist); RCA; BA: Moeller Talent

JEREMIAH (Vocalist & Instrumental Group—7); BA: Kent Defeo

JERM (Group—5), Honor Brigade; BA: DOD Artist's Mgmt

JETHRO (see Jeff Bourns)

JETHRO TULL (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); Warner Bros; BA: Premier Talent

JIM 'N' JERRY (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); TNS; BA: Jacquet's Inc

JIMMY, JENIE (Vocalist w/ Group—41); BA, Duke World

JIVE FLY (Vocalist); Avco Embassy; BA: Banner Talent

JOHN, DAVID (Vocalist, Organ, Piano); BA: Sunset Artists

JOHN, ELTON (Vocalist w/Piano); Un; BA: IFA; PM Alan Niederhauser—Dick James

JOHNSON, ERNIE (Vocalist); Dove; BA: Midwest Booking; PM: Jimmy Luggins

JOHNSON, JANET (Vocalist); BA: Berkshire Music; PM: Andrew Penn—Shapiro—Berkshire Music

JOHNSON, LIL' LOR (Vocalist), Hard-Times; BA: Doo- Wop Artist; PM: Kitchen Table Prod'ms

JOHNSON, LOIS (Vocalist w/ Group—5); BMG; PM: Buddy Lee

JOHNSON, MARC (Vocalist w/Guitar), Vanguard; BA: RD Productions; PM: Ventures

JOHNSON, MICHAEL (Vocalist w/ Guitar); BA: Projects IVA; PM Keith Christiansen

JOHNSON, ROSETTA (Vocalist); Contempo; BA: Paragon; PM Jesse J. Lewis—Showtime Prod's

JOE, JUAN (Vocalist & Instrumental Group—4); Asylum; PM: Art Linneman—Dan Wagner

JOHNSON, JEREMIAH, see Quincy Jones

JOLLY JAX (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); BA; Duke World

JONES, ANTHONY ARMSTRONG (Vocalist); Chant; BA: United Talent

JONES, BOOGALOO JOE (Guitarist); Prestige; BA: Altron Promos.; PM: Al Nicaragua Jr.

JONES, DAVY (Vocalist); Bell; BA: Reznick-Bernstein; PM: Joan Hoffman

JONES, ELVIN, QUARTET (Drummer w/ Instrumental Group—3); Blue Note; BA: Modern Jazz Showcase, Talent Artists

JONES, GEORGE (Vocalist, Epic; BA; PM: Shorty Laven der

JONES, JACK (Vocalist); RCA Victor; BA: CMA

JONES, JAY (Vocalist & Instrumental Group—5); Kapp; PM: Mike Belkin—Brown Personnel Mgmt

JONES, JEANNIE (Vocalist); Lakie; BA: PM: Larry Myers—Lake Front Talent

JONES, JD (Drummer), Verve; BA: Jacquet's Inc

JONES, JOHNNY (Intrumentalist), Peaches; BA: Super Sonic Attractions; PM: Henry Wynn

JONES, QUINCY (Orchestra; A&M; BA: IFA; PM: Peter Farhi; PM: Roy Brown

JONES, REESA KAY (Vocalist), Northland; BA: Operation Music; PM: Nada C. Jones

JONES, SHIRLEY (Vocalist); Bell; BA: William Morris; PM: Arazas Mgmt

JONES, TAMIKO (Vocalist); Mermodema; BA: Dick Rubin

JONES, THAD/MEL LEWIS ORCH. (Instrumental Group); A&M; BA: IFA

There are a few “Randy Sparks Acts” around, but only one with Randy Sparks

Mark Holly

Former lead singer of the New Christy Minstrels, our most exciting performer.

Mary Lee Daival

Our girls are more than window dressing. Madrigal singers, both Mary Lee sings contemporay songs even better than she plays recorder and dulcimer.

Randy Sparks and The Back Porch Majority

continued next page
JONES, TOM (Vocalist); Parrot: BA, CMA.

JOSHUA (Vocal & Instrumental Group-5); BA, Direction; J & S Prod Inc.; PM: Jerry Owens & Thomas Potts—CTA & Bill Mann.

JUBILEE HUMMING BIRDS (Vocal Group-7); Designer: BA, Park Avenue.

JUDAS (Vocal & Instrumental Group-3); Souled Out; BA, Stringer Talent: PM: Tommy Bee.


JUNK IT (Group-B); BA, Creative Talent.

JURGENS, DICK & HIS ORCH (14); Amsterdam, BA; Bea- con Artists.

JUST (Vocal & Instrumental Duo); Debraae; BA, Caen Field Prod's: PM: Paul Capps Jr.

K

KAHOOTS (Vocal & Instrumental Group-4); Ventura; BA, American Entertainment: PM: Don Poodle.

KALOPE (Vocal & Instrumental Group-4); BA, A & Jay Enter- tainment; PM: FAMCO.

KALLABASH (Vocal & Instrumental Group -7); Mercury; BA; MCI: Four Per Prod Inc; PM: Bill Kennedy—instrumentation Consultants.

KANSAS (Group-7); BA, A & Dori Artist's Mgmt.

KAOS (Vocal & Instrumental Group-6); BA; Sound Inc: PM: Richard Fay.

KARE & DEANO (Vocal Duo); Kaymar: PM: Anthony A. Smelgul.

KATMANDU (Vocal & Instrumental Group -7); BA; Band Entertainers: ED: E. Paterson.

KAY, JIMMY (Organist w/Vocal & Instrumental Group- 6); Turne Up: BA; Jacquet's Inc.

KAY, JOHN (Vocalist); ABC: Alabam.

KELLUM, MURRY (Vocalist); Epic: BA; Hubert Lang, One Niners; PM: One Ninters.

KEMMER, KAY (Vocalist); Deneba; BA; Wheeling Talent.

KEMP, ROLF (Vocalist); Rainbow Collection; PM: Alan Miller / Herp Gart.

KEMP WAYNE (Vocalist); Decca: BA; Shorty Lavender; PM: Don Schaefer.

KENDRICKS, EDDIE (Vocalist w/Vocal Group-7); Talma: BA; William Morris; PM: Wayne Westbart—Multi-Media Magnt.

KENT, GEORGE & THE LITTLE WHEELS (Vocalist w/ Group-5); Reg: BA; Key Talent; PM: E. Jimmy Key.

KENTON, BILLY & His Creative World; BA; Wilford Al- exander: PM: Bob Steiner—Kentonia.

KENNASTA'S, ROBIN, FREE STATE BAND (Instrumental Group); FCM: BA; LBLP.

KERR, ALI AKBAR (Sarodist & Instrumental Group-4); MCM: PM: Mark Arzoula.

KIDS NEXT DOOR (Group); PM: Katz-Gatlin-Leffler.

KINGSWAY (Group); PM: Bob Steiner—Kentonia.

KING, KENNY (Instrumentalist w/Vocal & Instrumental Group-5); BA; Key Talent; PM: E. Jimmy Key.

KIRKPATRICK, RUSS (Vocal & Instrumental Duo); Al- batross: BA: Premier Talent; PM: Dee Anthony.

KISH, DON (Vocalist); AB: Atlantic; PM: Dan Sweeney.

KLAIBER, BOB (Vocalist); ABC: PM: Bob Steiner—Kentonia.

KLAIBER, DON (Vocalist); PM: Dan Schafer.

KLAIBER, DONNA (Vocalist); ABC: PM: Dan Schafer.

KLAIBER, DON, JR (Vocalist); ABC: PM: Dan Schafer.
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THE OUTTA SIGHT GROUP
Mouzakis
gig is not to miss
Member of National Entertainment Conference since 1966
School organizations internationally know . . .

AMERICA'S BEST ATTRACTIONS
Your Complete Entertainment Service
SUIE 201, 1800 BURLINGTON ST.
NORTH KANSAS CITY, MO. 64116
PHONE: 816-421-1124
Station-To-Station: 816-421-1334 (24 Hr. Service)

THE OUTTA SIGHT GROUP
Mouzakis

FOR YOUR CAMPUS
CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS

Bookings: MEMPHIS CONTINENTAL-ARTISTS, INC.
Phone: (901) 272-1646
Personal Mgr.: LEE STEVENSON

For Campus D.J. Copies write:
CAMPUS SERVICE ORGANIZATION
301 Elderfield Road
Newark, Delaware 19711

THE OUTTA SIGHT GROUP
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Blood Sweats & Tears

Exclusively represented by
Fred Hiler
Blood Sweat & Tears Ltd.
40 Cedar Street
New York, N.Y. 10012
(212) 693-6200

Coordination by
Tea's Ltd.

James Rittenhouse
Incl'tour

DAVE BARGERON

Bobby Colomby

Bobby Doyle

Jimmy Fielder

Dick Halligan

Joe Henderson

Steve Katz

Lew Soloff

Chuck Winfield

George Wadenius
LARRY McNEELY IS!

an INCREDIBLE Banjo player
and Guitarist...a composer...and...interpreter of songs!

ARTIST DEVELOPMENT
bill thompson un-limited
12050 west sweatzer
los angeles (213) 654-0444
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Machinaw Valley Boys (Vocal & Instrumental Group-9); BA: Cadet
Mack, Leanne (Vocalist), Pretty Girl; PM: Style Wooten.
MacPherson, Bruce (Vocal & Instrumental), BA: Boston Talent, PM: Peter Casperson—Castle Music.
Madhouse (Vocal & Instrumental Group-6); BA: Lordy & Dame, PM: Max Newkirk.
Madura (Group-3), Columbia: IFA: PM: Larry D. Fitzgerald—Gimme Mgmt.
Mage (Vocal & Instrumental Group-4), Rare Earth, BA: Jerry Patlow.
Magus (Vocal & Instrumental Group-5); BA: East Coast.
Mancini, Henry (Pianist, Conductor), RCA; BA: IFA; PM: Buddy Lee.
Mancini & Fox (Vocal Duo), Event; PM: Roy Rifkind.
Mancini, Chuck (Vocalist & Instrumentalist), PM: John Levy.
Mann, Barry (Vocalist), New Design; PM: Steve Tyrell.
Manna (Vocal & Instrumental Group-5), Columbia; BA: IFA.
Manhattans (Vocal Group-5), King; BA: Dick Boone; PM: EAB Ents.
Mangione, Chuck (Vocalist & Instrumentalist), PM: Buddy Lee.
Mangan, Paula (Vocalist), Critique; BA: PM: EAB Ents.
Mainstream (Vocal & Instrumental Group-7); BA: Four Par Prods.
Mainstreet (Group-5); BA: Creative Talent, PM: Jim Anderson.
Mangione, Paula (Vocalist), ABC/Dunhill; BA: Concept 376; PM: WBM.
Marsh, B.J. (Vocalist), BA: Collegiate Artists.
Marshall, Peter (Vocalist), Dot; BA: IFA; PM: Tom Shells—Frisbee.
Martin, Johnny (Vocalist), Columbia: BA: Canada; PM: Buddy Lee.
Martin, Bennie (Vocalist), Fiddie & Bow; BA: PM: Buddy Lee.
Martin Bros. (Vocal & Instrumental Group-5); BA: Jim Gemmill Prod's.
Martin, Michael (Vocalist & Instrumentalist), Rare Earth, BA: IFA; PM: Terry Flood.
Martin, Richie (Vocalist), Fairlead; BA: IFA; PM: Buddy Lee.
Martin, Maudy (Vocalist & Guitar) PM: Mary Stafford.
Masekela, Hugh (Vocalist & Trumpet), Chisa; BA: ABC.
Masaka-Mazur (Group-6), Epic, Canada; Columbia: BA: CMA (USA); PM: Donald K. Donald (Canada); PM: Terry Flood.
Marcia, Paul & Gregg, (Vocalist & Instrumental Group-5); BA: PM: Personality Prod's.
Marcovich, Andrea (Vocalist) Bell: PM: Suzanne Steinmetz.
Marcus, Danny & Band (Vocalist & Instrumental Group-8); BA: PM: Buddy Lee.
Margo (Vocalist), Sugar Hill: BA: Country Talent; PM: Cliff Williams.
Margo & Debbie (Vocalist & Instrumental Duo); PM: Ray Bronco.
Machuca, Tizapan (Vocalist & Instrumental Group-9), California Artists; BA: PM: PM: John Levy.
Marley, Warren (Vocalist), PM: Lawrence Berfond.
Machines (Vocal & Instrumental Group); BA: Universal Attractions, PM: Frank Virtue.
Marshall, Bob & the ACS (Vocal & Instrumental Group-7), PM: Audio Talent.
March, John (Vocalist), PM: Buddy Lee.
March, John Levy (Vocalist), BA: PM: Buddy Lee.
Marchant, Remington (Vocalist), PM: Buddy Lee.
Marchand, Paul & Charlie (Vocalist & Instrumentalist), BA: PM: Buddy Lee.
Marchese, Chuck (Vocalist), PM: Buddy Lee.
Marek, France (Vocalist), PM: Buddy Lee.
Mars, Sally (Vocalist & Instrumentalist), ABC: PM: Rik Gunnell.
Marsalis, Wynton (Vocalist), BA: PM: Buddy Lee.
Marsatta (Vocalist), PM: Buddy Lee.
Mason, Dave (Vocalist & Guitar), PM: Buddy Lee.
Mason, Dore. (Vocalist), PM: Buddy Lee.
Mason, Paul (Vocalist), PM: Buddy Lee.
Mason & домаш (Vocalist & Instrumentalist), PM: Buddy Lee.
Mason, Rod (Vocalist), PM: Buddy Lee.
Mason-Proffitt (Vocalist & Instrumentalist), BA: Buddy Lee.
Mason, Will (Vocalist), PM: Buddy Lee.
Mason, J. & the Circulars (Vocalist), BA: PM: Buddy Lee.
Mason, Steve (Vocalist & Instrumentalist), BA: BMG France.
Mason, Steve (Vocalist & Instrumentalist), PM: Norman Whitfield.
Mason, Vern (Vocalist), PM: Buddy Lee.
Mason, Vern (Vocalist), PM: Buddy Lee.
Mason, Vern, (Vocalist), PM: Buddy Lee.
Mason, Vern, (Vocalist), PM: Buddy Lee.
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Rick Nelson & The Stone Canyon Band
TOM BRUMLEY
ALLEN KEMP
STEVE LOVE
PATRICK SHANAHAN

ORR MANAGEMENT
WILLY NELSON
(213) 466-3706
MISSISSIPPI RAIN (Group-5), Polydor, BA. Fraser Prod'ns, PM. Mike Frascogna—Frascogna Bros.
MISS SEXY WAY (Vocalist), Cool, BA. Dr. Cool Prod’n, PM. Alfred Poole.
MISS-TY BLUSH (Vocal & Instrumental Group-4), Kash, BA. Beaverwood Talent.
MR. BROWN (Vocal & Instrumental Group-5), BA. Bytham Talent.
MR. FLOOD’S PARTY (Group-7), BA. Entertainment Mgmt.
MITCHELL, CHAD (Vocalist w/Guitar), Bell, BA. Projects PM.
MITCHELL, CHUCK (Vocalist), Stidler, BA. AEI.
MITCHELL, CAROLINE, see Father Ian.
MITCHELL, JONI (Vocalist & Instrumentalist), Asylum, Ronnie, BA. CMA. Chev, PM. Arthur Ploscowe.
MITCHELL, WILLIE (Instrumental Group-6), Hb, BA Continental Artists.
MODIFIED BLEED (Vocal & Instrumental Group-8), BA. Sound Innovations, PM. Wayne Cooper.
MIZE, BILLY (Vocalist), United Artists, BA. Buddy Lee Prod’n, PM. Mike Graven.
MOB (Group), MGM, BA. ABC, PM. Katz-Galin-Leffler.
MODERNAIRES (Vocal Group-4), Columbia, PM. Tom Sheils—Pine Crest.
MODERN JAZZ QUARTET (Instrumental Group), Atlantic, BA. Leo Leichter, ABC, PM. Monte Kay.
MODERN SOUNDS OF BLUEGRASS (Group-4), PM. Paul Gibson.
MODOM (Vocal & Instrumental Group-5), Custom Mate, BA. Masters City.
MODSQUAD (Vocal & Instrumental Group-6), BA. Career Ent’s, PM. Wayne Cooper.
MODSQUAD (Instrumental Group-4), BA. Superstar Attractions.
MOFFETT, PEG LEG (Vocalists), Peachtree, BA Supersonic Attractions, PM. Harri Wiltz.
MOLOCH (Vocal & Instrumental Group-5), Enterprise, BA. CMA. Chev, PM. AEC.
MONKEES, THE (Vocalist), Stang, BA. CMA. IF, PM. Geffen Roberts.
MORGAN & JENI (Vocalist Duo), BA. Penn-World, PM. Keystone Talent.
MORGAN, RUSS, ORCH. CONDUCTED BY JACK MORRISON (10), RME, BA Bescon Artists, PM. Shirley Morgan.
MORGAN, ROXY (Vocalist), Rainbow Collection, PM. Herb Bart.
MORGAN, RUSSELL, ORCHESTRA CONDUCTED BY J. H. MORRISON (11), RME, BA Bescon Artists, PM. Shirley Morgan.
MORRISON, ROB (Vocalist w/Guitar), PM. Ray Brando.
MORRIS, LAMAR (Vocalist), MGM, BA. Buddy Lee Prod’n, PM. Mike Graven.
MORRISON, HAROLD (Vocalist), Epic, BA. Hubert Long, PM. Sherry Lavender.
MORRISON, JIMMY, BA. CMA. IF, PM. Geffen Roberts.
MORRISON, JOHN (Vocalist), RCA, BA. CMA. IF, PM. Geffen Roberts.
MORRISON, VAN (Vocalist), Warner Bros., BA. Heller-Fischel.
MORRISON, WILLIE (Vocalist w/Guitar), Adelphi, BA. Steve LaVere.
the right records at the right time for better radio programming

Record Source International. The #1 programming service for radio stations around the world. Designed to give your station the 10 hottest . . . newest . . . up and coming singles of the week. Every week, 520 hits a year. Your choice of one or more services.

Every week, receive 10 new singles automatically.

Whether you program the Hot 100, Country, Soul or Easy Listening, your audience will enjoy the hottest new singles in your format every week, for a full year. As an RSI subscriber, the singles package is sent to you automatically each week. These 10 best picks are selected by the industry's most potent programming combination—the Billboard review specialists and Billboard's famous chart researchers. Once you've started your RSI service, you stay in tune with the times automatically!

Every week, enjoy the best from one reliable source.

You depend on one central service, the most widely used radio programming service in the world. No need for you to wonder about which records to order. No orders to place week after week. RSI enables you to provide your audience with the records they want and will respond to (and that's great for your advertisers). Hits right now. Hits of tomorrow. The sure ones. Selected by professionals and delivered in one complete package each week of the year.

Every week, benefit with a solid money and convenience bargain.

Only $195 for 10 records a week, 52 times a year. Or test RSI's benefits for 18 weeks for just $72. RSI even pays all shipping costs. You benefit from one source giving you the best sounds, on all labels, in one convenient package. So you save on cost and time.

Every way you look at it, RSI is right for you. For Hot 100 formats, Easy Listening, Soul or Country. To place your order or learn more about RSI, including its album services, just fill out and mail the coupon. You and your audience have everything to gain.
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MORSE, MARTY (Vocalist); BA: Berkford Prod ns; PM: Law-
rence Byrdond
MORSE, MARY (Vocalist); Pro-Wax; BA: Dice Artists; PM:
Prex Tyco.
MOBY FAMILY SINGERS (Vocal Group—5); Designer;
BA: Park Avenue.
MOORY, JOHNNY & JONIE (Vocal Duo); Capitol; BA:
Americana; Nall Agency.
MOSES LAKE (Vocal & Instrumental Duo); Global Theatre;
BA: General Entertainment Corp.; PM: Joe Kastel.
MOTHER, FLAG & COUNTRY (Vocal & Instrumental
Group—5); BA; PM: Pete Salerno.
MOTHER FOX (Vocal & Instrumental Group—7); BA:
Cad Aides Artists.
MOTHER FREEDOM (Group—9); BA: Nicholas De-
Gennaro.
MOTHER FUNK (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); BA:
Stain Girl; Greece.
MOTHER'S FINEST (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); Atlan-
tic; BA: Rodgers Agency; PM: Enormous Mgmt.
MOTHER OF INVENTION (Vocal & Instrumental Group—
6); Reprise; BA: Mirand Agency; PM: Herb Cohen.
MOUNTAIN (Vocal Group—4); (Vocal—4); Bell; BA: Premier
Talent.
MOUNT ZION (Vocal & Instrumental Group—8); BA:
Cord-
ing Prod ns: PM: Richard Unger.
MOURNING AFTER (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); BA:
B. J. Eaton Entertainment.
MOURNING SUN (Group—4): Arpeggio; BA: Bruce Roh-
rach; PM: A. Jaye Entertainment.
MOUSE & THE BOYS (Vocal Group—5); Bell; BA: PM:
Jet Set.
MOUSKOURI, NANA (Vocalist); BA: Hurak Concerns.
MOUZAKIS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—3); British Main;
BA: Three Star; PM: Lee Stevenson.
MULE (Vocal & Instrumental Group—3); BA: William Ring.
MULEKHAO, OBING (Vocalist; PM: Eduardo Davide—
Little Bear.
MULLY JAY, ARTIST (Vocalist); MGM; BA: Buddy Lee.
MULL, MARTIN (Vocalist & Instrumentalist); PM: Laddie &
Dame; Boston Talent; PM: Peter Caspenson—Castle Mu-
sic.
MUNSEL, PATRICIA (Vocalist); RCA Victor & Philips; BA/PM:
Leaght Lecture Bureau; PM: Robert C. Schuler—PM:
Prods Inc.
MURAD'S, JERRY (Vocalist), MGM; BA: QBC.
MURPHY, MICHAEL MARTIN (Vocalist; BA: AERI.
MURPHY, JERRY, F. & SALT (Vocal & Instrumental Group—
6); Elektra; BA: EPA PM: Lew Linit.
MURRAY, ANNIE (Vocalist); Capitol; BA: William Morris.
MURRAY, JOANNE (Vocalist); Capitol; BA: Dr. Cop Prod
Inc.; PM: Alfred Poole.
MURRAY & THE K & HIS GOLDEN GASSER REVUE; BA:
Oceane Prod ns.
MURRAY, MICKY (Vocalist; Federal; BA: Masters City.
MUSCLE SHOALS, June Wayne Chaney.
MUSCINE MACHINE (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); Origi-
nal Sound; BA: Leisure Time; PM: Brian Lipton.
MUSIC UNION (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); BA: Gay
Artist; PM: Arthur Ploscowe.
MUSKRAT RAMBLERS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); BA:
Muskrat Prod mns.
MUTUAL FUNN (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); BA:
Rodgers Agency.
MUSIQ (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); BA: PM:
Stain Girl; Greece.
MYLES & MORRIS (Vocal & Instrumental Duo); PM: Dick
Broderick—Tnx Inc!
MY GENERATION (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); BA:
ESC.
NEY JENSEN, JORO (Vocalist w/Guitar); Laurie; PM: Vic-
or for Piscatella.
MYLON (Group—9); CBS; BA: Premier Talent.
MYSTIC BLUES (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); Bryson;
MYSTIC Moods Orch.; Warner Bros; BA: Brad S. Miller.
MYTH (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); Crusader; BA:
MY UNCLE'S ARMY BUDDIES (Vocal & Instrumental
Group—13); BA: Sound Inc
N
N and N
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NITZINGER (Vocal & Instrumental Group - 3): PM Jack Calmes.
NOBLE, JOHN B. TRIO (Vocal & Instrumental Group - 3); PM - Pat Noble - Mid-South.
NOCK, MIKE (Vocalist & Instrumentalist w/Vocal & Instrumental Group - 2); BA: Ted Gehrke.
NORTH (Vocal & Instrumental Group - 6); BA: Tony Alberts
NORTH EIGHT HUNDRED RISING SUN (Vocal & Instrumental Group - 6); BA: Dick Rubin.
NORTH BERRY CHAPEL (Vocal & Instrumental Group - 5); PM - King & Marka Zbornik.
NORTH DOOR SINGERS (Vocal & Instrumental Group - 5); PM - Joe McHugh.
NORTH, NORTH, NORTH & NORTH (Vocal Group - 4); PM - Tony Alberts.
NORTH EIGHT HUNDRED (Vocal Group - 5); Karass Media; PM: Joe McHugh.
NORTHROP (Vocal Group - 3); PM - Tony Alberts.
NOVEMBER (Vocal Group - 4); PM - Dick Rubin.
NOVEMBER (Vocal & Instrumental Group - 4); BA: Paul Capps Jr.
NO TO CO (Vocal Group & Instrumental Group - 4); PM - Jim Kappus.
NAYLOR SINGERS (Vocal Group); MZ: Dick Rubin.
NAYLOR MAY (Vocalist w/ Guitar), Capitol; PM - OMAC Artist.
OBERMYER, BENSON (Vocal Group - 6); BA: Projects IV.
OBERMEN (Children's Choir) (Vocal Group - 4); BA: CAMI.
OCÉAN (Vocal & Instrumental Group - 5); Kama Sutra; PM: Concept 378: WBM.
OCCASION (Vocalist); BA: Richard Fulton.
O'CONNELL, HELEN (Vocalist), Longines; BA: CMA; PM - Joseph S. Shibman.
OCTOBER YOUNG (Vocal & Instrumental Group - 5); PM: Jeff Honeycutt.
ODEGA, KEVIN (Vocalist); PM - David Zimmerman-Vanity Theater.
O'DELL, DOYE (Vocalist), Sage & Sound; BA: Americana.
ODOM, JOE (Vocalist), ABC; BA: Entertainment; PM - H.R. Honeycutt.
O'DONELL, SHARON (Vocalist); Poisson Ring; PM: Tood Nosel.
OEISTER REYX (Vocal & Instrumental Group - 4); BA/PM: Mike Hbent/Phil Mar - Mr. Christian Prod. - Chicago.
O'HAGEN, ELLEN (Vocalist); BA: Frontier Talent.
O'NEAL, BENSON (Vocalist); BA: Capitol.
O'NEILL, DOUGLAS (Vocalist); PM: Concept 376;
O'NEIOE (Vocal & Instrumental Group - 3); PM - Tony Alberts.
O'NEAL THEE BROS (Vocal Group - 6); BA: Park Avenue.
ONE EYED JACKS (Vocal & Instrumental Group - 5); BA: Blythym Talent.
100 PROOF (Vocal Group), Hot Wax; BA: OBC.
191 (Group - 5); BA: Media V.
ONKYY GROUP (5); BA: Chanteuse Prod. rec.; PM: ISA.
OPEN SUNDAY (Vocal & Instrumental Group - 5); BA: Media West; PM: Bill Wadell - Media West.
OPUS 4 (Vocal Group - 5); Renaissance; BA: Carter Ent.; PM: Sylvia R. Moy.
ORANGE (Vocal & Instrumental Group - 5); BA: Anthony Attractions; PM: Charles L. Owen.
ORANGE PURPLE MARMALADE (Vocal Group - 5); BA Talent Attractions; PM: Larry Phillips.
ORIGINAM AMERICAN TOURING COMPANY (Vocal & Instrumental Group - 1); BA: Betty Speer.
ORIGAN Bells of Joy (Vocal Group - 6); Designer: BA: Park Avenue.
ORIGAN DRIFTERS (Vocal & Instrumental Group - 5); BA: Banner Talent.
ORIGINAG ENGLISH OPERA CO. (Vocal & Instrumental Group - 9); BA: Frontier Talent.
ORIGINAG HOOSIER HOT SHOTS (Vocal & Instrumental Group - 5); BA: Frontier Talent.
ORIGINAGS (Vocal Group - 5); BA: Motion; BA: OBC.
BAND, Tony; see Dawn.
ORELSE (Group - 4); BA: Millard Agency; PM: Grossman Glitter.
ORPHAN (Vocal & Instrumental Group - 4); BA: ABC; Boston Talent; Lordly & Dane; PM: Peter Capperson - Castle Music.
OSIBISA (Vocal & Instrumental Group - 5); BA: Banner Talent.
OSMONDS (Vocal Group - 5); MGM; PM: Kat-Galin Lef.
OSIS (Vocal & Instrumental Group - 4); BA: DJ; PM: Triangle Talent.
OST, BIG "TELL DADDY" (Vocalist); Cool; BA: DJ Cool Prod.; PM: Alfred Popp.
OST, JOHNNY (Vocalist); BA: Continental Talent.
OST, ROUGH (Vocalist w/Guitar); BA: Pacific Talent.
OUR FIFTH CHILDHOOD (Vocal Group - 5); BA: Park Avenue.
OUR FIRST CHILDHOOD (Vocal Group - 5); BA: Park Avenue.
OUR THIRD CHILDHOOD (Vocal Group - 5); BA: General Talent.
OWEN, B. (Vocalist & Instrumental Group - 4); BA: Continental Talent.
OWENS, BUCK (Vocalist); PM: Isaac Bolden.
OXFORDS (Vocal & Instrumental Group - 5); BA: Joe Alberts.

Sugar Spiced, C&W... Rock... Blues is "IMPATIENTLY" waiting to hear from all campus stations. We are interested in your programming, format, and knowing the type of music your listeners prefer. We would also like a list of the record shops in your area. We will add all stations to our supply list. Just rap to us on your station's letterhead. Write:

SUGAR SPICED SOUL
1318 E. 70 St., Los Angeles 90001
164 Roundtable Dr., San Jose 95111
God Bless
The recent clinic given by Bill Chase at Wichita State University was an exciting experience for the five-hundred students and teachers who were present. Bill's natural and relaxed manner developed a fine rapport with his audience and prompted many questions. We have had many enthusiastic comments from those who attended.

Sincerely,

John Boyd
Director of Band Organizations

...I was very pleased with Bill's humanistic approach to the audience. By answering questions directly from the audience, Bill gave a very personal touch to his appearance. He also conducted a clinic for the brass players, which I literally had to pry him away from when it was time for him to go on to Clowes Hall for his evening performance.

Sincerely yours,

William A. Grimes
Director of Bands
Brownburg, Indiana 46112

We had the privilege of hosting the great group "Chase" on our campus in September '71 and in conjunction with the concert Bill gave a trumpet clinic. The university students, faculty, area students, and educators enjoyed and profited from his presentation. One of the added incentives for presenting jazz/rock groups like "Chase" is the extra dividend of a clinic presented by the best in the business. Our thanks to Bill—it was a gas.

Cordially yours,

Jim Coffin
Jazz Studies

CHASE

ONLY STARTS WITH OUTSTANDING COLLEGE CONCERTS

Throughout the past year Bill Chase has given a number of music clinics at various colleges. He is now available for your clinic.

To Engage Chase and/or Bill Chase Contact:

BEACON ARTISTS
180 N. Michigan
Chicago, Illinois 60601 312/641-5370

LEE PRODUCTIONS/MANAGEMENT
25 E. Chestnut, Suite 2 B
Chicago, Illinois 60611
POPULAR ARTISTS
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PAUL, LES (Vocalist). Capitol; BA: Bach & Ballantine Ents.
PAULO, REN, FOUR (Vocalist & Instrumental Group—4); PM Lampley Artists.
PAUL, RAY (Vocalist w/Guitar). Jerry Wolf
PAXTON, TOM (Vocalist). Warner Bros.; Ray Ritter
PEOPLE'S ROCK BAND (Group—5); BA Creative Talent.
PEOPLE'S CHOICE (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4), Phil.
PEOPLE (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4), Satin; BA: Mas.

PENTANGLE (Vocal & Instrumental Group)

PENTRANGE BAND (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6), Bounty; BA: PM Mike Hebert—Mr. Christian Prod. Inc.
PENTANGLE (Vocal & Instrumental Group); PM: Prentice, BA: ABC, Millard Agency; PM: Lon Harriman
PEOPLE (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); Satin. BA: Masters City; PM: Johnny Hently & Frank Mirza—Masters City
PEOPLE'S CHOICE (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); Phil. LA of Soul; BA: Universal Attractions
PEOPLE'S ROCK BAND (Group—5); BA: Creative Talent; PM: Tim Sanders
PEPER TREE (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); PM Ray Bloomer
PEPPERMINT RAINBOW (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); Decca; PM: Joe Messina—Enchanted Door

PERATTE, SANDY (Vocalist). SAK; BA: MEA; PM: George Thomas—MEA.
PERFORMANCE (Group—6); BA: Jack Fisher.
PERPETUAL CARE (Group—5); BA: Meda V
PERWIN, CHUCK & MARY (Group—4); Sun Light; BA: Beacon Artist; PM: Peter Wright.
PERRON, LADY Gwendolyn (Vocalist); BA: APA.
PERSIANS (Vocal Group—5); BA: Sound Inc.
PERSON, HOUSTON (Saxophonist w/Instrumental Group—4); Prestige; BA: Persi-on-to-Person Attractions.
PERSUADERS (Vocal Group), Aloc, BA: QBC.
PETERSON, OSCAR (Pianist w/Instrumental Group); BA: ABC.
PETOCCHI, NANCY (Vocalist; BA/Pm: Tom Riley.
PHILHARMONICS (Vocal Group—4); Soulin; BA: PM: Isaac Golden
PHILLIPPI (Group—4); BA: Creative Talent.
PHILLIPS, BILL (Vocalist); BA: PM: Buddy Lee.
PHILLIPS, ESTHER (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); BA: PM: Peter Paul.
PHILLIPS, FLIP (Saxophonist w/Group—6); Verve; BA: Ernie Jacquet's Inc.
PHILLIPS, JOE (Vocalist), Oval; BA: Joe Phillips; PM: Bob Edwards—The Township Group.
PHILLIPS, SONNY (Piano-Organ w/Instrumental Group—3:5); Prestige; PM: Pilgrim Mgmt.
PHILLIPS, STM (Vocalist); RCA; BA: United Talent.
PHILLIPS, TEDDY & MEXICALI BRASS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—9); P&L; BA: Beacon Artists.
PHOENIX (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); BA: Sound/Art/Horizon; A: Jaye Entertainment.
PHOENIX (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); BA: Horisont Product (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); BA: Washington Talent.
PINEY RIVER (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); BA: Creative Talent.
POWELL, BILL (Vocalist & Organist); BA: PM: Robert Ellis-Jones.
POWELL, MAX, & THE NITE-LIFERS (Vocalist w/Group—3:5), Prestige; BA: Person-to-Person Attractions.
POWELL, BOBBY (Vocalist), Whit; BA: PM: Al Martino Jr.
POWELL, FREDDIE (Vocalist w/Group—7), BA: PM: Stan Ginn—Glee
PORTER, CAROLYN (Vocalist), Aljo; BA: Alan Promotions; PM: Al Martinez Jr.
PORTER, DAVID (Vocalist). Enterprise; BA: Continental Artists; PM: David Porter.
PORTATY PEOPLE (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); BA: Sound/Art/Houston.
POST, POST (Group—6); BA: National Artists; PM: Craig D. Noiswag.
POST RHYTHM BAND (Vocal & Instrumental Group); BA: Sound/Art/Houston.
POUTIQUOR (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); Janus; BA: PM: ATI; Great South; PM: Jim Brown—Impalement.
POWELL, MAX & THE NITE-LIFERS (Vocalist w/Group—4); BA: Music Unlimited; BA: PM: Buddy Lee.
POWER COMPANY (Vocal & Instrumental Group—8); BA: Cadle Artists.
POWERS, JIMMY R. (Vocalist w/Group—4); Northland; BA: Operation Music; PM: Nada C. Jones.
POWERS, JOEY, FLOWER (Vocalist w/Group—6); RCA; BA: Jack Fisher.
PREPARATIONS (Vocal Group), Jodra, BA: QBC.
PRESCRIPTION HALL JAZZ BAND (Instrumental Group—8:6); BA: Kemal Luth.
PRESTON, BILL (Vocalist). PM: IFA; Robert Ellis.
PRICE, JAY (Vocalist). Porthole; BA: Julian Portman.

GEMINI RISING SUPERPOSTER

If Toulouse-Lautrec were living, his walls would be covered with posters. Aren't everybody's? The trick is—where does one find enough unique posters that express taste and individuality to cover four walls?

In your shop... Gemini superposters. Gemini Rising offers this and many other displays free with your order.

Write for free catalog.
7 west 57th street, new york, n.y. 10019 (212) 832-0205

GEMINI RISING INC.
subsidiary of passing clouds inc.
THE DOORS

OTHER VOICES
THE ROAD TO SUCCESS
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PRICE, RAY (Vocalist w/ Guitar); Columbia; BA: Morty Landau & Jim Wagner—AMB
PRIDE (Vocal Group—6); BA/PM: One Nites
PRIDE, CHARLEY (Vocalist); RCA; BA/PM: Jack D. Johnson
PRIDE INC. (Vocal & Instrumental Group—7); BA: Spectacular Prod ms.
PRIMO PEOPLE (Group—8); BA: CMA PM: Patakic
PRINE, JOHN (Vocalist w/ Guitar); Buddah; BA: CMA
PROCOL HARUM (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); A&M; BA: Premier Talent
PRODIGAL SONS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); BA/PM: Wayne Harris
PRODUCTION (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); BA: Good Time; PM: Jack McChesney
PRSPICE (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); BA: Stan Girl—Girco
PRUETT, JEANNE (Vocalist); Decca; BA: Hubert Long
PRIYOSOCK, ARTHUR (Vocalist); King; BA: ABC
PUCKETT, GARY, & THE UNION GAP (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); Columbia; BA: Reznick-Barnes; PM: Peter Rachman—Great American Amusements
PULTE, JIM (Vocalist); United Artists; PM: Skip Taylor
PUNCH (Vocal & Instrumental Group—8); Bell; BA: GEC; PM: Larry Laurence—Plume Mgmt.
PUNKOLA (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); BA: GO Attractions
PURITY FOOD & DRUG ACT (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); Epic; PM: Skip Taylor
PURITY POWER (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); Veitren; BA: MEA; PM: Denver Talent
PUSHERS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—8); BA: Superstar Attractions
PYWACKETT (Vocal & Instrumental Group—8); BA: University Attractions; PM: Henry Popovich
PYWACKETT (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); BA: Collage Artists; PM: F. Frank Borsa
Q
QULLIS, BILL (Vocalist w/ Guitar); Redcrest; BA: Beaver-TwoTales
QUANTRELL (Vocal & Instrumental Group—8); BA: Select Artists; PM: C.J. Ent's
QUATRO, MIKE, JAMBAND (Instrumental Duo); Evolution; BA: Koltz-Lubin; CMA: Jerry Pajow; Beach Boys; PM: Leo Forn
QUICKSILVER MESSENGER SERVICE (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); Capitol; BA: AFM; PM: Ron Umile
QUINAIMES BAND (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); Elektra; BA: Mys toole Class Mgmt
R
R D M BAND (Vocal & Instrumental Group—7); BA: Bell-Mar
R & P Wood Group—5); BA: Acts Unlimited; PM: Sam Cammara—PM
RACKET SQUAD (Group—4); BA: Creative Talent
RAE, DELLA (Vocalist); Sho-Boat; BA: Top Talent; PM: Sisman
RAELETT (Vocal Group—4); TRC; BA: CAC
RAE, SHEILAH (Vocalist w/ Piano); Wheel; BA: Feld Bros.
RAIDERS (Vocal Group—5); Columbia; PM: Alan Beard
RAIL (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); BA: Max Cavalli
RAIN (Vocal Group—4); London; PM: Brian Ross
RAINEY, SUE (Vocalist); Peaches Tree; BA: Supersonic Attractions; PM: Henry Mynk—American Amusement
RAINEY (Vocal Group—5); APA; PM: Patrick Cocheeca/Lee Melkon
RAINEY (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); BA: Musical Ent's; Contact: Repe Mann
RAINEY COUNTY GROUP (Group—8); Toner; BA: Bee-Jay
RAINWATER, MARVING (Vocalist); Warner Bros.; BA: PM Buddy Lee
RAKU (Vocal & Instrumental Group); BA: Sound/Art/Houston
RAMOS, RUDY (Vocalist); Fantasy; BA: Lew Sherrill; PM: Leonard Grant
RANDALL, ELLIOTT (RANDALL'S ISLAND) (Vocalist w/ Group—5); Polydor; PM: Rick Gonnelli
RANDALL, FRANKIE (Vocalist); PM: William Lob
RANDOLPH, BOOTS (Sonoraphonist); Monument; PM: X Corder—ARCO Ent
RANSOM (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); BA: Creative Talent; General Talent; PM: Dennis Bogi
RAPID TRANSIT (Vocal & Instrumental Group—3); BA: EGC; PM: W. Drew Armstrong
RARE EARTH (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); BA: Top Talent; PM: Ronald Steiner—Hondem Talent
RASCALS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); Columbia; BA: CMA; PM: Managing Artists
RASH, REV., SAMMY (Vocalist); Designer; BA: Park Avenue
RASPUTIN'S STASH (Vocal & Instrumental Group—7); Co-tillion; BA: RD 3 Ventures
RAT (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); Dynamite; BA: MEA; PM: Larry Soto—MEA
RAVAN, GENYA & BABY (Vocalist w/ Group); Columbia; BA: Milton Levy; William Morris; PM: Barbara Baccus
RAVAN, GENYA (Vocalist); Columbia; BA: William Morris; PM: Barbara Baccus
RAVEN (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); BA: Charles F. Steinmetz
RAVEN BLUES (Group—5); BA: Creative Talent; PM: Tim Sanders
RAWLING, JIM (Vocalist w/ Guitar); BA: A.C. Adams; PM: A.C. Adams—Wilson Talent
RAWLS, LOUI (Vocalist); MGM; BA: CMA; PM: Walter R Scott—Crossroads Mgmt
RAY, DAVE (Vocalist w/ Guitar); Sweet Jane Ltd.; BA: Schon Prod ms.
RAY, SUSAN (Vocalist); Capitol; BA: OMAC Artist
RAY, JOHNNIE (Vocalist); Barnaby; BA: Coast Artists; PM: Bill Franklin
RAY, DAVID (Vocalist); Capitol; BA: Premier Talent
READY, MOE BEE (Vocalist); Camaro; BA: Park Avenue
REALITY (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); BA: United Attractions
REASONS WHY (Group—6); BA: American-Inc
REASON WHY (Vocal & Instrumental Group—7); Chatham; PM: Chatham Communications
REBUS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); BA: Aquarian Artists; PM: John Balia
REDLINE (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); Epic; BA: ABC
RED ROCKS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—8); Alton; BA: MCD Management; PM: National Promotions
REDDY, HELEN (Vocalist w/ Instrumental Group—5); Capitol; BA: CMA; PM: Jeff Wald
RED EYE (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); Pentagram; BA: Stan Wagner—Wagner Ent's
REDDATH, JEAN (Vocalist); Elektra; BA: Folklore Prod ns; PM: Manuel Greenhill—Folklore Prod
RED, WHITE & BLUE (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); BA
RED, WHITE & BLUE "GRASS" (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); BA: Alkahost Attractions
RED, WILDER BLUE (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); Pen-stagram; BA: ABC; PM: Ed Titcomb & Don Fossil
REDWING (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); Fantasy; BA: Schiro Artists; PM: Gary Schiro
REED, BOBBY (Vocalist); Sussex; BA: Charles H. Kipp Jr.—Charisma
REED, JERRY (Vocalist w/ Guitar); RCA; BA: William Morris
REED, JIMMY (Vocalist w/ Guitar & Harmonica); Blues on Blus; BA: Universal Prod ns; PM: Bob Price
REED, VIVIAN (Vocalist); Epic; PM: Honi Coles & Robert Schifffman—Apella Mgmt
REESE, DELLA (Vocalist); Aveco; BA: IFA; PM: Lee Magid
REEVES, MARTHA, & THE VANDELLAS (Vocal Trio); Gordy; BA: William Morris; PM: Multi-Media Mgmt
REEVES, STEVE (Vocalist); Camaro; BA: Park Avenue
REGALIA (Instrumental Group—7); BA: Central Booking
REGAN, ROB, see Canadian Sweethearts
REINHARDT, STEVE (Vocalist; Piano & Organ); PM: Steve Met—Catalyst Mgmt
REGAN, LEE (Vocalist w/ Group—4); BA: Frontier Talent; PM: Barry Singer—Frontier Talent
REO, JENNY (Vocalist); Mega; BA: Joe Taylor
RED SPEEDWAGON (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); Epic; BA: Shyman Talent
REPAIRS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—6); Rare Earth; BA: MRP; PM: Andrew Oldham
REPAIR & THE DELKINS (Vocal Trio); BA: Banner Talent
REQUEM (Vocal & Instrumental Group—5); BA: PM: Stanz Gilffe
REVIVAL (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); Buddah; BA: Frontier Talent; RD: 3 Ventures; PM: Allan Pepper & Stanley Snadowski—Al-Stan Prod ms
REVIVED SESSION RAMMBLES ROCK TYPE BAND (Instrumental Group—3); Lempert; BA: Panther Prod ns; PM: Ronald T. Kohm—MEA
REYNOLDS, ART (Vocalist); Capitol; RCA; PM: Lee Magid
RHODES APPLE RED (Vocal & Instrumental Group—7); BA: Madder Entertainment
RHODES BROTHERS (Vocal Trio); BA: ABC
RHODES, EMITT (Vocalist & Instrumentarist); Dunhill; BA: Heller-Fischer
RHODES KIDS (Vocal Group—7); BA: Acts Unlimited; PM: Sam Cammara—PM
ROFE (Group—4); BA: Creative Talent; PM: Tim Sanders
RYTHM VOCAL & Instrumental Group—4); BA: PM: Audio Talents
RYTHM KINGS (Group—5); RK: BA: Bruce Rohrbach
RICOCCO, JOHNNY (Vocalist w/ Vocal & Instrumental Group—8); BA: PM: Ver Ben
RICE, BILL (Vocalist); Epic; BA: PM: One Nites
RICE, BOBBY (Vocalist); Royal American; BA: Joe Taylor
RICE, MACK (Vocalist); Ston-Roc; PM: Ted White
RICHARD, MARVELL (Vocalist); DPG; BA: East Coast
RICHARDS (Vocal & Instrumental Group—3); PM: Artist Mgmt
RICHARDSON, MARK (Vocalist); Global Theatre; PM: Joe Gottfried

Continued on page 112
BREWER & SHIPLEY
"SHANTI comprises three Indian musicians — who may be incidentally, the three most technically proficient players in all of rock — and four Americans. The combination of Eastern instrumentation, style and rhythms with good old rock and roll music is fascinating indeed."

JOHN WASSERMAN
San Francisco Chronicle

The Merlin Company
7720 Sunset Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90046
Telephone 876-8118

Exclusively on Atlantic Records.

POPULAR ARTISTS
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RICHARDSON, SAUNDRA (Vocalist); Buddah; PM: Jack Ashford — Asfendh Mgmt.

RICHARDS, SUE (Vocalist); Epic; BA/PM: One Nines

RICHARDS, TURLEY (Vocalist); Warner Bros.; BA; Triangle

RICH, BUDDY & BUDDY RICH BAND, RCA; BA; Willard Alexander; PM: Camarrie Ent.

RICH, CHARLIE (Vocalist & pianist); Epic; BA: National Artists

RICH CLARE PENTAGON (Group); Argeepee; BA: Bruce Roberts; PM:AMA

RICH, DON (Vocalist); Capitol; PM: Jack McFadden

RIDDLE, GEORGE (Vocalist); Muscor; BA; PM: Buddy Lee

RIED, IRENE & JIM THOMAS (Vocalist/Instrumental Group — 6); Polydor; BA: Dixie Waite

RIGHT TRACK (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 6); BA: Consolidated Talent

RILEY, JEANNIE C. (Vocalist, MGM; BA: Buddy Lee; PM: Gene Scott

RILEY REV. (Vocalist); Designer; BA: Park Avenue

RINKINDIQUE BAND (Vocal & Instrumental Group — 5); Hite City; BA: Masters City

RINGRANDE (Vocal & Instrumental Group — 5); RCA; PM: Ray Brodno

RIP V N WINKL (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 5); Daffodil; PM: Frankie Dee — Love Mgmt

RISICHE (Vocalist); BA: Theatrical Corp of America; PM: R&B Prod. ns.

RIS & SHINE (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 7); Manosion; BA: Schon Prod. ns; PM: Mickey Johnson

RISING GENERATION (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 6); BA: Centaur Attrs; PM: Marge Alley

RISING SUNS (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 1); BA: National Proms

RITTER, TEX (Vocalist); BA: Acuff-Rose

RIVER CITY STREET BAND (Vocal & Instrumental Group — 5); Enterprise; BA: TM Riley

RIVERSIDE SINGERS (Vocal Group — 6); BA: Torrey Mgmt

RIVERS, JOHNNY (Vocalist & Guitarist); United Artists; BA: RCA

RIVER (Group — 3); Columbia; BA: Donat K. Donald; PM: Terry Flood

ROACH (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 4); BA: Caddie Attr.

ROAD RUNNERS (Group — 8); BA; Nicholas DiGiulio

ROBBINS, MARTY (Vocalist & Guitarist); Columbia; BA: Marty Landau — AMB

ROBBINS, MARTY Jr. (Vocalist & Vocal Group — 5); Columbia; BA: Marty Landau — AMB

ROBB, WARREN (Vocalist); BA; Hubert Long

ROBERTS, JAMES, COMBO (Instrumental Group — 5); BA: Bob Tucker — Entertainment Directions

ROBERTS, KENNY (Vocalist); Standby; BA: Whirling Talent

ROBERTS, PAT (Vocalist & Guitarist); Shasta; BA; PM: Jack Robins

ROBERTS & RAVENS (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 4); Mid Mar; BA: Breavewood Talent

ROBINSON, ANN (Vocalist); BA: Universal Attractions; PM: Jack Greer

ROBINSON, DENNIS (Vocalist, Red Line; BA: Talent Attractions; PM: Larry Phillips

ROBINSON, SMOKEY, & THE MIRACLES (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 4); BA: Tommy Dlilo

ROBO (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 4); BA: Music Unlimited; PM: William Curts — Music Unlimited

ROC Vocal & Instrumental Group — 5); Ronde; BA: Triangle Talent

ROC KANDY (Vocalist & Instrumental Group); Happy Man; BA: Napeg Talent; PM: Kathleen

ROC BOTTOM (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 4); BA: Washington Talent; PM: BAJ Ents

ROCK CREEK (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 5); BA: Consolidate Talent; National Artists

ROCK FLOWERS (Vocalist Group — 3); Wheel; BA: CMA; PM: Feld Bros

ROCKHOUSE (Group — 7); BA: Jack Fisher

ROCKIN' FOOS (Group — 4); BA: Paul Smith; PM: Skip Taylor

ROCK, MONTY (Vocalist); BA: Oceanic Prod. ns.

ROKEY, RED (Trumphant); Caddy; BA: Modern Jazz Showcase

ROE, TOMMY (Vocalist); Capitol; BA: Theatrical Corp of America; BA: CMA

ROGERS, DAVID; & THE NASHVILLE PICKERS (Vocalist & Guitarist); BA: Buddy Lee; PM: Kathleen W. Jackson

ROGERS, KENNY, & THE FIRST EDITION (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 6); Reprise; BA: CMA; Astro Talent; PM: Ken Kragen

ROGERS, ROD (Vocalist); Inner Glo; PM: Mennon Talent

ROGERS, ROBBIE (Vocalist); BA: Key Talent; PM: E. Jimmy King

ROGERS, TERRY, & THE JOLLY ROGERS (Vocalist & Instrumentalist); BA: Talent Attractions; PM: Jimmy Phillips

ROGUES (Group); PM: CB Fawler; CB Prod. ns

ROGUES (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 5); BA: Collegiate Associates; PM: F. Frank Borsa

ROJAS (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 4); BA: Rodgers Agency

ROMERO, ANGEL (Guitarist); BA: CAMI

ROMERO, CELENDONIO (Guitarist); BA: CAMI

ROMERO, CELINI (Guitarist); BA: CAMI

ROMERO, PEPE (Guitarist); BA: CAMI

ROMEROS, CAMI

RONNIE DARLING & THE BIRD (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 5); PM: Patrick Colecolee / Lee Leidman

RONSTADT, LINDA (Vocalist); Capitol; BA: Rick Roger; PM: John Boyle

ROOKS (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 4); BA: William Ltd; PM: Masters City

ROOSTER (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 6); BA: Jay Artist; PM: Larry Stackman

ROSE ANNE (Vocalist); Pretty Girl; PM: Style Wooden

ROSE, BIFF (Vocalist w/Piano); United Artists; PM: Jeff Wald

ROSEBUD (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 5); Reprise; PM: Patrick Colecolee

ROSE COLORED GLASS (Group — 5); BA: United Attractions; Beacon Attractions; PM: TC Mgmt

ROSE, DAVID, & HIS ORCH.; BA: Kolmar-Luth

ROWLES, JOHN (Vocalist); Kapp; BA: CMA; PM: Kimo Wilkes

ROYAL AMERICAN SHOWMEN (Group — 10); United Artists; BA: Franco Prod. ns; PM: Mike Froscona — Froscona Bros

ROYAL, BILLY JOE (Vocalist); Columbia; BA: Entertainment Theatrical Corp of America; PM: Seymour Heller

ROGERS VIII (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 7); Winmor; BA: Attractions Ltd; D. C. Auman

ROYAL JESTERS (Vocalist & Instrumental Group); BA: Southern Art; Houston

ROYAL KINGS (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 8); BA: Mader Entertainment; PM: Chuck Poss

RUSSO, MIQUEL (Guitarist); BA: Napeg Talent

RUBY JONES (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 5); Currom; BA: ABC; Musical Ent.; PM: Marvin Stuart — State & Madi

RUBY & THE PARTY GANG (Instrumental Group — 5); BA: Jan Farn; PM: Bobby Martin

RUFFIN, DAVID (Vocalist & Guitarist); BA: Paragon Agency; PM: Multi-Media Mgmt

RUFUS (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 7); Epic; BA: Musical Ent.; Contact: Rose Mann

RUFUS JAGNEAUX (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 8); BA; Max Hubert; PM: Mr. Christian Prod. ns; PM: Benny Graeet — Mr. Christian Prod. ns

RUMOR (Vocalist & Vocal Instrumental Group); BA: Jerry Parlow

RUNT (Vocalist & Vocal Instrumental Group — 5); BA: Universal Attr; BA: Beverly Beach East Coast

RUSH, BENN (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 8); Windmill; BA: Attractions Ltd; PM: D. C. Auman

RUSHING, JIMMY (Vocalist); Columbia; BA: Max Cavalli; Gannett Inc.

RUSH, MERRILEE (Vocalist); Scepter; PM: Mel Shane

RUSHMORE (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 8); BA: Washington Talent; PM: SB&J Ents

RUSSELL, JOHNNY (Vocalist); PM: Nick Hart

RUSSELL, LEON (Vocalist); BA: CMA; PM: Denny Masich — Joel Maximon — 3607

RUSSELL, PAM (Vocalist); BA: United Attractions

RUSSELL, TRACY (Vocalist); PM: Lenny Marcus

RUSSO, NICK, & GABRIEL'S BRASS (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 12); Gentry; PM: Jim McGarrah; John Russo — Squad Rec

RUSTIX (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 6); Rare Earth; BA: Jay Artists; PM: Marice — Dore — Popple

RYAN, ALAN J. (Vocalist & Guitarist); Columbia; BA: PM: Good Times

RYNICK, TOMMY, & THE COUNTRY TRAVELERS (Group — 4); Nashville Sound; BA: Bruce Roberts; PM: Fred Clusman

S

SAGE (Vocal & Instrumental Group — 7); Creative Workshop; BA: University Agency

SADDLE CREEK (Vocal & Instrumental Duo); BA: Projects

SAFE CONDUCT (Group — 4); BA: Bruce Roberts; PM: AMA

SAFFRON (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 4); BA: Jerry Wolf

ST. ELMO'S FIRE (Group — 7); BA: Entertainment Mktg

ST. JAMES GROUP (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 5); BA: Consolidated Talent; BA: Mid South

ST. JAMES INFIRMARY (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 5); PM: Franklin Talent

ST. JOHN, DAVE (Vocalist); BA: United Attractions

SALVATION (Group — 5); BA: United Attractions

SALVADOR, SAL (Vocalist & Guitarist); BA: Audio Fidelity

SALTY DOG (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 7); United Artists; BA: United Attractions; Beacon Attractions; PM: TC Mgmt

SALT DOG (Vocalist & Instrumental Group — 5); BA: Dumas Sound

SALVADOR, SAL (Vocalist & Guitarist); BA: Audio Fidelity

SALVATION (Group — 7); United Artists; BA: Jack Fisher

(Continued on page 114)
FANTASMA PRODUCTIONS INC.
The Full Service Production Agency

SPECIALIZING IN CONCERT STAGE LIGHTING

"We Travel Anywhere—Short Notice Availability"

Open 24 Hours-A-Day

BOOKING: National Recording Artists and New England Attractions

CALL: (401) 231-4220 or Write to: 265 Putnam Pike
Esmont, Rhode Island 02917

MAKING A LOT OF NOISE IN THE UPPER MIDWEST!

do yours' with

bands unlimited

GENE SMILTNECK 906-786-5787
2214 26th Avenue South Escanaba, Michigan 49829

(Continued on page 116)
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Fantasy Records recording artists

REDWING

BILLBOARD
"The band's happy style always works."

ROLLING STONE
"This is the finest hard rock/country band in the business today."
—J. R. Young

LOS ANGELES TIMES
"Bristling with verve, vitality, and a marvelously controlled energy . . ."
—Mike Sherman

MELODY MAKER
"They are music and movement personified in a streamlined show."
—Andrew Means

THE HERALD (New York)
"It's a stone groove to hear a group that just gets it on and stomps . . ."
—Tony Glover

FUSION
"Good God, they're good!"

CRAWDADDY
". . . a devastating music which is not new but is different. Music has never sounded better. Redwing satisfies."
—Lila Eliscu

Management: Gary Schiro • 4301 Moddison, Sacramento, Calif. 95819 (916) 452-3888
Entertainment, Services, Inc.
• Campus Festivals
• Sound System Rentals
• Concerts—Dances

Dial-A-Band
Bring A Music Festival
To Your Campus

Entertainment Services, Inc., the originator of Campus Festivals in the South.

Call (318) 387-3632
W. Drew Armstrong, President
Entertainment Services, Inc. Concert Consultants
P.O. Drawer 6054
Monroe, Louisiana 71201

THE ORIGINAL
ESSO TRINIDAD STEEL BAND
(FORMERLY KNOWN AS
THE TRINIDAD TRIPOLI
STEEL BAND)

The Rev. John Sewell, Musical Director.
Kennicrt Headley, Leader.

"GRAMMY" AWARD NOMINEE
NOW ACCEPTING BOOKINGS
FOR 1972-1973 SEASONS.

Representation:
Corallie Jr. Theatrical Agency
5107 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood, California 90027
213/663-1268 or 681-8281
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THE REV. JOHN SEWELL.
JAMES GANG

Straight Shooter

KICK BACK MAN / YOU'VE LET ME COME HOME / MADNESS / GET HER BACK AGAIN / I'LL TELL YOU WHY / MARVIN PITHCIONDRAC / LOOKING FOR MY LADY / MY DOORS OPEN / GETTING OLD

straight shooter abcx-741

BELKIN MANAGEMENT
3101 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44115

ABC/DUNHILL RECORDS
The fantastic
ROY ACUFF
and the Smokey Mountain Boys


TEX RITTER
Member of the Country Music Hall of Fame. Starred in 80 feature movies, television serials and classics such as High Noon.

BILL MONROE
Member of the Country Music Hall of Fame. Father of Bluegrass Music.

GEORGE HAMILTON IV

ARTISTS CORPORATION
Howard Forrester, Manager
2510 FRANKLIN ROAD, NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37204
PHONE (615) 297-5386 • CABLE ADDRESS ACUFROSE
Announcing the Emergence of a New Agency

EAST-WEST TALENT, INC.

Richard J. Roger/Alfred P. Schweitzman
EAST-WEST TALENT INC.
9155 Sunset Boulevard / Los Angeles, CA 90069
(213) 278-0900
"Go ahead. Ignore me."

Todd Rundgren

Richard J. Roger/Alfred P. Schweitzman
EAST-WEST TALENT INC.
9155 Sunset Boulevard/ Los Angeles, CA 90069
(213) 278-0900
(Continued from page 124)

BOOKING AGENTS

* Continued from page 124

EAST COAST AGENCY, 612 E Liberty St., Norfolk, Va. 23523 Tel: (703) 645-9494.

EAST COAST PROD’NS, PO Box 6048, Philadelphia, Pa. 19145 Tel: (215) 486-8509.

EDMISTON-ROTHSCHILD MGMT. INC., 330 E 48 St., New York, N.Y. 10017 Tel: (212) 421-0592.

MARSHALL EDDISON, 455 N. Cannon Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90219 Tel: (213) 466-9815.

WILLIAM W. EHLERT, PO Box 3102, South Berkeley Sta, Berkeley Calif 94703 Tel: (415) 498-0490.

ELLIS MUSIC ENTS., 5436 Auckland Ave., North Hollywood, Calif 91601 Tel: (213) 985-5566.

S. A. ELLNER TALENT AGENCY, 1666 Folsom St., San Francisco, Calif. 94110 Tel: (415) 482-1827.

EDMISTON-ROTHSCHILD MGMT. INC., 330 E 48 St., New York, N.Y. 10017 Tel: (212) 415-0592.

BEVERLY HOFFMANN MGMT. ASSOCS., 3313 N. 38 Ave., Indianapolis, Ind. 46218.

WAYNE HARRIS ENTERTAINMENT, PO box 18018, Indianapolis, Ind. 46218.

EVERT TALENT INC., 233 N Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19106 Tel: (215) 533-7878.

HAISLAR PROD’NS, 501 Bell St., Suite 12, Collinsville, Ill. 62234 Tel: (618) 344-0298.

FOLKLORE PROD’NS INC. 176 Federal St., Boston, Mass. 02110 Tel: (617) 482-1827.


JACK FISHER ENTERTAINMENT AGENCY, 1444 N. Figueroa St., Hollywood, Calif. 90028 Tel: (213) 466-5138.

GUILD OF PERFORMING ARTS, 504 Cedar Ave. S., Minneapolis, Minn. 55404 Tel: (612) 333-8269.

JAMES GREFF, 969 N Larrabee, Apt. 15, Hollywood, Calif. 90028 Tel: (213) 273-8810.

GREAT SOUTH ARTISTS, PO Box 3416, Baton Rouge, La. 70804 Tel (214) 242-8094.

HANCOCK MUSIC, 202 Riverside Dr., New York, N.Y. 10019 Tel: (212) 265-1652.

HAISLAR PROD’NS, 501 Bell St. Suite 12, Columbus, Ohio 43215 Tel: (614) 683-0651.

HAISSER MUSIC, 202 Riverside Dr., New York, N.Y. 10019 Tel: (212) 489-0898.

JACK D. JOHNSON TALENT INC., PO Box 40484, Nashville, Tenn. 37204 Tel: (615) 383-6564.

GENERAL TALENT ASSOCS., 625 Stanwix St., St. Louis, Mo. 63108 Tel: (314) 233-3962.

JACK D. JOHNSON TALENT INC., PO Box 40484, Nashville, Tenn. 37204 Tel: (615) 383-6564.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM AGENCY, 1500 Main St., Rochester, N.Y. 14604 Tel: (716) 454-3172.

J D B PROD’NS, 17419 Times Blvd., Huntington Beach, Calif. 92647 Tel: (714) 842-4449.

J W B LECTURE BUREAU, 15 E. 26 St., New York, N.Y. 10010 Tel: (212) 533-4848.

JACQUET’S INC., 112-14 179 St., St Albans, N.Y. 11433 Tel: (212) 658-3455.

JAY ARTIST RPS., 387 Main St. E. Suite 4, Rochester, N.Y. 14604 Tel: (716) 454-3172.

JACK D. JOHNSON TALENT INC., PO Box 40484, Nashville, Tenn 37204 Tel: (615) 383-6564.

JONI AGENCY INC., PO Box 436, Louisville, Ky. 40201 Tel: (502) 587-0909.

JOHN JORDAN, 431 N. 53rd St. Apt. 10F, New York, N.Y. 10019 Tel (212) 265-1652.

KARASS MEDIA WORKS, 112 E. 26 St., New York, N.Y. 10010 Tel: (212) 448-4477.

KARASS MEDIA WORKS, 112 E. 26 St., New York, N.Y. 10010 Tel: (212) 448-4477.

KARASS MEDIA WORKS, 112 E. 26 St., New York, N.Y. 10010 Tel: (212) 448-4477.

KARASS MEDIA WORKS, 112 E. 26 St., New York, N.Y. 10010 Tel: (212) 448-4477.

KARASS MEDIA WORKS, 112 E. 26 St., New York, N.Y. 10010 Tel: (212) 448-4477.
now appearing on campus:

jefferson airplane • eric andersen • the arbors • victor borge • anita bryant • the byrds • vin cardinal • commander cody & his lost planet airmen • papa john creach • dnz • vonda van dyke • e pluribus unum • ramblin jack elliot • jam factory • mick greenwood • tim hardin • j f murphy & salt • hudson & landry • liberace • chuck mangione • steve martin • new riders of the purple sage • nitty gritty dirt band • lady gwendolyn perron • rowan & martin • the saints • sonny terry & brownie mcghee • tranquility • hot tuna

agency for the performing arts, inc.

new york
120 west 57th street
new york, new york
212-581-8860

chicago
645 north michigan avenue
chicago, illinois
312-664-7703

los angeles
9000 sunset boulevard
los angeles, california
213-273-0744

miami
7630 biscayne boulevard
miami, florida
305-758-8731

san juan
1126 ashford avenue
santurce, puerto rico
809-723-9547
exclusively representing

FACES
DOORS
BUDDY MILES
SAVOY BROWN
URIAH HEEP
ATOMIC ROOSTER
POTLIQUOR
JOHN KAY
BULLANGUS
WACKERS
MANBEAST
BUCKWHEAT
ASHTON, GARDNER & DYKE
SKID ROW
MAMA LION

THREE DOG NIGHT
FLEETWOOD MAC
MALO
QUICKSILVER
CACTUS
AL KOOPER
DREAMS
DAVID POMERANZ
MICHAEL GATELY
CURTIS MALDOON
GAYLE MCCORMICK
AUDIENCE
SUGARLOAF
NAZARETH

DEEP PURPLE
BADFINGER
JOHN BALDRY
GINGER BAKER
STEVIE WONDER
BLOODROCK
RORY GALLAGHER
PURE PRAIRIE LEAGUE
JOHNATHON ROUND
ATLANTA
ROCK 'N' ROLL CYRCUS
GREASE BAND
BRAVE BELT
KINDRED
SOUTHERN COMFORT

American Talent International
888 Seventh Avenue New York, N.Y. 10019 (212) 765-1896
Presenting
The Finest Artists
In The
Entertainment World
BOOKING AGENTS
Continued from page 132

P
H L ASSOC'S., 8427 Geiger Ave., Suite 209, Silver Spring, Md. 20910. Tel: (301) 588-1430.

PANTHER PROD'NS, PO Box 1022, Chadron, Neb. 69337. Tel (308) 432-2003.

PARAGON AGENCY, Redwall Music Blvd., 536 Cotton Ave., Mazon, Ill. 61209. Tel: (612) 745-8511.

PARK AVENUE BOOKING AGENCY, PO Box 11286, 3373 Park Ave., Memphis, Tenn. 38111. Tel: (901) 324-6726.

JERRY PATEL ASSOC'S., 17429 Indian Ave., Detroit, Mich. 48240. Tel: (313) 531-7329.


PENN-DAY LTD., 530 W. Main St., Hendersonville, Tenn. 37075. Tel: (615) 824-6565.

PENN-WORLD ATTRACTIONS, State Theatre Bldg., Har-

pinburg, Ind. 47131. Tel: (717) 233-1972.

PERFORMING ARTS MGMT., PO Box 233, Village Sta., New York, N.Y. 10014. Tel: (212) 422-8096.

PERSON-TO-PERSON PROD'NS, 160 Goldsmith Ave., Newark, N.J. 07112. Tel: (201) 926-0615.

P H L ASSOC'S., 8427 Geiger Ave., Suite 209, Silver Spring, Md. 20910. Tel: (301) 588-1430.

CHARLES L. "FUZZY" OWEN, PO Box 842, Bakersfield, Calif. 93301. Tel: (617) 453-8751.

OPERATION MUSIC., PO Box 108, Batavia, Iowa 52533. Tel (612) 332-6575.

MEL RICH PROD'NS, see MRP.

TIM RILEY & ASSOCS., 2000 Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn. 38105. Tel: (901) 274-4821.

R P C AGENCY INC., PO Box 4591, Monroe, La. 71201. Tel: (313) 373-5298.


QUEEN BOOKING CORP., see QBC.

Q B C (Queen Booking Corp.), 1650 Broadway, Suite

1410, New York, N.Y. 10023. Tel: (612) 489-1400.

RICK RUSH., PO Box 814, Wiphala, La. 71236. Tel: (717) 233-7972.


R & B BOOKING AGENCY, 8959 S. Oglesby, Chicago, Ill. 60657. Tel: (615) 244-9412.

R D VENTURES, 20 Welwyn Pl., Great Neck, N.Y. 11021. Tel: (212) 473-1261.

QUEEN BOOKING CORP., see QBC.
MILLARD AGENCY
ATTRACTIONS

THE BAND
IT'S A BEAUTIFUL DAY
BEACH BOYS
ELVIN BISHOP
MICHAEL BLOOMFIELD
TIM BUCKLEY
BUTTERFIELD BLUES BAND
JAMES COTTON
DION
FAIRPORT CONVENTION
JAKE HOLMES
MARY HOPKINS
BILLY JOEL
KINKS
LAMB
GORDON LIGHTFOOT
LINDISFARNE
TAJ MAHAL
MAHAVISHNU ORCHESTRA
WITH
JOHN McLAUGHLIN
MANFRED MANN
PENTANGLE
TOM RUSH
BOZ SCAGGS
SEATRAIN
ARTIE AND HAPPY TRAUM
PAUL SIEBEL
STONEGROUND
PAUL WINTER CONSORT
FRANK ZAPPA AND THE MOTHERS OF INVENTION
AND
RICHARD NADER'S
ORIGINAL 1950's ROCK & ROLL REVIVAL

THE MILLARD AGENCY

59 EAST 54TH STREET, SUITE 81 • NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022 • (212) 371-4350
555 CALIFORNIA STREET • SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94104 (415) 864-1510

Billboard Campus Attractions • March 25, 1972
Contact:
GARY BACHMAN
(204) 338-8073

Billboard Campus Attractions • March 25, 1972
CORRUPTOR PROD'NS LTD., 18928 Charing Blvd., Shaker, Ohio 44112. Tel (216) 751-0673.

X. COSSE, see ARCH, INC.

BEN COSTELLO, see West Mgmt.

WARREN COVINGTON, 151 Fox Hollow Rd., Wyckoff, N.J. 07481. Tel (201) 445-7412.

WILLIAM COWSILL, 22312 Holister Terr., Glendale, Calif. 90206. Tel (213) 245-4752.

MATT CRAWFORD, see Vanity Theater Int Inc.

CREATIVE ATTITUDE PROD'NS LTD., 350 Davenport Rd., Toronto, Ont., Canada. Tel (416) 924-1146.

EAST COAST AGENCY, 612 E. Liberty St., Norfolk, Va. 23510. Tel. (804) 745-8984.

EAST COAST PROD'NS, 23 E. 10 St., Suite 2520, New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel (212) 573-7409.

JIM W. CURTIS, 416 Marlborough St., Boston, Mass. 02115. Tel: (617) 536-2900.

JUAN CRUTZ, see Maran Pascual.

CREAMENTAL MGMT., 107 McAllister Rd., Downs - West, Miss. 38331. Tel (618) 749-1739.

STEVE CROES, see MEA.

CROSSROADS MGMT., 6430 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90028. Tel (213) 272-7771.

CROSBY, DICK. 305 S. Bellevue, Suite 703, Memphis, Tenn. 38104. Tel (901) 271-1264.

GORDON DAVIS, see the Davis Agency.

DAVID DAVIES, see Love Mgmt.

DADDY 0 PERSONAL MGMT. INC., 23 E. 10 St., Suite 2520, New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel (212) 677-0100.

DANA BRUNSWICK, 885 Seventh Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel (212) 541-9860.

Branch: Chicago, Ill. Tel (312) 766-8065.

DANIELLE DAPRES & PRODS, 2390 Malo Ave. Villi La Jolla, Cal. 92037. Tel (619) 698-4573.

DANIEL W. DAVIS, see 2P Mgmt.

DANIELLE DAVID, see Little Bear Music Inc.

DARLIE DAVIS, see The Davis Agency.

LUISE DAVIS, see Little Bear Music Inc.

DENNIS DAVIS, see Little Bear Music Inc.

DANIELLE DE VITRE, see the Davis Agency.

DARRELL DEW, see Lanny HLG.

LARRY DEW, see MARK MGMT.

DEAN DEW, see 2P Mgmt.

DENNIS DICKSON, 3830 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. Tel: (213) 454-3783.

DICK CICOTTO, see the Cicotto Agency.

DORIS COHAN, see Lanny HLG.

DEE CRAWFORD, see Lanny HLG.

MIKE DUNCAN, see MDC Mgmt.

DEACON DUNNING, 9147 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60619. Tel: (312) 751-3108.

DANNY DURANTE, 18928 Charing Blvd., Shaker, Ohio 44112. Tel (216) 751-3108.

DADDY 0 PERSONAL MGMT. INC., 23 E. 10 St., Suite 2520, New York, N.Y. 10019. Tel (212) 677-0100.

DANIEL DAVIS, see Little Bear Music Inc.

DANIELLE DAPRES, see the Davis Agency.

DANIEL DE LA RUA, see Madonna Mgmt.

DENNIS DAVIS, see Little Bear Music Inc.

DANIELLE DAPRES, see the Davis Agency.

DANIELLE DAPRES, see the Davis Agency.

DAN DIETZ, see Lanny HLG.

DANIELLE DAPRES, see the Davis Agency.
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THE GREAT AMERICAN AMUSEMENT CO., 1050 Carol Dr., Los Angeles, Calif. 90069 Tel. (213) 278-3900
STEPHEN GREENBERG, 299 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017
GREENGROSS ENTS., 585 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022 Tel. (212) 421-8414
KEN GREENGROSS, see GreenGross EnTS.
MANUEL GREENBERG, see Folklore Prods Inc.
JOHN GREEN LEAF, 1246 W. 7th St., New York, N.Y. 10021 Tel. (212) 288-3239
DOUGLAS GREER, see Good Time Promos Ltd.
STAN GRESSON ASSOC., INC., 310 N. Raymond Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90210 Tel. (213) 274-9311
GREG FARMER & MGMT., 446 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90021 Tel. (213) 659-0055
GRILLO & GRILLO INC., 16544 Aver Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 90036 Tel. (213) 451-3861
NICHOLAS GRILLO, see Grillo & Grillo Inc.
GROSSMAN GLOTZER MGMT. CORP., 75 E. 55 St., New York, N.Y. 10022 Tel. (212) 757-8715
NEAL GROSSMAN, see Philodendron Inc.
GUARDIAN ARTISTS DIRECTIONS, 201 W. 54 St., New York, N.Y. 10019 Tel. (212) 581-5398
GUILD OF PERFORMING ARTS, 504 Cedar Ave., Montclair, Minn. 55404 Tel. (812) 533-8269
RICK GUNNELL MGMTS., INC., 2100 Sunset Plaza Dr., Los Angeles, Calif. 90069 Tel. (213) 657-1143
ROY GUNThER, 2908 Oakleigh Rd., Baltimore, Md. 21234 Tel. (301) 668-2232
HAIRY LIP PROD'NS INC., 125 Seventh Ave. S., New York, N.Y. 10021 Tel. (212) 752-8715
DOUG HENNING, see Good Time Promos.
MIKE HEBERT, see Mr. Christian.
SHAUN HARRIS, PO Box 83, Westbury, N.Y. 11582 Tel. (212) 489-1558
LON HARRIMAN, 27 E. 67 St., New York, N.Y. 10021 Tel. (212) 459-3156
WAYNE HARRIS, PO Box 18018, Indianapolis, Ind. 46218
GARY HART, see Siddlinson & Asso's Mgmt.
MIKE HARVEY, 2808 Florence, Houston, Tex. 77009 Tel. (713) 278-6811
DOUG HENNING, see Good Time Promos Ltd.
JOHNNY HENELSEN, see Masters City Attractions,
HERRE, BLOCK, SHANABERG INC., 249 W. 57 St., Suite 308, New York, N.Y. 10019 Tel. (212) 582-2886
Branch: Los Angeles, Calif. 90069 Tel. (213) 833-8526
DAVE HERREN, 10 109 Flanders Rd., Richmond, Va. 23226 Tel. (703) 282-5003
GEORGE HICKER, see Gerard W. Pursell Assocs. Ltd.
BILL HULL MGMT., 1396 St. Catherine St. W., Montreal, P.Q., Canada. Tel. (514) 866-6825
ABE HOCH, see Judalon Ents.
MAVRE HOERNER MGMT., PO Box 99, Amboy, Ill. 61510 Tel. (618) 857-2389
IVAN M. HOFFMAN, 280 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212 Tel. (213) 278-6811
JIM HOLM, 10 St., Suite 605, Houston, Tex. 77002 Tel. (713) 227-0701
H. R. HONEYCUTT, 709 S. Layton Ave., Dunn, N.C. 28334 Tel. (919) 839-2409
HOT LINE ARTIST MGMT., 615 Main St., Redford City, Neb. 68773 Tel. (402) 343-8240
Branch: Chadron, Neb., 238 Chadron Ave. Zip 69337 Tel. (308) 342-2049
ROBERT HUBBARD, 101 S. Second St., Apt. 620, Harrisburg, Pa. 17101 Tel. (717) 234-0344
DAVID HUFF, see Mr. Christian.
STEVE HUGHES, see MGA

(Continued on page 140)
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JACK McGINNIS, see Good Time Promos.
JOE MCMURRICH, c/o Stonehenge Prod’ns, 72 Thorne Pl., Westwood, N.J. 07674. Tel. (201) 787-3891.
JON McINTIRE, PO Box 1073, San Rafael, Calif. 94901. Tel (415) 457-1830.
DAVID McKAY, see Glenn Miller Prod’ns Inc.
WILLIAM MILLER PROD’NS, 8662 Lookout Mountain Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90046. Tel (213) 565-1617.
DON McLEMORE, 5889 Beverly Blvd., Suite 615, Los Angeles, Calif. 90048. Tel (213) 272-0873.
KIMO WILDER McVAY, 1136 Union Mall, Suite 202, Honolulu, Hawaii 96813. Tel. (808) 531-6293.
LANCE McWILLIAMS, see Riverbend Attractions.
WILL MILLAR ASSOCS. CO. LTD., 2201-1733 Comox Ave., New Westminster, B.C., Canada. Tel: (604) 678-6553.
JOE MESSINA, see Enchanted Door Mgmt.
ANTHONY MESSINA, see East Coast Prod’ns.
MEMNON talent corp., PO Box 84, Glen Cove, L.I., N.Y. 11542. Tel (616) 678-6753.
FRANK MEARS, see Masters City Attractions.
KIMO WILDER McVAY, 1136 Union Mall, Suite 202, Honolulu, Hawaii 96813. Tel (808) 531-6293.
DAVID McKAY, see Glenn Miller Prod’ns Inc.
ALAN MILLER, see Herb Gart.
STEVE METZ, see Catalyst Mgmt. Ltd.
JON McINTIRE, PO Box 1073, San Rafael, Calif. 94901. Tel (415) 457-1830.
MARK MILLER, see Mr. Christian
ARNOLD MILLS & ASSOCS., 8721 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90069 Tel (213) 657-2024

DON MINDER, 2005 S. Center St., Tere Haute, Ind. 47802. Tel: (812) 234-7511.
FRED T. MIRICK, see Sound/Art/Houston.
MR. CHRISTIAN PROD’NS, PO Box 51825 OCS, Lafayette, La. 70501. Tel (504) 233-3189.
ANN MICHIELS, 4968 William Arnold Rd., Memphis, Tenn. 38109. Tel (901) 797-7075.
MONARCH ENTERTAINMENT BUREAU, 241 Freeeway Dr. E., East Orange, N.J. 07018. Tel: (201) 676-7474.
GENYA RAVAN, c/o Creative Talent Assocs. of Pennsylvania, 398 W. Chestnut St., Washington, Pa. 15301. Tel: (412) 222-2077.
FRANK MONTE, 16000 Ventura Blvd., Suite 225, Encino, Calif. 91316.
CLINTON E. MOON, see Showcase Prod’ns Inc.
TONY MOON, see Crescent Moon Talent.
PETE MORGAN, PO Box 95, Springville, Utah 84663. Tel. (801) 489-5085.
SHIRLEY MORGAN, 415 E. Lake Meade Blvd., Las Vegas, Nev. 89110. Tel: (702) 646-4669.
PETER & MARTIN MORNINGSTAR PROD’NS, 633 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022. Tel (212) 355-5794.
DALE MORRIS, 1704 16 Ave., S., Nashville, Tenn. 37203. Tel: (615) 385-0840.
AL H. MORRISON, 223 W. 20 St., New York, N.Y. 10011, Tel: (212) 691-9296.
BOB MOTTA, see LCM Prod’ns & RJM Ents.
MOUTH MUSIC, PO Box 3142, Lawrence, Kan. 66044. Tel. (913) 842-0100.
SILVIA R. MOY, 1611 Webb, Detroit, Mich. 48204. Tel: (313) 867-7814.
MULTI-MEDIA PROD’NS CORP., 2457 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. 48201. Tel (313) 867-9290.
BRENNA: Hollywood, Calif. 90028. Tel: (213) 466-6321.
MUSIC SHOPPE, 489 Eglinton Ave. W., Toronto 305, Ont. Canada. Tel: (416) 423-4601.
MYCDELL CLASS MGMT. INC., 325 W. 93 St., New York, N.Y. 10025. Tel: (212) 663-7012.
LARRY MYERS, see Lake Front Talent Agency.

(Continued on page 144)
"I'm a sailor of the waters and the sun
I can fight the rains, but have no weapons for the calm."

A CONTEMPORARY FOLK MUSIC JOURNEY

MANAGEMENT:
THE SHIP
TALENT PRODUCTIONS
Roger Francisco
Peter Berkow

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

EXCLUSIVE BOOKING

SOON TO BE EXCLUSIVELY ON
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JERRY M. OWENS, see CTA Prod’ns & Bill Mann Prod’ns.

BRIAN PANELLA, 1195 Tower Grove Dr., Beverly Hills, CA 90212. Tel: (213) 276-0391.

JOHNNY PARRIS, see Act “1” Entertainment.

DAVE PIATT, c/o Creative Talent Assocs. of Pennsylvania, 398 W. Chestnut St., Washington, Pa. 15301. Tel: (412) 222-2077.

JOE PIZUTTI, c/o Creative Talent Assocs. of Pennsylvania, 398 W. Chestnut St., Washington, Pa. 15301. Tel: (412) 222-2077.

PAUL RABBITT, 105 W. Third St., Menomonee, Wis. 53052. Tel: (414) 265-9016.

JAMES PORTER, 1800 Tchoupitoulas - N.O. Louisiana. Tel: (504) 524-1696.

THE WAREHOUSE - NEW ORLEANS

"GLORY THAT WAS GREASE"

VINCE VANCE and the VALIANTS & VAILANETTS

50's ROCK & ROLL

CONTACT: Beaver Productions
1820 Tchoupitoulas - N.O.L.A.
504-524-1696

(Continued on page 146)
Have you heard the good news

James and the Good Brothers

Luke Gibson

Mashmakhan

The Family

Perth County Conspiracy

Alive

Columbia Records of Canada, Ltd.
SEA Southeasert Attractions, INC.

proudly presents

AMERICAN CYRKUS
HYDRA

COMMODORES
MOUSE AND THE BOYS

CROSS
POO NANNY

DAVID & THE GIANTS
POTLIQUOR

GENTRYS
TROPICS

GODSPEED
WAR BABIES

HOMESTEAD ACT
THE WEBS

SOUTHEASTERN ATTRACTIONS, INC.,
2121 8th AVE., N., BIRMINGHAM, ALA. 35203
TELEPHONE 205 328-8360

JAMES BROWN
JOE SIMON

CHUCK BERRY
STYLISTICS

JOHN LEE HOOKER

JOE TEX

JEFF LEabyrinTH

J. ReYNOLDS & Chocolate Syrup

People's Choice

plus many more oldie acts

Bring a little soul to your
Campus this year
Invite a UNIVERSAL act today.

(Continued on page 148)
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RICHARD UNGER ENTS., 2929 N Trail, Sarasota, Fla 33570 Tel. (813) 355-5111
UNITED ATTRACTIONS, 613 Royal Crest Dr., Dallas, Tex 75001 Tel. (214) 231-9280

JIMMY VACCARO, 201 Penn Center Blvd., Pittsburgh, Pa 15225 Tel. (412) 271-1808

VARIEITY THEATER INTL. INC., 7200 France Ave., Minneapols, Minn 55435 Tel. (612) 926-3440

LU VASON, see ABA Artists Mgmt.

MARCEIL VENTURA ASSOCS., 400 E 57 St., New York, N.Y 10022 Tel. (212) 362-2937

RAY VERNON, 720 17 Ave., S. Nashville, Tenn 37203 Tel. (615) 264-1717

CARL VICTOR, see ANFA Mgmt.

RAY VERNON, 720 17 Ave., S. Nashville, Tenn 37203 Tel. (615) 264-1717

MARCEL VENTURA ASSOCS., 400 E. 57 St., New York, N.Y. 10022 Tel. (212) 362-2937

VARIETY THEATER INT'L INC., 7200 France Ave., Minneapolis, Minn 55435 Tel. (612) 926-3440

Vinson, see ABA Artists Mgmt.

VARIETY THEATER INT'L INC., 7200 France Ave., Minneapolis, Minn 55435 Tel. (612) 926-3440

JIMMY VACCARO, 201 Penn Center Blvd., Pittsburgh, Pa 15225 Tel. (412) 271-1808
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LU VASON, see ABA Artists Mgmt.

MARCEIL VENTURA ASSOCS., 400 E 57 St., New York, N.Y 10022 Tel. (212) 362-2937

RAY VERNON, 720 17 Ave., S. Nashville, Tenn 37203 Tel. (615) 264-1717

CARL VICTOR, see ANFA Mgmt.

RAY VERNON, 720 17 Ave., S. Nashville, Tenn 37203 Tel. (615) 264-1717

MARCEL VENTURA ASSOCS., 400 E. 57 St., New York, N.Y. 10022 Tel. (212) 362-2937

VARIETY THEATER INT'L INC., 7200 France Ave., Minneapolis, Minn 55435 Tel. (612) 926-3440

Vinson, see ABA Artists Mgmt.

VARIETY THEATER INT'L INC., 7200 France Ave., Minneapolis, Minn 55435 Tel. (612) 926-3440

JIMMY VACCARO, 201 Penn Center Blvd., Pittsburgh, Pa 15225 Tel. (412) 271-1808

VARIEITY THEATER INTL. INC., 7200 France Ave., Minneapols, Minn 55435 Tel. (612) 926-3440

LU VASON, see ABA Artists Mgmt.

MARCEIL VENTURA ASSOCS., 400 E 57 St., New York, N.Y 10022 Tel. (212) 362-2937

RAY VERNON, 720 17 Ave., S. Nashville, Tenn 37203 Tel. (615) 264-1717

CARL VICTOR, see ANFA Mgmt.

RAY VERNON, 720 17 Ave., S. Nashville, Tenn 37203 Tel. (615) 264-1717

MARCEL VENTURA ASSOCS., 400 E. 57 St., New York, N.Y. 10022 Tel. (212) 362-2937

VARIETY THEATER INT'L INC., 7200 France Ave., Minneapolis, Minn 55435 Tel. (612) 926-3440

Vinson, see ABA Artists Mgmt.

VARIETY THEATER INT'L INC., 7200 France Ave., Minneapolis, Minn 55435 Tel. (612) 926-3440

JIMMY VACCARO, 201 Penn Center Blvd., Pittsburgh, Pa 15225 Tel. (412) 271-1808

VARIEITY THEATER INTL. INC., 7200 France Ave., Minneapols, Minn 55435 Tel. (612) 926-3440

LU VASON, see ABA Artists Mgmt.

MARCEIL VENTURA ASSOCS., 400 E 57 St., New York, N.Y 10022 Tel. (212) 362-2937

RAY VERNON, 720 17 Ave., S. Nashville, Tenn 37203 Tel. (615) 264-1717

CARL VICTOR, see ANFA Mgmt.

RAY VERNON, 720 17 Ave., S. Nashville, Tenn 37203 Tel. (615) 264-1717

MARCEL VENTURA ASSOCS., 400 E. 57 St., New York, N.Y. 10022 Tel. (212) 362-2937

VARIETY THEATER INT'L INC., 7200 France Ave., Minneapolis, Minn 55435 Tel. (612) 926-3440

Vinson, see ABA Artists Mgmt.
**UNIVERSAL 16/UNITED WORLD FILMS**

155 Universal City Plaza, Universal City, Calif. 91608

**ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT**
*Director: Lewis Milestone*

**TOUCH OF EVIL**
*Director: Orson Wells*

**TELL THEM WILLIE BOY IS HERE**
*Director: Abraham Polonsky*

**ANNE OF A THOUSAND DAYS**
*Director: Charles Jarrott*

**WARNER BROS.**

4000 Warner Blvd., Burbank, Calif. 91505

**WOODSTOCK**
*Director: Michael Wadleigh*

**CAMELOT**
*Director: Joshua Logan*

**JOE**
*Director: John G. Avildsen*

**BONNIE & CLYDE**
*Director: Arthur Penn*

**THE WILD BUNCH**
*Director: Sam Peckinpah*

**CLEM WILLIAMS FILMS INC.**

2240 Noblestown Road, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15202

**ANNE OF THE THOUSAND DAYS**
*Director: Charles Jarrott*

**THE PROFESSIONALS**
*Director: Richard Brooks*

**COOL HAND LUKE**
*Director: Stuart Rosenberg*

**DUCK SOUP**
*Director: Leo McCarey*

**WAIT UNTIL DARK**
*Director: Terence Young*

**CHISUM**
*Director: Andrew V. McLaglen*

**PSYCHO**
*Director: Alfred Hitchcock*

**GEORGY GIRL**
*Director: Silvio Narizzano*

**THERE'S A GIRL IN MY SOUP**
*Director: Roy Boulting*

**BLACK SABBATH**
*Director: Mario Bava*

*Billboard Campus Attractions • March 25, 1972*
COMEDIANS

ACE TRUCKING COMPANY (Group -5), BA: William Morris; PM: Marc Gordon
ALAN, DON; BA: Jimmy Richards
ALLEN, MARSHALL; BA: Buddy Morrow-CMA; PM: Morton Farber/Carl Victor-ANFA Mgmt.
ALLEN, STU; BA: Jimmy Richards
AMSTERDAM, MOREY, BA: Basch & Mallon Ents.
ASH, GLEN; BA: William Morris
BARRIS, MARTY; BA: William Morris
BARRON, SANDY; BA: CMA; PM: Walter R. Scott-Crossroads Mgmt.
BARTY, BILLY; BA: Arnold Mills
BERMAN, SHELLEY; BA: William Morris
BETHEA, HARMON SR; Muscogee, BA; Ciauderno Agency PM: Lilian N. Ciauderno
BEVANS, DAVID; PM: Vic Ben.
BOB & Ray; BA: William Morris
BORG, VICTOR; BA: William Morris
BRILL, CHARLIE; see Milt McColl
BROOKS, ALBERT; BA: William Morris; PM: Herbert S. Donald
BROOKE, MARTY; BA: William Morris
BROWN, JOHNNY; BA: APA
BURNIE, JEANINE; BA: IFA; PM: Mike Corner
CARTER & LYNN; BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser
CARLISLE, CHARLES; BA; William Morris
CARLIN, George; BA: CMA; PM: Monnie Kay
CAMCRAFT, GODFREY, Epic, BA: IFA
CARY, RON; BA: William Morris
CHEECH & CHONG, Oate, BA: William Morris
CLARKE & MAHON; BA: William Morris
CLOWER, JERRY, Decal; BA: LSI Mgmt.; PM: Bud Andrews-LSI
COLDER, BEN, MGM; BA: OMAC; PM: Doug Cooper
COLE, HARRY KING; BA: Jimmy Richards
COLLINS, JERRY; BA: William Morris
CONTI, JOE; BA: PM: Harry Breyn
COPPER, PAT; BA: CMA; PM: Lenny Dsson
COREY, PROF IRWIN; BA: Richard Fulton, ABC.
COOPER, PAT; BA: William Morris
CRAWFORD, RUBIE; BA: William Morris
CROW, LEROY; BA: William Morris
DANCE

ALFRED ALVING, AMERICAN DANCE THEATER, BA: CAMI
ARMAGEDDON IN BABYLAND (2D), BA: Turony Mgmt.; PM: Pat Skatch
BALLET BRIO; BA: CAMI
BALLET FESTIVAL; BA: Kallman Mgmt.; PM: Arnold Wells
BALLET WEST—USA; BA: PM: Dennis Rea
BATSHEVA DANCE COMPANY; BA: CAMI
BAVARIAN DANCERS; BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser
BRACIA, JOHNNY; PM: Lee Magid
BRELOKHEMANSKI’S AMERICAN DANCE GROUP; BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser
BRANICKI, ELLA Z.; BA: Paul Frenk
CARLETON, DAVID; BA: William Morris
CASSOCK NAT’L DANCE GROUP; BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser
CRIMEAN TARTAR FOLK DANCERS; BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser
CROATIAN—JUGOSLAV; BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser
CUNNINGHAM, JAMES, & THE ACME DANCE COMPANY (8); BA: Shaw Concerts; PM: Harold Shaw
D’AMORO’S JACQUES, “BALLEY ENCOUNTER”; BA: Kolman-Luth
DANISH FOLK DANCE GROUP (18); BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser
DAVIES, MARTHA, DANCERS; PM: Chatham Communications
DORIO, SOSA; BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser
FRULA YUGOSLAV DANCE ENSEMBLE; BA, CAMI
GARRAH, MARTHA, DANCE COMPANY; BA: Shaw Concerts; PM: Harold Shaw
GRECO, JOSE, & HIS DANCERS & NANA LORCA’S FLAMENCO DANCE THEATRE; BA: Kolman-Luth
HAUSE, NANCY, DANCE CO.; BA: Guild of Performing Arts; PM: Lenny Berlin—Guild of Performing Arts
HAWKINS, ERICK, DANCE COMPANY; BA: PM: Bradford W. Lewis & Mary Jane Ingram-Spencer—Foundation for Modern Dance
HIGHLAND DANCERS (6); BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser
HOLIDAY, RON & JOY; BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser
HOVING, LUCAS, DANCE CO. (15); BA: Turony Mgmt.
HUNGARY DANCE ENSEMBLE; BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser
INTERBORO BALLET COMPANY (6); BA: Performing Arts
IRISH DANCERS (6); BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser
JEFFREY II COMPANY; BA: Kolman-Luth.
KERR, JOHN, DANCE CO. (6); BA: Jim McClelland
KULLA; BA: PM: Lardy & Dame
LANG, PEARL, DANCE CO. (6); BA: Turony Mgmt.
LATVIAN DANCERS GROUP (8); BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser
LES BALLET’S AFRICAINS; BA: Kolman-Luth.
LITHUANIAN FOLK DANCE COMPANY (16); BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser
LONDON DANCE THEATRE; BA: Hurst Concerts
LORCA & LILLIKA & LOCATANIS; BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser
LORCA, NANA, see Jose Greco
LUIS, MURRAY, DANCE COMPANY (9); BA: Charlie Ziff—Chumbar Foundation
LUBOVITCH, L&B, & COMPANY (18); BA: Shaw Concerts; PM: Harold Shaw
MARCHOWSKY, MARIE; BA: Lola Wilson
MATTEO & THE INDO-AMERICAN DANCE GROUP (Group-10); BA: Douglass Associates
MATUZS POLISH DANCE CIRCLE (30); BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser
MAZOWSKIS POLISH SONG & DANCE COMPANY; BA: Hurst Concerts
MEXICAN DANCERS (5); BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser
MOORE, CHARLES, “DANCES & DRUMS OF AFRICA”; BA: Performing Arts
MOROCCO; PM: Pajigon Mgmt.
NATIONAL BALLETT OF CANADA w/ RUDOLF NUREYEV; BA: Hurst Concerts
NATIONAL BALLET OF VANCOUVER; BA: CAMI
NATIONAL DANCE COMPANY OF MEXICO “FOLKLORICO”; BA: ATAP/Murpose
NEW YORK THEATER BALLET; BA: CAMI
NORWEGIAN NATIONAL DANCERS; BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser
NORWEGIAN DANCE COMPANY (10); BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser
OIKHTOMSKY BALLET CLASSIQUE; BA: PM: Judith Lipkin
REPERTORY DANCE THEATRE (Group-10); BA: Donald Glazer
ROYAL RUSSIAN COSACK DANCERS; BA: Theatreal Corp. of America; PM: David L. Stanton
RUSSIAN TROIKA DANCE ENSEMBLE; BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser
SERSCASI DANCERS; BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser
STONE, SALLY; BA: TP Prod.mts.; PM: Thomas Potts—CTA
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL DANCERS (20); BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser
VETRA, VIJAR, BA: Michael Potecki
(Continued on page 152)
DIRECT FROM MEXICO CITY/CLYDE BALDSCHUN PRESENTS
THE NATIONAL DANCES DE MEXICO

FOLKLORICO

Presented by BALLET AZTLAN de MEXICO
Under auspices NATIONAL INSTITUTE FINE ARTS
SILVIA LOZANO—DIRECTOR GENERAL & CHOREOGRAPHER

COMPANY OF 50 / DANCERS/SINGERS/INSTRUMENTALISTS / MARIACHI,
VERA CRUZ & MARIMBA BANDS / SELF CONTAINED / ADAPTABLE ANY STAGE

1971 TOUR—
COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY
ENGAGEMENTS
State University of New York at Alfred
Alfred, New York
Kansas State University
Manhattan, Kansas
Kansas State College
Pittsburg, Kansas
Mississippi State University
Starkville, Mississippi
Fashion Institute of Technology
New York, New York

New York City Community College
Brooklyn, N.Y.
University of Waterloo
Waterloo, Ontario
Mississippi State College for Women
Columbus, Mississippi
Florida Southern College
Lakeland, Florida
Irvington Public Schools
Irvington, New Jersey
Queensborough Community College
Bayside, Long Island

Wabash College
Crawfordsville, Indiana
Northwestern State College
Alva, Oklahoma
East Texas State University
Commerce, Texas
Texas Woman's University
Denton, Texas
Hardin Simmons University
Abilene, Texas
Jonquiere College
Jonquiere, Quebec

"It was a colorful and exciting show, and of course you are well aware of the enthusiastic audience reception. The box office and attendance was about double that of similarly priced attractions that we had in the Auditorium during the inaugural year. It was the biggest gross of our season."

Mark Ollington
Auditorium Manager
Kansas State University

"The show was the highlight of our season. A turnaway crowd. The audience became part of the show. I am looking forward to a return engagement."

Dean Vincent Trotta
New York State University

TOUR DIRECTION:
SEND THIS AD WITH YOUR INQUIRY TO:
TOM MALLOW, President
AMERICAN THEATRE PRODUCTIONS
1564 Broadway, New York 10036
Phone: (212) 765-1060
AND SAVE 5% OFF REGULAR PRICE
PRODUCER:
CLYDE BALDSCHUN
P.O. Box 356
Woodland Hills, Calif. 91364
Phone: (213) 347-6665
OTHER ATTRACTIONS
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VILELLA, EDWARD; BA: CAMI.
WHEELERS, WARREN; SQUARE DANCERS (10); BA: Cultural Talent.
WILSON, ANNE; BA: Michael Podoski.
ZAFRANA; BA: Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser.

HYPNOTISTS & MENTALISTS

CLINTON; BA: Associated Talent, PM: Donald Reder.

CRISWELL PREDICTS; BA: Lola Wilson.

DEAN, DR. MICHAEL; JR., Revive; BA: Spectacular Prod'ns.
DUNNINGER; BA: Phil Tippin.

FANTASTIC KORAN; BA/PM: Harry Breyn.

GOLD, SIR RUDOLPH; BA: APB.

HARRIS, Rev. RALPH; BA: Associated Talent, PM: Sioma Glaser.

KRESKIN, THE AMAZING; BA: ABC, Associated Talent.

LING, FAN TIAN; BA: Associated Talent.

MCGURK, MURRAY; BA: ABC, Spectacular Prod'ns.

OTHER ATTRACTIONS
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ASIMOV, ISAAC; BA, Richard Fulton.
ARNETT, PETER; BA: Lordly & Dame.
ARMOUR, RICHARD; BA: Lola Wilson.
ARDREY, ROBERT; BA: APB.
APTHEKER, HERBERT: BA: APB.
ANTHONY, EARL; BA: APB.
ANDERSON, JEFF; BA: APB, Programs Intl.
ANDERSON, JOHN; BA: APB.
ANTHONY, EARL; BA: APB.
APOSTOLOPOULOS, JIM; BA: APB.
ARMSTRONG, NEIL; BA: APB.
ARPONEN, PETER; BA: Lordly & Dame.
ARRAN, DR. LARRY; BA: APB.
ASIMOV, ISAAC; BA: Richard Fulton.
AUDEN, W.H.; BA: APB.
AUDREY, PATSY; BA: APB.
AYD, DR. FRANK J.; JR., BA: APB.
BACH, MURIEL W.; BA: International Program.
BADILLO, HERMAN; BA: Richard Fulton.
BAILEY, D'ARMY; BA: Richard Fulton.
BAIRD, BILL; BA: APB.
BAIRD, ROBERT W.; BA: Richard Fulton.
BAKER, HOWARD, JR.; BA: International Program, Richard Fulton.
BARKER, D. MURRAY; BA: APB, Richard Fulton.
BARR, ARTHUR; BA: Keedick Lecture.
BARTH, JOHN; BA: APB: Edmiston-Rothschild.
BARTLE, H. ROE; BA: International Program.
BARLETT, CHARLES; BA: Keedick Lecture.
BASSY, CATHY; BA: International Program.
BAYH, SEN. BIRCH; BA: Richard Fulton, International Program, APB.
BAZAARA, ABDUL; BA: APB.
BEAN, ORSON; BA: Richard Fulton.
BEDFORD, DUKE & DUCHESS OF; BA: APB.
BEHARKA, CARL; BA: Lola Wilson.
BELLAGIA, ERNANDO, BA: APB.
BELL, DANIEL; BA: Richard Fulton.
BELLI, MELVIN; BA: APB, Richard Fulton.
BELLOU, SAUL; BA: APB.
BENNIT, LEONARD; BA: APB.
BENNITT, ROBERT; BA: APB.
BENSON, REED; BA: APB.
BEN-VOYCHNAR, YOSEF; BA: APB.
BERGMAN, JULIS; BA: APB.
BETTLEHEIM, DR. BRUNO; BA: Richard Fulton, APB.
BIKEL, THEODORE; BA: Richard Fulton, William Morris.
RING, SIR RUDOLPH; BA: APB.
BIRDFAVOR, BARBARA; BA: American Trans-Media.
BISHOP, PAULA; BA: International Program.
BLAIR, FRANK; BA: Richard Fulton.
BLASSER, BOB; BA: APB.
BLOCH, BYRON; BA: APB.
Boggs, rep. hale; BA: Richard Fulton.
BOHLEN, CHARLES; BA: APB.
BOWMIRCH, PAUL; BA: International Program.
BOLYDREF, CONSTANTIN; BA: Douglass Assoc's.
BOND, REP. JULIAN; BA: APB.
BOTTEL, HELEN; BA: Lola Wilson.
BOURING, THOMAS; BA: APB.
BOUTON, JIM; BA: Richard Fulton, APB.
BOYD, MALCOLM; BA: Richard Fulton.
BRADBURY, RAY; BA: Richard Fulton.
BRADEN, TOM; BA: APB.
BRADLEY, THOMAS; BA: APB.
BRANDEN, NATHANIEL; BA: Richard Fulton.
BRAUDE, MICHAEL; BA: International Program.
BRENTON, FRANK; BA: International Program.
BRESLIN, JIMMY; BA: Keedick Lecture.
BRINKLEY, DAVID; BA: Richard Fulton, APB, Edmiston-Rothschild.
BRINSIN, I. LEHR, JR.; BA: APB.
BRODERICK, VINCENT; BA: APB.
BROOKE, GERALD; BA: APB.
BROOKER, MANSON; A.D., BA: APB.
BROOKS, ROBERT, JR.; BA: APB.
BROTHERS, D.B., JR.; BA: Richard Fulton.
BUCK, PEARL S.; BA: APB.
BULLINS, ED; BA: APB.
BURRE, THELMA; BA: International Program.
BURRE, ALAN, RICHARD; BA: Richard Fulton, PM: Basch & Mallon Ents.
BURRE, DR. ALBERT; BA: Keedick Lecture.
BURDOUGHS, WILLIAM; BA, APB, Edmiston-Rothschild.
BUDDER, ED; BA: Keedick Lecture.
BUTLER, JIM; BA: Associated Talent.
BUTLER, STEPHEN; BA: APB.
BYRNE, DAVID; BA: Lola Wilson.
CAIN, RICHARD; BA: John Maretta, PM: Harry Up.
CALDERONE, DR. GEORGE; BA: Richard Fulton.
CALLAWAY, JOE; BA: Keedick Lecture.
CANN, VINCENT; BA: Richard Fulton.
CANNAM, ERWIN; BA: APB.
CAPPELLE, JACOB; BA: International Program, APB.
CARRAS, ROGER; BA: Richard Fulton.
CARLSON, DAVID; BA: American Trans-Media.
CARPENTER, COL. SCOTT; BA: Richard Fulton.
CARRADINE, JOHN; BA: APB.
CARRIO, JOANNE; BA: Richard Fulton.
CASEY, BERNIE; BA: APB.
CASS JAMES; BA: APB.
CASSAQUARE, PHILIP; BA: NT.
CAVANAUGH, JEROME; BA: APB.
CHAGALL, DAVID; BA: Lola Wilson.
CHANDLER, DANA, JR.; BA: APB.
CHASE, ELKA; BA: Phi Tippin.
CHICKERING, SHERMAN; BA: International Program.
CHUNG, TAN VAN; BA: APB.
CHURCHILL, WINSTON; BA: Keedick Lecture.
CLARK, OLIVER; BA: APB.
CLARK, RamseY; BA: Richard Fulton.
CLAY, WILLIAM, JR.; BA: APB.
CLAYTON, EVELYN; BA: APB.
CLAYTON, JAMES; BA: APB.
CLEVELAND, ROBERT; BA: Edmiston-Rothschild.
CLEVELAND, ROBERT; BA: APB.
COBBIN, PETER; BA: Lola Wilson.
COHEN, LEONARD; BA: APB.
COHEN, DR. SIDNEY; BA: APB.
COLE, TERRY BARRYMORE; BA: Phi Tippin.
COLTON, HELEN; BA: Richard Fulton.
CONDIE, DON; BA: Concerts.
CONKLIN, ROGER; BA: APB.
About a year or so ago I discovered I was no longer in my 'act.' The main reason I had become a comedian was missing—self-expression. The act wasn't me. It was all disc jockeys, quiz contestants, newscasters, little old ladies and weathermen. Now I'm in there again. This album represents that transition.

Do I like the album? Well, I listened to it as hard as I could and pretended I'd never heard the lines before, which I thought would be hard to do, but it wasn't, and yeah, I really enjoyed it.

I now have an emotional relationship with my audience which never existed before. We identify back and forth. There are emotional ties which make it more than just an audience and an entertainer—it makes us real friends. That's one of the biggest dividends of my whole change—true acceptance by an audience!

This album is important to me because it tells a lot about me...
"and that's the truth"

"this is a recording"
OTHER ATTRACTIONS

MAES, PETER; BA: Keedick Lecture.
MACNEIL, ROBERT; BA: Richard Fulton.
MACDONALD, LT. COL. LESTER; BA: ABP.
MAGIDOFF, NILA; BA: Keedick Lecture.
MANSFIELD, SEN. MIKE; BA: Richard Fulton, ABP.
MANKIEWICZ, FRANK; BA: ABP.
MANDER, JERRY; BA: American Trans-Media.
MARONY, PATRICK; BA: Lola Wilson.
MAY, DR. ROLLO; BA: Richard Fulton, Lordly & Dame.
MAYER, ALBERT; BA: ABP.
MANSFIELD, SEN. MIKE; BA: Richard Fulton, APB.
MANKIEWICZ, DON; BA: ABP.
MANKIEWICZ, FRANK; BA: ABP.
MANSFIELD, SEN. MIKE; BA: Richard Fulton, APB.
MARCH, JOHN; BA: Richard Fulton.
MAY, DR. ROLLO; BA: Richard Fulton, Lordly & Dame.
MCCAMBRIDGE, MERCEDES; BA: ABP.
MCCLOSKEY, REP. PAUL; JR.; BA: Richard Fulton, ABP.
MCLURE, MICHAEL; BA: PM: Edmiston-Rothschild
MCCULLOCH, COLENE; BA: International Program.
MCDONALD, DAVID; BA: ABP.
MCFARLAND, DR. RICHARD; BA: Keedick Lecture.
MADDOX, LT. GOV. LESTER; BA: ABP.
MAY, DR. ROLLO; BA: Richard Fulton, Lordly & Dame.
MAY, ALBERT; BA: ABP.
MAY, DR. ROLLO; BA: Richard Fulton.
MAY, DR. ROLLO; BA: Richard Fulton.
MAYER, ALBERT; BA: ABP.
MCLURE, MICHAEL; BA: PM: Edmiston-Rothschild
MCDONALD, DAVID; BA: ABP.
MCGUINN, DAVID; BA: ABP.
McfARLAND, DR. RICHARD; BA: Keedick Lecture.
MCLURE, MICHAEL; BA: PM: Edmiston-Rothschild
MCDONALD, DAVID; BA: ABP.
MCFARLAND, DR. RICHARD; BA: Keedick Lecture.
MCLURE, MICHAEL; BA: PM: Edmiston-Rothschild
MCDONALD, DAVID; BA: ABP.
MCGUINN, DAVID; BA: ABP.
MCLURE, MICHAEL; BA: PM: Edmiston-Rothschild
MCDONALD, DAVID; BA: ABP.
MCFARLAND, DR. RICHARD; BA: Keedick Lecture.
MCLURE, MICHAEL; BA: PM: Edmiston-Rothschild
MCDONALD, DAVID; BA: ABP.
MCGUINN, DAVID; BA: ABP.
MCLURE, MICHAEL; BA: PM: Edmiston-Rothschild
MCDONALD, DAVID; BA: ABP.
MCFARLAND, DR. RICHARD; BA: Keedick Lecture.
MCLURE, MICHAEL; BA: PM: Edmiston-Rothschild
MCDONALD, DAVID; BA: ABP.
MCGUINN, DAVID; BA: ABP.
MCLURE, MICHAEL; BA: PM: Edmiston-Rothschild
MCDONALD, DAVID; BA: ABP.
WOLFF, ALFRED: BA: Lolo Wilson.
WOODWARD, KENNETH: BA, APB.
WORKMAN, DONNA GOODMAN: BA: Lolo Wilson.
WORTHY, WILLIAM: BA: Lordly & Dame.
YARBOUROUGH, RALPH: BA, APB.
YARROW, PETER: BA, APB.
YOST, AMBASSADOR CHARLES: BA, APB.
YORTY, SAM: BA: Programs Intl 1.
YOUNG, REV. ANDREW: BA, APB.
YOUNG, SEN. STEPHEN: BA, APB.
ZACHOW, ARNOLD: BA, APB.
ZINN, HOWARD: BA, APB.
ZION, SIDNEY: BA: Richard Fulton.

MAGICIANS & VENTRiloQUISTS

ALAN, DON: BA: Jimmy Richards.
BERGLAS, DAVID: PM: Joe Luer—Lauer Assoc.
BLACKSTONE JR.: PM: Leonard Grant.
HENNING, DOUG: BA: Good Time Promos: PM: Doug Henning—Good Time.
RICHARD & WILLIE: Dooto; PM: John Levy—John Levy Ent.
WESTON, DICK: BA: Harry Brown.

MIME

GRANDO, MICHAEL: BA/PM: Milton Levy.

(Continued on page 158)
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SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS

AFRO-AMERICAN DANCE COMPANY; (15): BA. Shaw Concerts; PM: Harold Shaw. ARGENTINIAN DANCERS & SINGING ENSEMBLE; BA: Cultural Talent. PM: Sioma Glaser. ASHLEY, PAUL, PUPPETS; PM: Billie Bederman. BIG BAND CAVALCADE; BA. CAMI. BUGS BUNNY SHOW; BA: IFA. CHINESE DRAGON ENSEMBLE; (Dancers & singers); BA. Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser. COCA, JAMES (Actor), BA. APA. COLT, ETHEL BARRYMORE (Actress & singer); BA. P.D.Q. Bach: featuring Professor Peter Schickele (Classical music satire); BA. Shaw Concerts; PM: Harold Shaw. PETERS, BROCK (Actor); BA. APB. PHILADELPHIA JESTERS (Comedy basketball team); BA. Worldwide Theatrical. PM: Lew De Leo. PICKWICK PUPPET THEATRE, BA: Performing Arts. PROHUT, LOU, FAMILY (Music & dance); BA/PM: Harry Breyn. RAIKO HUNGARIAN GYPSY ORCHESTRA, DANCERS & SINGERS; BA: Hurok Concerts. SHAW, BARCLAY (Puppets); BA/PM: Harry Breyn. STARS OF JAZZ; BA CAMI. SWANSEN, CHRIS (Moog Synthesizer); BA/PM: Lordy & Dame. SWEDISH 'HUFF 'PUFF CLUB (Singers & Dancers); BA. Cultural Talent. PM: Sioma Glaser. SWEDISH WASAFTJARNAN GROUP; (Singers & Dancers, PM: Sioma Glaser. SYNESTHESIA (Multi-media); BA: Lordy & Dame. TAMBOO (Afro-Calypso Revue); BA. Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser. TRASH OF THE THIRTIES! (Comedy Concert); BA. Trash of the Thirties, PM: B. Ziggy Stone. UKRAINIAN BANDURA ENSEMBLE (Folk Group); BA. Cultural Talent; PM: Sioma Glaser. WATTS PROPHETS (Black Poets); BA/PM: Alia Ennis. WHEEL-CROW DUO; (Classical & theatre organ w/silent movies); BA/PM: Richard Torrence/Poratthia Mgmt.

THEATRE GROUPS

APPLAUSE; BA: CAMI. ATMA THEATRE COMPANY; BA: APB. BAGLEY, BEN, COLE PORTER REVIEW (Vocal & Instrumental Group—4); BA. Columbia, Painted Smiles; BA/PM: Judith Legner. BYRD, JOHN, see Sarah & The Sax. CARRADINES (Richard Dye-Carradine & Jacqueline Lord); BA. Lola Wilson. COLIN, ROD, & COMPANY (Group—4); BA: Douglass Assocs. COLLINS, JEREMIAH, PRESENTS AN EVENING WITH J.F.K., BA: William Morris. DECLINE & FALL OF THE ENTIRE WORLD AS SEEN THROUGH THE EYES OF COLE PORTER, see Ben Bagley. EWEL, TOM, in "THE WORLD OF SINCLAIR LEWIS"; BA. Kolmar-Luth. HOLBROOK, HAIL, in "MARK TWAIN TONIGHT," BA. Kolmar-Luth. KANAR, ZWI, see Sarah & The Sax. LAMBERT, JOHN, in "AT THE TURN OF THE CENTURY," BA/PM: Kolmar-Luth. NOEL, TOM, in "MARK TWAIN AT HOME"; BA: APB. OXFORD & CAMBRIDGE SHAKESPEARE COMPANY (23); BA. Shaw Concerts; PM: Harold Shaw. PROPOSITION; BA/PM: Lordy & Game. SARAH & THE SAX (SYLVIA MANN & JOHN BYRD); BA/PM: JWB. SHAW, & COSMO INSERRA; BA: Lola Wilson. SPEISER, FRANK, in "IN THE WORDS OF LENNY BRUCE"; BA. APB. THEATRE X (20); BA: Contemporary Talent; PM: Conrad Bishop. WHITMORE, JAMES, in "WILL ROGERS' USA."; BA. Kolmar-Luth. WILSON, SYLVIA, see Sarah & The Sax. MANNING STREET THEATER CO. (12); BA: Jim McDowell. MANN, SYLVIA, see Sarah & The Sax. MORATH, MAX—"AT THE TURN OF THE CENTURY," BA: Kolmar-Luth. NOEL, TOM, in "MARK TWAIN AT HOME"; BA: APB. OXFORD & CAMBRIDGE SHAKESPEARE COMPANY (23); BA. Shaw Concerts; PM: Harold Shaw. PROPOSITION; BA/PM: Lordy & Game. SARAH & THE SAX (SYLVIA MANN & JOHN BYRD); BA/PM: JWB. SHAW, & COSMO INSERRA; BA: Lola Wilson. SPEISER, FRANK, in "IN THE WORDS OF LENNY BRUCE"; BA. APB. THEATRE X (20); BA: Contemporary Talent; PM: Conrad Bishop.
College Audiences Appreciate Variety Film Fare

by David Mallery

The author is currently director of studies for the National Assn. of Independent Schools. He is also involved as the program director for the Friends Council on Education and has been associated with many educational organizations in the roles of lecturer, consultant and author, and is a recognized authority in his field.

It is not news in 1972 to hear that 16mm. movie projectors are humming on college campuses. What is fascinating news is the dramatic shifting in the kinds of audiences for film that are now appearing on the campuses. The idea of separate audiences has been obvious in some ways all over the country for the past decade: the supposed family audience, the hippie audience, the square, the art-house, the skin flick audience. I suspect these audiences were a lot more overlapping than the neat classifications people were giving them. The recent sad fate of some 'youth audience' movies in the theatres is said to shoot down the idea of there being a youth audience—or perhaps any other of these supposedly predictable audiences.

The college campus audience is clearly not one crowd, and any talk about it as if it were just makes no sense in relation to the 16mm. movies that are circulating around and being eagerly enjoyed, discussed, argued over, hated, loved, vigorously paid attention to by people in the colleges. Even the old classifications within the campus don't work any more. There are the big student union Saturday night screenings, traditionally supposed running the big commercial hits of a day night screenings, traditionally supposed overlapping than the neat classifications people were giving them. The recent sad fate of some 'youth audience' movies in the theatres is said to shoot down the idea of there being a youth audience—or perhaps any other of these supposedly predictable audiences.

The college campus audience is clearly not one crowd, and any talk about it as if it were just makes no sense in relation to the 16mm. movies that are circulating around and being eagerly enjoyed, discussed, argued over, hated, loved, vigorously paid attention to by people in the colleges. Even the old classifications within the campus don't work any more. There are the big student union Saturday night screenings, traditionally supposed running the big commercial hits of a few years back (BUTCH CASSIDY, WOODSTOCK, A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS—and note even the variety among those!) Now appearing in those big-audience night-out events are films like Capra's IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT, in which Gable and Colbert seem to charm and delight 20 year olds who were born 18 years after the picture was made, or THIS SPORTING LIFE, which a while back would have belonged more in a film course or a basement campus film society for earnest kids wanting to wrestle with the irony and hypocrasy of it all, or a Roger Corman Poe-horror movie or John Barrymore and Carole Lombard cavoring on that train in Hawks' TWENTIETH CENTURY. Time was when the only "old" movies you could show to a big general college audience were W. C. Fields' and the Marx Brothers' films. While they continue to thrive, the "new" old movies are joining them, or are interlaced with them: Hitchcock's STRANGERS ON A TRAIN or LIFEBOAT, for example, are in there on the same campus, sometimes even in the same series, with the "first 16mm. showings" of relatively recent films like FUNNY GIRL or LAST SUMMER.

And that's just the big campus auditorium showings. Perhaps more important and revealing are the smaller ones: in the dorm basements, apartment living rooms, special screenings for film courses, hotly competitive film societies with small, eager audiences (and not so small—some with 20, some with 50, some with 200) which are passionately possessive about their movies—again a huge range—from IN THE YEAR OF THE PIG to THE KING OF HEARTS, THE OLIVE TREES OF JUSTICE to 42ND STREET, Dietrich and Bogart and Cagney, Antoninni and Ford and Goddard. And, delightfully enough, while these audiences are possessive about their favorites, they're likely to show up at the other screenings, not to jeer, as they once might have, but because they think they'll find—and often do find—something they care about, an experience to enjoy.

These students and teachers and others over-25—let's make it clear that students aren't the only ones caring about movies on college campuses—are reaching out beyond the cults and dogmas of the super-buffs. I have a great affection and respect for the super-buffs, writers, teachers, enthusiasts from age 15 (or under) up. People on the campuses may read them or take their courses or enjoy their company but they don't lock into their dogmas. (Pauline Kael is something else. She matters to a lot of people on campuses who care about movies, no matter how sore they get at her. She reflects and inspires a lot of the outreaching spirit about movies now loose on the campuses—a human, vigorous participation—a demand that the movie be some kind of experience that's worth having, or worth getting angry about because you didn't get the experience that you hoped for.) But the kind of super-buffs that allow only Kurosawa or Buzby Berkeley, only Hawks or Griffith, only 1960's Czechoslovakian or 1920's American, are paid attention to more and more not as setters of opinions or creators of "in" pantheons but as people who may have something interesting to offer in the whole exuberant search and enjoyment that movies can be and so clearly are becoming for so many people on college campuses.

A modest but revealing example of the range of movies now enjoyed on campuses: I asked a college student yesterday what were some of the movies he'd liked in the last couple of years. (This left open old or new movies, theatrical, TV, film society, etc.) The student's main interest was music, was composing on his own beyond the rigorous academic music training he was getting. His face lit up, and these are the titles, and I hope I have them all, that came out, and in about (Continued on page 162)
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films moving or exciting or important. But ample) the over-25-year-olds, certainly the separated.

man beings just in the spots-like college humanity, that brings people together as hu-
sible a kind of sharing, a kind of common hu-
showings of DAVID AND LISA, LOST HORI-
good many college students worked in a lot
schools, community groups, film societies,
nomenon, outside the college campuses, in
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At the heart of the enjoyment and zest that

for meaning for feeling that mattered

questing, over 20 years.) "What they have to

movie (1963) to those students. The cheers

for Steve McQueen, the hushed silences as

the encore screen to get to the Keep-it-up,

the close listening to subtly written and spoken
dialog, more cheering for the individual mo-

ments of triumph-climaxed by Steve's mo-
torcycle ride up to its final entrapment, sud-

den shift of audience tone to receptive, open

encounter with the complex feelings about

the successes and failures of the escape-

out into the evening.

A group of about 25 are watching THE RA-
ZOR'S EDGE in a lounge with a good rug and

a few easy chairs to sit on. The age range is

12 to about 55. This film that got a mixed re-
ception and accusations of sentimentality in

1946 took hold of this room and held it tight.

(It lost its grip only once for a few sec-

onds, when not too well painted Himalayan

Mountains loomed over Tyrone Power.) The

search for meaning, even to journey to the

east to find it, rings in some powerful ways in

'72. So apparently does a story in which fully

a happy ending is more likely to come in a
dramatic way and more familiar now: the shaking under and

over 25 year olds of delight in Keaton and

Lloyd, in films as varied as THE LADY

VANISHES, and HORSE FEATHERS, the '32

DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE and BICYCLE

THEF, the '35 MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY

and KING KONG, FOR WHOM THE BELL

TOLLS and THEODORA GOES WILD, GRAND

ILLUSION and HOW GREEN WAS MY VAL-

LEY.

At the heart of the enjoyment and zest that

these films are evoking is a very different at-
titude we used to see toward movies. The

laugh at the old-movies business—see the

funny skirts, the old cars, the broad acting,

the heavy lipstick—is certainly fast disap-
ppearing. I've seen and heard people say

something like "Gee, I wish we could still do

that." They aren't even shushed. They just echo

something in the air, then quiet down. The in-
tense, analytical scrutiny of movies—get-
those-literary and psychological-depths-somuch-deeper-than-the-plot—seems so-

much easier. In somany campuses, and in many campuses in the Fifities and early

Sixties—is shifting into a much more inclusi-

ve, non-analytical (sometimes anti-intellec-
tual) spirit. The split between what the film

teachers screen and what the student buffs

program is healing in surprising ways. (Only

a few years ago the film history course would

be running POTEMKIN, the student union

was screening Tashlin, and Rock, the frat house

was running MONA's ancestors, and the
dorm council had TAZA, SON OF COW-

CHISE—for yoks. The programs now, and

who comes to them, and the warm, positive,

"participating" response to the films' own

styles and personalities and intentions, is

very different now.

Some final "scenes":

A small college's jammed screening rooms

applause and genuine admiration at the end of a screening of the Lon Chaney

SEVENTH SEAL, FAR FROM VIETNAM, THE

KILL A MOCKINGBIRD, says to me that there


Continued from page 160
MORE UNITED EXCLUSIVES:

Cream
Rain
12 Sherlock Holmes

EXCLUSIVES FOR CAMP SHOWINGS:

Popeye
Snuffy Smith
Krazy Kat
Beetle Bailey
Blondie (Features)

PLUS:

36 Serials
Zepplin
Large Selection of Horror Films
Anne of the Thousand Days
Topaz
Bullitt
Reflections in a Golden Eye
The Sergeant
Up the Down Staircase
and thousands of other films

For the Complete Listing of Films in United's extensive Library, send for a free copy of the 1972 catalog.

UNITED FILMS
1425 South Main
Tulsa, Okla. 74119
(918) 584-6491

Please send me a copy of United's 1972 Film Catalog.

Name ____________________________ Organization ____________________________
Street ____________________________ State ____________________________ Zip __________

© Copyright 1971 by The Hearst Corporation and Subafilms Ltd.
Sex And Drug Films Represent Censored Topics

Censorship exists when it involves booking an X-rated film. Not always, but there have been situations faced by New Lion Cinema of New York in having some of its titles rejected by schools because of the controversial nature or content of the movie.

There is the up front censorship in which an official of a school, usually it's a privately run school, dictating to the students that he has screened the film and finds it objectionable.

Sometimes the flap or flack comes after the film has been shown and some member of the community hears about its being shown and complains to the administration. Or if it is a state funded school, the criticism can be directed at the governor who then passes the comment back down to the line to the school.

In any event, the criticism usually shakes people up. Seth Williamson, New Lion's director of distribution, is right in the midst of the censorship situation. In fact he is preparing a paper on the subject for the NEC and spoke about it recently at that group's recent Kansas City meeting.

New Lion distributes "Groupies," a study of the sexually free girls who hang around with rock musicians and become their one-a-night playthings. Southern New Mexico University refused to allow the film to be shown.

"Brand X," an underground satire on TV, ran into a problem at Miami Dade College (one of the nation's largest junior colleges), when after the film society had booked the title, a dean screened it and said, "no, no!"

New Lion, a four-year-old distributor, has 50 films in its college program, of which 30 percent are of a controversial nature. The films are not of a sexploitation nature, Williamson emphasizes.

Instead, they are works which reflect social comments and attitudes about sex, drugs and the counter culture, he says. And these are topics which students are interested in and have educational value when presented in the proper framework.

This framework involves explaining the significance of what the film is trying to show, Williamson says. "You don't present it as an X-rated film."

New Lion is perhaps the only distributor offering controversial titles for schools.

After East Washington State showed "Trash" and "Brand X," an official of the associated students received a letter from the governor inquiring why those films had been shown. But that reaction was after the fact.

New Lion has just secured distribution rights to 15 shorts from the recently held New York Erotic Film Festival. Williamson reports requests from over 30 schools for the films. "Brand X" has played on 150 campuses without any problems.

But each booking for a film with a volatile subject matter is a distinct situation.

Members of the towns near schools "raise the cry of sex, drugs and radicals on campus whenever they hear about one of these films being shown," Williamson says.

In most instances, the students use student funds with which to book the films, so it is private enterprise at work. New Lion distributes films of this avant-garde nature because it believes films and extracurricular activities should reflect what's going on in society. Sexual attitudes have changed. So too have film techniques and these new expressive means should be made available within the scholarly context of the university, the company believes.

A federal ruling, called the Roth Test, which came out in the 1960's is the standard for censorship and obscenity hearings, Williamson tells schools.

Under that ruling, in order for material to be called obscene, it must meet three requirements: be appealing to prurient interests, be totally without any redeeming social value, and be contrary to contemporary community standards.

If any one of these factors is not present, the film cannot be deemed obscene, Williamson says.

The company handles "Coming Apart," a theatrical release with a sexual tone. It opened at the National Conference On Cinema And Psychiatry at Yale University last year, and has played at some 75 schools. But there are other campuses on which it has been refused.

Williamson sees a move afoot by students to get involved with film programs encompassing controversial topics. In many cases the students are taking direct responsibility for booking their own films.

The first and 14th amendments to the Constitution protect free speech, Williamson says. The problem with state-run schools is that the administrators fear pressure from their local legislatures and they are very sensitive to controversy for fear of having funds cut.

But just like all forms of art, there are people who will oppose and those who will allow the free flow of ideas. In some areas, movies represent the path to an embroglio with political and civic leaders.

March 25, 1972
AWARD-WINNING SHORT FILMS AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE

An outstanding selection of over 100 short 16mm films originally presented in the acclaimed Kinetic Art Series I and II and Take One/Student Film Series

AN OMNIBUS OF FILM TECHNIQUES!

Titles includes: CRUEL DIAGONALS (Yugoslavia) • FLAT FLIP FLIES STRAIGHT (Dallas Garred) • GAVOTTE (Walerian Borowczyk) • LA DIVINA (John O’Connor) • LA VITA (Bruno Bozzetto) • MOMENTUM (Jordan Belson) • TERMINAL SELF (John Whitney Jr.) • THE GOOD FRIEND (Jimmy Murakami) • THE KEYMAKER (Trace Johnston) • THE LEAP (Tom DeWitt) • TWO GRILLED FISH (Yoji Kuri) • VERSAILLES (Albert Lamorisse) • Brochures Upon Request

16mm Rentals to Colleges, Universities, Museums, Film Societies, Schools, Recreational Groups, Churches, Clubs and Organizations

UNIVERSAL

UNITED WORLD FILMS, Division of Universal City Studios, Inc. 5 Branches To Serve You

ATLANTA: 205 WALTON ST., N.W. (404) 523-6201
CHICAGO: 425 N. MICHIGAN AVE. (312) 337-1100
DALLAS: 810 SOUTH ST. PAUL ST. (214) 741-3164
LOS ANGELES: 2001 SO. VERMONT AVE. (213) 731-2151
NEW YORK: 445 PARK AVE. (212) 759-7500
Illustrated Catalog Upon Request
These are the top attraction prints as reported by the individual distributors.

**AUDIO BRANDON**
34 S. McQuesten Parkway, Mount Vernon, New York 10550

**THE BATTLE OF ALGIERS**
Director: Gillo Pontecorvo

**DARLING**
Director: John Schlesinger
Featuring: Julie Christie, Dirk Bogarde, Laurence Harvey

**8½**
Director: Federico Fellini
Featuring: Marcello Mastroianni, Anouk Aimee, Claudia Cardinale

**LA GUERRE EST FINIE**
Director: Alain Resnais
Featuring: Yves Montand, Ingrid Thulin, Genevieve Bujold

**M**
Director: Fritz Lang
Featuring: Peter Lorre

**THE POINT**
Animated film directed by Fred Wolf
Music by Nilsson

**POTEMKIN**
Director: Sergei Eisenstein

**SEVEN SAMURAI**
Director: Akira Kurosawa
Featuring: Toshiro Mifune

**THE SHOP ON MAIN STREET**
Director: Jan Kadar, Elmar Klos
Featuring: Ida Kaminska, Josef Kroner

**TRISTANA**
Director: Luis Bunuel
Featuring: Catherine Deneuve

**CANNON FILMS**
405 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.

**THE DREAMER**
Director: Dan Wolman
FEATUREING: Tuvia Tavi, Leora Rivlin

**MARGO**
Director: Menahem Golan
Featuring: Levana Finkelstein, Oded Teomi

**LUPO**
Director: Menahem Golan
Featuring: Yurda Barkan, Gabi Amrani

**CINEMA**
595 Madison Ave., New York, New York 10022

**Z**
Director: Coast-Gravas
Featuring: Yves Montand, Irene Papas, Jean-Louis Trintignant

**GIMME SHELTER**
Directors: Mayales Brothers, Charlotte Zwerin
Featuring: Rolling Stones, Ike and Tina Turner

**PUTNEY SWOPE**
Director: Robert Downey

**TRASH**
Director: Paul Morrissey
Featuring: Joe Dallesandro

**THE HELLSTROM CHRONICLE**

---

**CINEMA 5**
595 Madison Ave., New York, New York 10022

**THE GARDEN OF THE FINZI CONTINIS**
Director: Vittorio De Sica

**ON ANY SUNDAY**
Director: Bruce Brown

**COLUMBIA PICTURES**
711 Fifth Ave., New York 10022

**CLAIRE’S KNEE**
Jean-Claude Brialy
Director: Eric Rohmer

**BOB & CAROL & TED & ALICE**
Natalie Wood, Robert Culp, Elliott Gould, Dyan Cannon
Director: Paul Mazursky

**BED & BOARD**
Jean-Pierre Leaud, Claude Jade
Director: Francois Truffaut

**THE OWL AND THE PUSSYCAT**
Barbra Streisand, George Segal
Director: Herb Ross

**I NEVER SANG FOR MY FATHER**
Melvyn Douglas, Gene Hackman, Estelle Parsons
Director: Gilbert Cates

**GETTING STRAIGHT**
Elliott Gould, Candice Bergen
Director: Richard Rush

**WATERMELON MAN**
Goffrey Cambridge, Estelle Parsons
Director: Melvin van Peebles

**LOVING**
George Segal, Eva Marie Saint
Director: Irvin Kershner

**INVESTIGATION OF A CITIZEN ABOVE SUSPICION**
Gian-Maria Volonte
Director: Elio Petri

---

**ECCENTRIC CIRCLE CINEMA**
347 Florence Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60202

**SHOTGUN JOE**
Director: Eric Camiel

**IN THE KITCHEN**
Director: Sarejed Sutjeska

**LAPIS**
Director: James Whitney

**THE MAN WHO HAD TO SING**
Director: Milan Blazekovic

**INCIDENT IN A GLASS BLOWER’S SHOP**
Director: Byron Bauer

(Continued on page 168)
Each of these, in various sizes, is a Poster, a Window Card, a Flyer, a Program and an Ad Mat. All part of a graphic publicity campaign for you to use from Catalogue III—Special Event Cinema, a division of Janus Films.
Campus Film Fare

EYR
78 East 56th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022

AMERICA IS HARD TO SEE
Director: Emile de Antonio

THE BIRTHDAY PARTY
Director: William Friedkin
Featuring: Robert Shaw, Dandy Nichols, Patrick Magee

THE MAKING OF "BUTCH CASSIDY AND THE SUNDANCE KID"
Director: Robert Crawford

KING MURRAY
Directors: David Hoffman, Amram Nowak

THE EPIC THAT NEVER WAS LION’S LOVE
Director: Agnes Varda
Featuring: Viva

CALCUTTA
Director: Louis Malle

A WALL IN JERUSALEM
Director: Frederic Rossif
Narrated by Richard Burton

LE GAI SAVOIR
Director: Jean-Luc Godard
Featuring Jean-Pierre Leaud, Juliette Bertho

TANTRA
Director: Nik Douglas

FILM IMAGES
1034 Lake St., Oak Park, Ill. 60301

REPORT FROM CHINA
Director: Toshio Tokieda

THE HOUSEHOLDER
Director: James Ivory

THE BALLET OF ROMEO & JULIET
Director: Lev Arnstam and Leonid Lavrovsky
Featuring: The Bolshoi Ballet

SHAKESPEARE WALLAH
Director: James Ivory

ZAGREB FESTIVAL (15 shorts)
Director: Zlatko Bourek and Zlatko Sacer

FILMS, INC.
5625 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90028

2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY
Director: Stanley Kubrick

M.A.S.H.
Director: Robert Altman

PATTON
Director: Franklin Schaffner

BUTCH CASSIDY AND THE SUNDANCE KID
Director: George R. Hill

THE CONFORMIST
Director: Bernardo Bertolucci THE CONFESSION
Director: Costa Gavras

LITTLE MURDERS

GROVE PRESS FILMS
53 East 11th Street, New York, N.Y., 10003

TRICIA’S WEDDING
Featuring: The Cockettes

I AM CURIOUS (Yellow)
Director: Vilgot Sjoman

I AM CURIOUS (blue)

WAITING FOR GODOT
Featuring: Zero Mostel, Burgess Meredith

FREEDOM TO LOVE
Directors: Drs. Eberhard and Phyllis Kronhausen

EVENTS
Featuring: Joy Bang

INNOCENCE UNPROTECTED
Director: Dusan Makavejev

VLADIMIR AND ROSA
Director: Jean-Luc Goddard

DEATH BY HANGING
Director: Nagisa Oshima

THE FUNNIEST MAN IN THE WORLD
Director: Charlie Chaplin
Featuring: Charlie Chaplin

CHINA
Director: Felix Greene

HURLOCK CINE-WORLD
13 Arcadia Road, Old Greenwich, Conn. 06870

BELLE DE JOUR
Director: Luis Bunuel
Featuring: Catherine Deneuve, Jean Sorel

BILLY BUDD
Director: Peter Ustinov
Featuring: Terence Stamp, Peter Ustinov

BLACK GOD, WHITE DEVIL
Director: Glauber Rocha
Featuring: Geraldo Del Ray, Othon Bastos

THE BRIDGE
Director: Bernhard Wicki
Featuring: Volker Bohnet, Fritz Wepper

LA FEMME INFIDELE
Director: Claude Chabrol
Featuring: Stephane Audran, Michel Bouquet

LAST SUMMER
Director: Frank Perry
Featuring: Cathy Burns, Bruce Davison
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LEMONADE JOE
Director: Oldrich Lipsky
Featuring: Karel Fiala, Olga Schoberova

A MAN AND A WOMAN
Director: Claude LeLouch
Featuring: Jean-Louis Trintignant, Anouk Aimee

SHOCK CORRIDOR
Director: Samuel Fuller
Featuring: Peter Brock, Constance Towers

TRUMAN CAPOTE'S TRILOGY
Director: Frank Perry
Featuring: Geraldine Page, Martin Balsam

IMPACT FILMS, INC.
144 Bleecker Street, New York, N.Y. 10012

THREE LIVES
Director: Kate Millett

CHINA!
Director: Felix Greene

CHINA: ONE QUARTER OF HUMANITY
Director: Edgar Snow

BLACK ROOTS
Director: Lionel Rogosin

COME BACK AFRICA
Director: Lionel Rogosin

GOOD TIMES, WONDERFUL TIMES
Director: Lionel Rogosin

CUBA VA!
Director: Felix Greene

LAOS: THE PEOPLE AND THEIR GUNS
Director: Joris Ivens

MOON AND THE SLEDGEHAMMER
Director: Philip Trevelyan

BLACK FANTASY
Director: Lionel Rogosin

IVY FILM/16
165 W. 46th St., New York, N.Y. 10036

INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS
Director: Don Siegel
Featuring: Kevin McCarthy, Dana Wynter

COPACABANA
Director: Alfred E. Green
Featuring: Groucho Marx, Carmen Miranda

A NIGHT IN CASABLANCA
Director: Archie Mayo
Featuring: Marx Brothers

LOVE HAPPY
Director: David Miller
Featuring: Marx Brothers, Vera-Ellen

FLASH GORDON
Director: Frederick Stephani
Featuring: Buster Crabbe, Charles Middleton, Jean Rogers

MOTTAS FILMS
1318 Ohio Avenue N.E., Canton, Ohio 44705

DOCTORS' WIVES
Featuring: Dyan Cannon

Billboard Campus Attractions * March 25, 1972
PICK A FLICK.

BONNIE AND CLYDE
DEATH IN VENICE
BILLY JACK
THE DEVILS
SUMMER OF '42

McCABE AND MRS. MILLER
CAMELOT
THE TWELVE CHAIRS
THX 1138
KLUTE
THE MILKY WAY
JOHNNY GOT HIS GUN

The 1972 Warner Bros. Film Gallery makes available an exceptionally fine library of film greats. For the complete list and further information send for the 1972 Warner Bros. Film Gallery catalog.

Warner Bros., Inc.
Non-Theatrical Division
4000 Warner Blvd.
Burbank, Calif. 91505

telephone: (213) 843-6000
### ALABAMA
- **BIRMINGHAM (Area Code 205)**
  - Audio-Visual Film Serv., Inc. 2114 Eighth Ave. N. Zip: 35203 Tel: 328-5231

### ALASKA
- **ANCHORAGE (Area Code 907)**

### COLORADO
- **DENVER (Area Code 303)**

### CONNECTICUT
- **GREENWICH (Area Code 203)**

### DELAWARE
- **WILMINGTON (Area Code 302)**

### DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
- **WASHINGTON (Area Code 202)**
  - The Film Center, 915 12 St. NW. Zip: 20005 Tel: 393-1205. Branch: AV COM Div. (Projectors only) 1817 Adams Mill Rd. NW. Zip: 20009 Tel: 483-2050.

### FLORIDA
- **MIAMI (Area Code 305)**

### GEORGIA
- **ATLANTA (Area Code 404)**

### ILLINOIS
- **CHICAGO (Area Code 312)**

### INDIANA
- **BLOOMINGTON (Area Code 812)**

### IOWA
- **CEDAR RAPIDS (Area Code 319)**
  - P.E.I. Film Serv., Inc. 200 Third Ave. SW. Zip: 52404 Tel: 363-8144.

### LOUISIANA
- **NEW ORLEANS (Area Code 504)**
Now available in 16 mm from Cinema 5 • 16 mm
595 Madison Avenue, New York 10022 (212) 421-5555

Available soon:
WR-Mysteries of the Organism—On Any Sunday—
The Sorrow and the Pity—The Garden of the Finzi-Continis
16MM FILM LIBRARIES

MAINE

CAPE ELIZABETH (Area Code 207)
Herbert G. Parker Co., 7 Oakwood Rd. Zip: 04101 Tel: 799-6692

SOUTH PORTLAND (Area Code 207)
Headlight Film Serv., 104 Ocean St. Zip: 04106 Tel: 799-6100

MARYLAND

BALTIMORE (Area Code 301)
Ideal Pictures, 102 W 2550 Zip: 21218 Tel: 888-9862
Home office: Mount Vernon, N.Y.

SOUTH PORTLAND (Area Code 207)
Ideal Pictures, 3400 Nicollet Ave. Zip: 55408 Tel: 827-2946
Home office: Mount Vernon, N.Y.

MINNESOTA

MINNEAPOLIS (Area Code 612)

MISSISSIPPI

JACKSON (Area Code 601)
Herschel Smith Co., P.O Box 1167, Zip: 39205 527 S. Commerce, Zip: 39201 Tel: 948-6315

MISSOURI

KANSAS CITY (Area Code 816)

ST. LOUIS (Area Code 314)
Mass Media Assocs., 1720 Cheouteau Ave. Zip: 63103 Tel: 436-0148
Branch: Baltimore, Md.

NEBRASKA

OMAHA (Area Code 402)
Modern Sound Pictures Inc., 1410 Howard St. Zip: 68102 Tel: 341-8476

NEW JERSEY

BELMAR (Area Code 201)
Belmar Camera Shop Inc., 613 10 Ave. Zip: 07719 Tel: 681-2522

HIGHTSTOWN (Area Code 609)

SOUTH ORANGE (Area Code 201)

RIDGEFIELD (Area Code 201)

NEW YORK

BELMAR (Area Code 201)
Belmar Camera Shop Inc., 613 10 Ave. Zip: 07719 Tel: 681-2522

HIGHTSTOWN (Area Code 609)

SOUTH ORANGE (Area Code 201)

RIDGEFIELD (Area Code 201)

NEW YORK METROPOLITAN AREA (area code 212)
Alliance Sales Ltd., 140 E. 80 St. Zip: 10021 Tel: 628-5200
American Documentary Films, 336 W. 84 St. Zip: 10024 Tel: 798-7440/7466
Arts Florence, San Francisco, Calif.
Arts Florence Inc., 1225 Broadway, Zip: 10010 Tel: 693-2126
Avenue Pictures Corp., Non-Theatrical Div., 1301 Ave. of the Americas, Zip: 10019 Tel: 956-6161
Charlad Motion Pictures, 2110 E. 24 St. Brooklyn 11229, Tel: 819-3339
Cinema 5, 58 Madison Ave. Zip: 10022 Tel: 621-5555/572-3700
Columbia Cinematheque (Div. of Columbia Pictures Inds.), 715 Fifth Ave. Zip: 10022 Tel: 751-7329
Contemporary Films, see McGraw-Hill
Cultural Films Inc., 1545 Broadway, Zip: 10036 Tel: 586-1398
E Y R Programs, 786 56 St Zip: 10022 Tel: 765-7274
Film-Makers Cooperative (Div. of New American Cinema Group), 175 Lexington Ave. Zip: 10016 Tel: 889-3820
Films Inc., 35-01 Queens Blvd, Zip: 11101 Tel: 937-1110
Film-Makers Cooperative, Chicago, III.
Freeman Films Ltd., 40 W 55th St. Zip: 10019 Tel: 765-3750
Home office: Los Angeles.
Grove Press Evergreen Films, 53 E 11 St Zip: 10003 Tel: 677-2410
Institutional Cinema Serv. Inc, 915 Broadway, Zip: 10010 Tel: 673-3930
Branch, Chicago, Ill.
Ivy Films, 22 E 15 St. Zip: 10022 Tel: 765-3846
Janus Films, Inc, 245 Fifth Ave. Zip: 10010 Tel: 753-7100
McGraw-Hill Modern Art Film Dept., 11 W 53 St. Zip: 10019 Tel: 916-64205
N. T. S. Films (Div. of National Talent Serv. Inc.), 115 E 62 St. Zip: 10021 Tel: 759-8735
New Line Cinema, 12 University Pl. Zip: 10003 Tel: 674-7460
Theater (Div. of Camera News Inc.), 322 Seventh Ave. Zip: 10007 Tel: 645-7930
New Yorker Films, 2409 Broadway, Zip: 10024 Tel: 362-9160
Pictorial Films Distn Corp., 43 W 16 St. Zip: 10016 Tel: 691-1130
Radim Films, 17 W. 60 St. Zip: 10023 Tel: 278-6635
Branch, Chicago, Ill.
Select Film Library, 115 W. 31 St. Zip: 10001 Tel: 594-4450
Time Life Films Inc., 43 W 16 St. Zip: 10011 Tel: 691-1130
U A (Div. of Uniktrent Corp.), 729 Park Ave. Zip: 10017 Tel: 245-6000
United Films Inc., 360 Ninth Ave. Zip: 10019 Tel: 581-4360
Universal 16 Feature Films, 445 Park Ave. Zip: 10022 Tel: 759-7500
Branches: Los Angeles, Calif.; Atlanta, Ga.; Chicago, Ill.; Dallas, Tex.
Warner Bros Inc., 241 E 34 St. Zip: 10016 Tel: 683-8000

SCHENECTADY (Area Code 518)

SYRACUSE (Area Code 315)

TROY (Area Code 518)

NORTH CAROLINA

Raleigh (Area Code 919)
National Film Serv., 14-20 Glenwood Ave. Zip: 27602 Tel: 832-3901

NORTH DAKOTA

FARGO

(Continued on page 176)
TOP FILM FROM THE TOP FILM COMPANY

"MIDNIGHT COWBOY"
"TOM JONES"
"THE WILD CHILD"
"FELLINI SATYRICON"
"HELP"
"HARD DAY'S NIGHT"
'DOLLAR' WESTERNS
AND
HUNDREDS
MORE
IN
THESE
CATALOGUES

Select from the most complete of the outstanding campus attractions with the fullest range available for your programs.

Includes the best of the great silent movies, newsreels, cartoons and a wide range of films that make up the memorable creative cinema years 1924-1949.

CATALOGUES AND SUPPLEMENT AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019
PHONE: (212) CI 5-6000
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>Zip Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>Toledo</td>
<td>1243 W. North Ave. Zip: 43623</td>
<td>416-4786</td>
<td>43624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>Columbus</td>
<td>1350 N. High St. Zip: 43201</td>
<td>614-295-8108</td>
<td>43201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>201 Eighth Ave. S. Zip: 15234</td>
<td>412-237-3607</td>
<td>15234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Columbus</td>
<td>1414 S. Main. Zip: 43211</td>
<td>614-294-9526</td>
<td>43211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Dayton</td>
<td>329 Salem Ave. Zip: 45406</td>
<td>513-222-0414</td>
<td>45406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Erie</td>
<td>156 S. Main. Zip: 43219</td>
<td>419-226-3691</td>
<td>43219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Wilkinsburg</td>
<td>2215 S. Main. Zip: 43224</td>
<td>419-226-3691</td>
<td>43224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>Columbus</td>
<td>1243 W. North Ave. Zip: 43623</td>
<td>614-295-8108</td>
<td>43623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>Columbus</td>
<td>1414 S. Main. Zip: 43211</td>
<td>614-294-9526</td>
<td>43211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Dayton</td>
<td>329 Salem Ave. Zip: 45406</td>
<td>513-222-0414</td>
<td>45406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Erie</td>
<td>156 S. Main. Zip: 43219</td>
<td>419-226-3691</td>
<td>43219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>Wilkinsburg</td>
<td>2215 S. Main. Zip: 43224</td>
<td>419-226-3691</td>
<td>43224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Columbus</td>
<td>1243 W. North Ave. Zip: 43623</td>
<td>614-295-8108</td>
<td>43623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>Columbus</td>
<td>1414 S. Main. Zip: 43211</td>
<td>614-294-9526</td>
<td>43211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Dayton</td>
<td>329 Salem Ave. Zip: 45406</td>
<td>513-222-0414</td>
<td>45406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Erie</td>
<td>156 S. Main. Zip: 43219</td>
<td>419-226-3691</td>
<td>43219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>Wilkinsburg</td>
<td>2215 S. Main. Zip: 43224</td>
<td>419-226-3691</td>
<td>43224</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SANDY DENNIS in
UP THE DOWN STAIRCASE

Order From
CLEM WILLIAMS FILMS INC.

DEPT. B
2240 NOBLESTOWN ROAD
PITTSBURGH, PA. 15205
AREA CODE 412 — 921-5810
— OR —
5424 WEST NORTH AVE.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60639
AREA 312 — 637-3322

PETER SELLERS  GOLDIE HAWN
Spencer / Sidney / Katharine
TRACY / POITIER / HEPBURN

guess who’s coming to dinner

4 INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVALS

Bring the excitement of an International Film Festival to your school. Four specially designed packages of award-winning features and shorts in 16mm are now available.

Write for detailed brochure.

AUDIO BRANDON
Audio Film Center, Inc.
Brandon Films, Inc.
Dept. B, 34 MacQuesten Parkway So.
Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10550
Super 8 & 16mm Cameras/Projectors, Anamorphic Lenses & Projection Screens

Where brand name differs from that of the manufacturer or distributor, the company name follows in parentheses. For complete listings, see Film Equipment Manufacturers and Importers Section.

SUPER 8 CAMERAS

A M P (Royal Camera).
Argus/Cosina (Argus).
Bauer (Allied Impex).
Beaulieu (Hervic Corp./Cinema Beaulieu).
Bell & Howell/Filmosound.
Bolex (Paillard).
Caspeco (Camera Specialty).
Cavalier (Willoughby-Peerless).
DeJur (DeJur-Amoco).
Eumig.
G A F.
Hanimex.
Honeywell Elmo (Honeywell).
Kalimar.
Keystone.
Kolva (Camera Specialty).
Microflex (Agfa-Gevaert).
Minolta Autopak-8.
Movexoom (Agfa-Gevaert).
Movietite (H P Marketing).
Mustang (Camera Specialty).
Naigai (Camera Specialty).
Nikon (Ehrenreich Photo-Optical).
Nizo (Braun).
Prinz (American Camera & Photo Supply).
Raynox (Camera Specialty).
Ricoh (Braun).
Sankyo (Sankyo Seiki).
Starmax (Camera Specialty).
Viceroy (Royal Camera).
Vivitar (Ponder & Best).
Yashica.

SUPER 8 PROJECTORS

Argus.
Bauer (Allied Impex).
Bell & Howell/Filmosound.
Bolex (Paillard).
Braun.
Cavalier (Willoughby-Peerless).
Craig Projecto-Editor (Kalart Victor).
DeJur (DeJur-Amoco).
Eumig.
Fairchild.
Fenco (Camera Specialty).
Fujica (Ehrenreich Photo-Optical).
G A F.
Hanimex.
Hawk (Camera Specialty).
Heurtier (Hervic Corp./Cinema Beaulieu).
Honeywell Elmo (Honeywell).
Icon (H P Marketing).
Impak (Redlake).
Jayarik.
Keystone.
Kodak Ektographic (Eastman Kodak).
Lentar (Lenco).
M P O.
Movietap (Fairchild).
Norimex (Karl Heitz).
Prinz (American Camera & Photo Supply).
Raynox (Camera Specialty).
Record (Karl Heitz).
Ricoh (Braun).
Sankyo (Sankyo Seiki).
Superviewer (Viewlex).
Technicolor.
Vivitar (Ponder & Best).

16MM CAMERAS

Arriflex.
Auricon (Bach Auricon).
Beaulieu (Hervic Corp./Cinema Beaulieu).
Bell & Howell/Filmosound.
Bolex (Paillard).
Canon.
Cine-Kodak (Eastman Kodak).
Eclair.
Eumex (Redlake).
Locem (Redlake).
J.A. Maurer.
Mepita Admire (Magniplex).
Milliken (Teledyne).
Mitchell.
Staefa (Redlake).

16MM PROJECTORS

Athena (L-W Photo).
Bauer (Allied Impex).
Bell & Howell/Filmosound.
Bolex (Paillard).
Graflex (Singer Co./Graflex Div.).
Honeywell Elmo (Honeywell).
Hortson (Carbon).
Kalart Victor.
Kodak Pageant (Eastman Kodak).
L-W (L-W Photo, Redlake, Teledyne).
Movie-Mite.
Norelco (North American Philips).
Photo-Optical Data Analyzer (L-W Photo).
Sonorex (Arriflex).
Super 1600 (Viewlex).

ANAMORPHIC (WIDE SCREEN) PROJECTOR LENSES

Bauer (Allied Impex).
Bausch & Lomb.
Bell & Howell/Filmosound.
Buhl.
Isororama (Ehrenreich Photo-Optical).
16MM Releases

There's A Girl In My Soup

* DOCTORS' WIVES
* TO SIR WITH LOVE
* MAROONED
* GUESS WHO'S COMING TO DINNER
* THE COMIC

* ANY WEDNESDAY
* TOBACCO ROAD
* THE SERGEANT
* PETULIA
* YOU'RE A BIG BOY NOW
* BULLITT

GENTLEMEN:
Please send me my free copy (136 pages) 1972-73 Catalog of 16mm Rental Films.

Organization
Attn:
Address

City
State Zip

CINE CRAFT COMPANY
1720 N. W. Marshall
Portland, Oregon 97209
Phone: (503) 228-7484

16MM Releases

Projection Optics.
Super 1600 (Viewlex).
Victorscope (Kalart Victor).

TRIPODS & WALL PROJECTION SCREENS

Brilliant.
Cavalier (Willoughby-Poorless).
George F. Cram.
De-Lite.
Draper.
E-Z Fold (Wilcox-Lange).
Fast-Fold (Commercial Picture).
Filmscreen (Stewart Film Screen).
Hervic Hydrofluid Jr. (Hervic Corp./Cinema Beaulieu).
Hurley.
Hyacam (Redlake).
Kalimar.
Knox.
Kodak Ektalite (Eastman Kodak).
Lectroscreen (Polacoat).
Lenscreen (Polacoat).
Luma (Draper).
Charles Mayer.
A. J. Nystrom.
Radiant (Radiant Corp.).
Raven.
Rocket (Brumberger).
Rolleramic (Draper).
Royal (Royal Camera).
Royal Scot (Brumberger).
Sagano (Royal Camera).
Singer/Radiant (Singer Co./Graflex Div.).
Tecnitilt (ScottGraphics).
Ultramatte (Stewart Film Screen).
Trans-Lux.

Billboard Covers Show Business Every Week . . . Even When School's Out.

THE CONFESSION
COME TO YOUR SENSES
THE CONFORMIST
LITTLE MURDERS
THE PROJECTIONIST
CELEBRATION AT BIG SUR
THE PANIC IN NEEDLE PARK

FILMS BY
JOHN LENNON & YOKO ONO

* SHORT FILM PACKAGES *
GENESIS II
GENESIS III
GENESIS 4

FREE CATALOG AVAILABLE
CONTACT:
GENESIS FILMS LTD.
1040 N. Las Palmas Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90038
213/469-9011
40 W. 55th St., New York, N.Y. 10019
212/765-3750

EXCLUSIVE NON-THEATRICAL DISTRIBUTOR
The following companies manufacture or distribute equipment under various names, brand names are indicated in parentheses following their product.

A list of equipment by categories is provided following the company listings.

**Manufacturers & Importers**

---

**Bausch & Lomb. Special Prods. Div., 635 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.Y. 14602. Tel: (716) 232-6000. Pres.: J.D. Kellam.**

**Agfa Corporation, 1555 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10039.**

---

**Argus Inc., 2080 Lunt Ave., Elk Grove, III. 60007. Tel: (312) 437-4505. Pres.: M. Day. Sales Mgr.: J. de Merlier.**


**Budapestian Corp., 275 North St., Teterboro, N.J. 07608. Tel: (201) 889-3098. Pres.: M. Wirgin.**

**Canon USA Inc., 10 Nevada Dr., Lake Success, L.I., N.Y. 11040. Tel: (516) 488-6700. Pres.: Dr. M. Wirgin.**

**Cannon USA Inc., 10 Nevada Dr., Lake Success, L.I., N.Y. 11040. Tel: (516) 488-6700. Pres.: Dr. M. Wirgin.**

**Canto USA Inc., 101 W. 31 St., New York, N.Y. 10001. Tel: (212) 565-3411. Pres.: Meinulf Poiss.**

**Caribou Inc., 10 Saddle Rd., Cedar Knolls, N.J. 07927. Tel: (201) 267-8200. Pres.: Frank H. Riffle; Sales Mgr.: Ben Bokewitz.**

**Caribou Inc., 10 Saddle Rd., Cedar Knolls, N.J. 07927. Tel: (201) 267-8200. Pres.: Frank H. Riffle; Sales Mgr.: Ben Bokewitz.**

**Eclair Corp. of America, 7262 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90046. Tel: (213) 933-7182. Gen Mgr.: Samuel Getzoff.**

**Eclair Corp. of America, 7262 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90046. Tel: (213) 933-7182. Gen Mgr.: Samuel Getzoff.**

**Eumig Corp., 201 W. 31 St., New York, N.Y. 10001. Tel: (212) 565-3411. Pres.: Meinulf Poiss.**

**Eumig Corp., 201 W. 31 St., New York, N.Y. 10001. Tel: (212) 565-3411. Pres.: Meinulf Poiss.**


**Fletcher Corp., 26 Sarah Dr., Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735. Tel: (516) 293-7140. Pres.: G.M. Hurley.**

**Hewlett-Packard Co., 2540 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90026. Tel: (213) 660-8000. Pres.: Jack H. Freeman.**


**Karl Heitz Inc. 979 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022. Tel: (212) 421-5220. Pres. & Sales Mgr.: Marion Schäppi.**

**Karl Heitz Inc. 979 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022. Tel: (212) 421-5220. Pres. & Sales Mgr.: Marion Schäppi.**

**National Film Corp., 142 S. Broadway, Littleton, Colo. 80120. Tel: (303) 798-9444. VP & Gen. Mgr.: R.L. Pennock. Sales Mgr.: Clarke Cheyn.**

---

**BUDGET FILMS**

**FREE CATALOG! 16MM SOUND & SILENT FILMS FOR RENTAL**

- Classic Features
- Roadrunner & Other Cartoons
- Serials
- Classic Comedies
- Old Time Movies
- Experimental Films

**Betty Boop, Flash Gordon, W.C. Fields, Chaplin, Keaton, Keystone Cops etc.**

---

**Ivy Film/16**

**YOUR COMPLETE SOURCE FOR 16MM FILM RENTALS**

SEND FOR CATALOG #172 LISTING OVER 1800 FILM TITLES (MANY NEVER OFFERED BEFORE IN 16MM)

---

**Ivy Film/16**

165 WEST 46TH ST. RM. 414
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036
PHONE: (212) 765-3940

---

**Budget Films**

---

**March 25, 1972**


NEW LINE CINEMA

FOR UNIQUE CAMPUS FILM PROGRAMMING —

BRAND X

N.Y. EROTIC FILM FESTIVAL COMING APRIL

Andy Warhol's WOMEN IN REVOLT

The Last Poets in RIGHT ON!

Maria Callas in MEDEA

VIVA LA MUERTE

Mick Jagger in SYMPATHY FOR THE DEVIL

3-D in EYES OF HELL and Much More.

New Line Cinema

121 University Place
New York, N.Y. 10003
(212) 674-7460

FREE CATALOGS ON REQUEST

ROA'S FILMS

1696 N. ASTOR STREET
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53202
PHONE: (414) 271-0861
RED SHOES
Director: Michael Powell, Emeric Pressburger
Featuring: Moira Shearer, Anton Walbrook

TEOREMA
Director: Pier Paolo Pasolini
Featuring: Terence Stamp, Sylvana Mangano

ULYSSES
Director: Joseph Strick
Featuring: Milo O'Shea, Barbara Jefford

WAR AND PEACE
Director: Sergei Bondarchuk
Featuring: Ludmilla Savelyeva, Sergei Bondarchuk

ROA'S FILMS
1696 N. Astor St., Milwaukee, Wisc. 53202

BULLITT
Steve McQueen, Jacqueline Bisset, Robert Vaughn
Director: Peter Yates

MAROONED
Gregory Peck, Richard Crenna, David Janssen, Gene Hackman, James Franciscus, Lee Grant
Director: John Sturges

THE SERGEANT
Rod Steiger, John Phillip Law
Director: John Flynn

SWANK MOTION PICTURES, INC.
201 S. Jefferson, St. Louis, Mo. 63166

LE MANS
Director: Lee H. Katzin

BLUE WATER, WHITE DEATH
Director: Peter Gimbel

LITTLE BIG MAN
Director: Arthur Penn

TIME-LIFE FILMS
43 W. 16th St., New York 10011

CHICAGO CONSPIRACY TRIAL
Director: Christopher Burstell

DANTE'S INFERNO
Director: Ken Russell
(How They Made) LITTLE BIG MEN
Director: Elliot Erwitt

THE HARD CHARGERS
Director: Tom Johnson

RED CHINA
Director: Julian Pettifer

TWYMAN FILMS, INC.
329 Salem Ave., Dayton, O. 45401

DIARY OF A MAD HOUSEWIFE
Director: Frank and Eleanor Perry

WAIT UNTIL DARK
Director: Terrance Young

COOL HAND LUKE
Director: Stuart Rosenberg

THE PROFESSIONALS
Director: Richard Brooks

EL CID
Director: Anthony Mann

UA SIXTEEN
729 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019

MIDNIGHT COWBOY
Director: John Schlesinger
Featuring: Dustin Hoffman, Jon Voight

FELLINI SATYRICON
Director: Federico Fellini

WILD CHILD
Director: Francois Truffaut
Featuring: Jean-Pierre Cargol

WOMEN IN LOVE
Director: Ken Russell
Featuring: Alan Bates, Oliver Reed, Glenda Jackson

COTTON COMES TO HARLEM
Director: Ossie Davis
Featuring: Godfrey Cambridge, Raymond St. Jacques

PASSION OF ANNA
Director: Ingmar Bergman
Featuring: Max Von Sydow, Liv Ullmann, Bibi Andersson

PERSONA
Director: Ingmar Bergman
Featuring: Liv Ullmann, Bibi Andersson

WEST SIDE STORY
Director: Robert Wise, Jerome Robbins
Featuring: Natalie Wood, Richard Beymer, Rita Moreno

TWELVE ANGRY MEN
Director: Sidney Lumet
Featuring Henry Fonda, Lee J. Cobb

ALICE'S RESTAURANT
Director: Arthur Penn
Featuring: Arlo Guthrie, Pat Quinn

BURN
Director: Gillo Pontecorvo
Featuring: Marlon Brando, Evaristo Marquez

KING OF HEARTS
Director: Phillippe De Broca
Featuring: Alan Bates, Pierre Brasseur, Genevieve Bujold

KES
Director: Kenneth Loach
Featuring: David Bradley

PATHS OF GLORY
Director: Stanley Kubrick
Featuring: Kirk Douglas, Ralph Meeker, Adolphe Menjou

UNITED FILMS
1425 S. Main, Tulsa, Okla. 74119

YELLOW SUBMARINE

SHERLOCK HOLMES (12 series)
FLASH GORDON (3 serials)
RAIN
Director: Lewis Milestone

BLONDIE (series)
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

1350 avenue of the americas
new york, n.y. 10019
(212) 586-5100

151 el camino drive
beverly hills, california 90212
(213) 274-7451

435 north michigan avenue
chicago, illinois 60611
(312) 467-4744